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Abstract

The overall goal of this thesis is to push secure multiparty computation (MPC) one step further
towards practical use. We do this by showing how to construct a number of general, yet efficient
and practical protocols that are suitable for solving real-world problems. Our contribution is
threefold.

• We first consider how to use MPC to do practical secure outsourcing of computation. We
construct a protocol that lets one or more clients outsource the computation of a function f
to a set of workers. The protocol guarantees privacy of inputs and outputs and correctness
even if all clients and all but one worker are corrupted. The overhead of the clients is very
low, in particular their interaction with the workers is minimal. The workers use MPC in
a black-box manner, meaning that the protocol will benefit from any future advancements
of MPC. By exploiting the fact that inputting values to MPC is essentially committing,
we obtain a solution with also very little overhead of the workers, apart from computing f
within MPC.

• We then present a new protocol for efficient general two-party computation in the malicious
setting. It is based on the LEGO principle of Nielsen & Orlandi (TCC 2009). We do
various improvements, in particular, we present a very efficient additively homomorphic
UC commitment scheme for bit strings. Our efficiency counts show that our protocol is 1-2
orders of magnitude faster than the best previous LEGO protocol, and for realistic circuit
sizes we also compare well with other recent two-party protocols. For example, with 40-bit
statistical security we only need 66% communication compared to the best circuit-based
cut-and-choose protocols in the same security model.

• Finally, we study the particular scenario where a number of servers are running a distributed
application, for example an application based on MPC, that proceeds in a sequence of online
periods where the servers interact, followed by offline periods where the servers are shut
down. This online/offline pattern occurs quite frequently in practice, in particular when
the servers are located in the cloud. Notable examples include regular benchmarking or
online auctions done with MPC, such as the Danish sugar beet auctions.

We provide protocols for protecting the secret data (e.g., keys for authentication or MPC)
that the servers must store in the offline phases, under the assumption that the servers
should be able to switch between online and offline phases with little or no interaction with
parties outside the cloud.
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Resumé

Det overordnede mål med denne afhandling er at undersøge, hvordan secure multiparty computa-
tion (MPC) kan gøres mere effektiv og praktisk, så teknologien bedre kan bruges til at løse reelle
problemer. Vi konstruerer en række generelle, og dog effektive protokoller, der kan anvendes til
at løse praktiske opgaver.

• Først ser vi på, hvordan MPC kan bruges til sikker uddelegering af en beregning. Vi
konstruerer en protokol, der tillader en eller flere klienter at uddelegere beregningen af
en funktion f til en mængde af servere. Protokollen garanterer, at serverne ikke lærer
funktionens input og output at kende, og at funktionen bliver beregnet korrekt, også selvom
alle klienter og alle pånær én server er korrupte. Det ekstra arbejde krævet af klienterne
er begrænset, og behovet for kommunikation med serverne minimalt. Serverne benytter
sig af black-box MPC, hvilket betyder at fremtidige forbedringer af MPC automatisk vil
slå igennem her, også. Ved at udnytte, at input til MPC er bindende, opnår vi en løsning,
hvor det ekstra arbejde, der kræves af serverne, udover at beregne f via MPC, er meget
begrænset.

• Dernæst præstenterer vi en ny effektiv protokol til sikre to-partsberegninger (2PC), der
har aktiv sikkerhed. Den er baseret på LEGO-princippet introduceret af Nielsen & Or-
landi (TCC 2009). Vi præsenterer diverse optimeringer, ikke mindst en ny protokol for
UC-sikker additiv homomorfisk commitment til bit-strenge, der kan have særskilt interesse.
Vores konkrete estimater viser, at effektiviteten af vores 2PC-protokol er 1-2 størrelsesor-
dner bedre end den hidtil bedste LEGO-baserede 2PC-protokol, og at vi for realistiske
funktioner også kan sammenligne os med andre nyere 2PC-protokoller. Fx kræver vi for
40-bit statistisk sikkerhed kun 66% kommunikation i forhold til de bedste 2PC-protokoller
i samme sikkerhedsmodel, der er baseret på traditionel cut-and-choose.

• Til sidst studerer vi det konkrete tilfælde, hvor et antal servere udfører en distribueret
beregning eller leverer en service, fx baseret på MPC, og hvor serverne naturligt gennemgår
en sekvens af online-perioder, hvor de kommunikerer indbyrdes og udfører beregninger, af-
brudt af en række offline-perioder, hvor serverne er lukket ned. Online/offline-mønsteret
forekommer ofte i praksis, fx når servere befinder sig i skyen. Eksempler er benchmark-
ing og online-auktioner som den danske børs til handel med sukkerroekvoter. Vi udvikler
protokoller, der kan sikre data (typisk nøglemateriale til autentifikation eller MPC) som
serverne har brug for at gemme i offline-faserne, under antagelse af at serverne skal være
i stand til at skifte mellem online- og offline-faserne med så lidt interaktion med uden-
forstående parter som muligt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Imagine a world where information about DNA is collected as a matter of routine, for example
when people are born and hospitalized. Despite confidential treatment an IT scandal causes
your DNA to leak and it somehow ends up being available on the internet. A few years later
researchers manage to develop a method that given DNA information predicts how likely it is
that a person develops diabetes or severe depression.

How would you feel if it turns out that everyone can query the internet and learn that you
were born with a high risk of developing a severe depression? Imagine the consequences of this if
you want to buy health insurance, apply for a job, or try to find a partner. This is a hypothetical
situation, but current trends suggest that it may soon be reality. Researchers are continuously
improving their understanding of the human genome. Collection of DNA already takes place.
Several examples show that sensitive information tends to end up in the wrong hands despite
law protection and IT security measures.

The DNA example is just an illustration of a more general dilemma. The overall trend is that
more and more data is collected, for example via people’s use of the internet and smartphones
and for medical research. We often do not even realize that it happens, and often, it is sensitive
data. On one hand we are interested in the benefits of this information harvest, on the other
hand it poses a threat to our privacy.

Computing on Private Data

The benefit of collecting data comes mainly from the fact that one can compute on the data.
Google, for example, profits by doing advanced computations on enormous amounts of collected
data allowing them to target advertisement. Another example is medical research databases
where large amounts of citizen health data is stored. The benefit here is that researchers can
compute on the data, for instance compute statistics revealing general health trends.

Misuse of sensitive data can to some extend be countered by law enforcements. EU is for
example about to adopt regulations punishing companies with fines of up to 5% of their revenue
(at most e 1,000,000) if they fail to handle sensitive personal data with care. But numerous
examples show that legislation alone is not enough to prevent privacy breaches. Encryption can
add an extra layer of protection. By encrypting data before collecting it, privacy is guaranteed
even if the company gets hacked. But once encrypted, one can no longer compute on the data
and the very idea of collecting it is gone.

But modern techniques within the field of cryptography do indeed have the potential to
solve the dilemma. In particular, one research area is devoted to secure multiparty computation
(MPC). This is a technology that allows joint computation on data from different parties in
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such a way that the data remains private while only the intended result becomes known. More
precisely, MPC allows a number of parties P1, P2, . . . , Pn with input x1, x2, . . . , xn to compute
a function (y1, y2, . . . , yn) = f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) while guaranteeing interesting security properties
such as input and output privacy (that the input xi and output yi remain private to each party
Pi) and correctness (that f and not some other function f ′ is evaluated), even if some of the
parties are acting maliciously.

From Theory to Practice

The first MPC techniques were discovered in the 1980s. In 1987 a milestone was reached when re-
searchers succeeded in showing that all computations can in principle be done as MPC [GMW87].
This showed the potential of the technology, but the first results were not practical. Since then a
huge amount of research has been devoted to improving efficiency, and the MPC we know today
is much more suited for practical use.

Another milestone was reached in 2008 when MPC was for the first time applied in a com-
mercial large-scale setting [BCD+09]. It was a collaboration between researchers and the Danish
sugar beet industry. The goal was to introduce an electronic contract exchange allowing farmers
to trade contracts for sugar beet farming. But the industry partners and the farmers could not
agree on who should manage the exchange since the farmers’ bids contain confidential informa-
tion. The solution was to introduce a contract exchange based on MPC where farmers could
submit their bids in encrypted form. The exchange helped ensure an optimal market where
supply was best met by demand, without any confidential information being disclosed. The first
run involved bids from 1,200 farmers and the exchange is still active today.

A Technology with Potential

MPC is a powerful tool that is relevant in all cases where computation on sensitive data is
needed and where no obvious trusted third party exist to carry out the computation. The
potential of MPC and the many recent technical advances have sparked commercial interest.
Today companies such as Microsoft, IBM, SAP, Cybernetics, and the Danish company Partisia
have their focus on the technology.

Some examples of what can potentially be accomplished with MPC are the following.

• Two organizations with each their own private database can identify records that exist in
both databases without revealing any other data to each other;

• A group of banks can improve their algorithms for credit rating by correlating their cus-
tomer databases, without revealing any sensitive data about customers to each other;

• Some kinds of auctions and exchanges require sensitive information from bidders and cannot
normally be carried through without a trusted third party; with MPC this can be done
without a trusted party;

• Competing researchers can determine whether they made the same discovery, for example
a chemical formula, without revealing their own discovery to the other researchers;

• Potential collisions of enemy satellites, drones, etc., can be detected and avoided using
MPC without any one of the enemies revealing its position or direction to the other;

• Citizens can submit their private medical data to a central database in ’encrypted’ form,
knowing that only certain specified statistics can be computed;
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• Matching and extraction of specific features from DNA can be done without revealing the
DNA to others;

• The single point of trust in centralized public-key infrastructures like the Danish NemID
can be split between several parties such that no single party can misuse information;

The full benefits of digitization of our society and related trends such as big data, cloud
computing, and internet of things (IoT), require more fine-grained control over information than
what can be achieved by conventional encryption. As the examples show, MPC is a relevant tool
for achieving this. In some sense the current state of MPC resembles the discovery of public-
key encryption in the 1970s. It started out as a theoretical result, but today we use public-key
cryptography every day to secure traffic on the internet.

Overview of Contributions
Despite the many advances, it is still a challenge to use MPC in many applications. This is due
to the heavy resources required by existing MPC protocols, in particular in terms of computation
and communication.

The overall goal of this thesis is to bring secure multiparty computation one step closer to
practical use. We do this with three contributions, each one related to MPC in its own way.
In our first contribution we show how to obtain a practical framework for outsourcing secure
computation based on black-box MPC. Our second contribution is a protocol for general secure
two-party computation (an important special case of MPC) which has better performance than
other protocols when computing on large circuits. Our third contribution shows how to enhance
security of certain common types of MPC-based applications (and other distributed systems)
that have ’offline’ periods, by protecting the keys stored by the involved parties when they are
offline.

We describe the contributions in a bit more detail below.

A Framework for Outsourcing Computation Secure outsourcing of computation on sen-
sitive data is an important topic that has received a lot of attention recently. Our first
contribution is a framework that can be used to do practical and efficient outsourcing based
on MPC. In our setting there is a number of clients C1, . . . , Cn with inputs x1, . . . , xn. The
clients want to delegate a secure computation of f(x1, . . . , xn) to a set of untrusted workers
W1, . . . ,Wm. We want to do so in such a way that as long at there is at least one honest
worker (and everyone else might be actively corrupted) the following holds: (1) the privacy
of the inputs and outputs is preserved (2) the output of the computation is correct (in
particular workers cannot change the inputs of honest clients).

We propose a solution where the clients’ work is minimal and the interaction pattern simple
(one message to upload inputs, one to receive results), while at the same time reducing the
overhead for the workers to a minimum. Our solution is generic and can be instantiated with
any underlying reactive MPC protocol where linear operations are “for free”. In contrast
previous solutions were less generic and could only be instantiated for specific numbers of
clients/workers.

Our framework fits in any case where one or more client wants to outsource computation,
for example to enjoy the benefits of cloud computing without compromising security, or
because the clients are small devices with limited computing resources. It also fits the case
of large-scale MPC where many clients outsource an MPC computation to a few workers,
like the Danish sugar beet auctions [BCD+09].
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Efficient Two-Party Computation Our second contribution is a new efficient protocol called
TinyLEGO, for general secure two-party computation in the malicious setting, based on
LEGO-style cut-and-choose [NO09, FJN+13].
Our protocol improves on earlier LEGO protocols in several ways. Most notably we present
a new, more efficient way to construct a fault-tolerant circuit based on so-called authenti-
cators and a new efficient homomorphic UC commitment scheme based on error correcting
codes. The commitment scheme, which may be of independent interest, is based on oblivi-
ous transfer and error correcting codes like some earlier homomorphic commitment schemes
[CvdGT95, FJN+13, DDGN14, CDD+15]. But by means of several optimizations and a
new proof technique based on erasure decoding we obtain a homomorphic scheme that
is both simpler and much more efficient. Our efficiency counts show that our scheme is
roughly two orders of magnitude faster than the best known previous homomorphic UC
commitment scheme [CDD+15].
By these techniques we achieve two goals: (1) We obtain a LEGO protocol with much
better performance than any previous LEGO protocol. Our efficiency counts suggest that
its performance is 1-2 orders of magnitude better than the previously best LEGO proto-
col [FJN+13]. (2) Asymptotically, LEGO protocols perform better than other two-party
protocols based on traditional circuit-level cut-and-choose, so in principle LEGO protocols
will eventually outperform these when computing on circuits that are large enough. The
LEGO paradigm, on the other hand, involves extra constant overhead. The question is
therefore for which concrete circuit sizes there is a break-even. We manage to reduce the
constant overhead to a degree where TinyLEGO performance compares well to that of
other non-LEGO protocols for realistic circuits. For example, for 40-bit statistical security
we need to send only 66% of the data required by the best circuit-level cut-and-choose
protocols in the same security model when evaluating circuits with 953,022 or more AND
gates.

Key Management for Autonomous Servers Our final contribution does not involve MPC
directly. Rather, it can be seen as a result that supports and enhances security of certain
common applications, in particular ones that involve MPC. More specifically, we consider
a setting where a group of servers go through a number of online and offline phases. In the
online phases the servers compute and communicate in order to deliver some service (they
could, e.g., run an MPC protocol), in the offline phases each server shuts down and needs
to store sensitive key material, e.g., keys needed for later authentication or keys used for
doing MPC.
The online/offline pattern occurs frequently in many applications, for example auctions
and benchmarks running in the cloud. The model fits naturally to cases where multiparty
computation is outsourced to the cloud, such as the Danish sugar beet auctions [BCD+09]
and energiauktion.dk where auctions based on MPC are run on a regular basis.
We do not attempt to enhance security in the online phases; we assume that this is handled
by other means, for example MPC. Rather, we study to which extend keys stored during the
offline phases can be protected. We propose protocols for securing offline keys in different
cases, depending on physical assumptions and the degree to which the service is allowed to
run without interruption from outside the cloud.

Together these contributions can be viewed as a practical toolkit for securely and efficiently
solving many tasks related to MPC. While each useful in its own right, they can also be viewed
as a single, ’full stack’ solution: TinyLEGO can be ’plugged’ into our outsourcing framework
and in cases where multiple computations are outsourced to the workers over time, our key
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management protocols can help guard the sensitive state on the workers in the offline time
between the outsourced computations.

The results are presented in a top-down manner: We start out in Chapter 2 presenting our
outsourcing result which works given any MPC protocol. Then in Chapter 3 we present a specific
MPC protocol which can be used for the outsourcing, but may of course also be used for other
purposes. Finally in Chapter 4 we present our key management protocol which may be used to
enhance (offline) security of MPC protocols, but may also be used in cases not related to MPC.

Published Research

This thesis is based on research published in various proceedings. During my PhD I have been
involved in the following research projects.

[FJN+13] Tore K. Frederiksen, Thomas P. Jakobsen, Jesper Buus Nielsen, Peter S. Nordholt,
and Claudio Orlandi. MiniLEGO: Efficient secure two-party computation from general as-
sumptions. In Thomas Johansson and Phong Q. Nguyen, editors, Advances in Cryptology
- EUROCRYPT 2013, 32nd Annual International Conference on the Theory and Applica-
tions of Cryptographic Techniques, Athens, Greece, May 26-30, 2013. Proceedings, volume
7881 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 537–556. Springer, 2013

[DJNP13] Ivan Damgård, Thomas P. Jakobsen, Jesper Buus Nielsen, and Jakob Illeborg Pagter.
Secure key management in the cloud. In Martijn Stam, editor, Cryptography and Coding
- 14th IMA International Conference, IMACC 2013, Oxford, UK, December 17-19, 2013.
Proceedings, volume 8308 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 270–289. Springer,
2013

[FJN14] Tore Kasper Frederiksen, Thomas P. Jakobsen, and Jesper Buus Nielsen. Faster mali-
ciously secure two-party computation using the GPU. In Michel Abdalla and Roberto De
Prisco, editors, Security and Cryptography for Networks - 9th International Conference,
SCN 2014, Amalfi, Italy, September 3-5, 2014. Proceedings, volume 8642 of Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, pages 358–379. Springer, 2014

[JNO14] Thomas P. Jakobsen, Jesper Buus Nielsen, and Claudio Orlandi. A framework for
outsourcing of secure computation. In Gail-Joon Ahn, Alina Oprea, and Reihaneh Safavi-
Naini, editors, Proceedings of the 6th edition of the ACM Workshop on Cloud Computing
Security, CCSW ’14, Scottsdale, Arizona, USA, November 7, 2014, pages 81–92. ACM,
2014

[FJNT15] Tore Kasper Frederiksen, Thomas P. Jakobsen, Jesper Buus Nielsen, and Roberto
Trifiletti. TinyLEGO: An interactive garbling scheme for maliciously secure two-party
computation (full version). Cryptology ePrint Archive, Report 2015/309, 2015. http:
//eprint.iacr.org/

Chapter 2 is based on [JNO14]. Chapter 4 is based on [DJNP13]. Chapter 3 is primarily based
on [FJNT15]. Since [FJNT15] improves on [FJN+13] in all thinkable ways, [FJN+13] is only
referenced in Chapter 3 as a basis for comparison. Like [FJNT15] the result in [FJN14] is about
two-party computation, but it uses different techniques and focuses on implementation on a
GPU. [FJN14] did not make it into this thesis, except that it is briefly mentioned in Chapter 3
when we compare TinyLEGO to other protocols.

A few themes go through all the work done in my PhD, including this thesis:
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General Protocols Protocols specialized to a certain applications definitely have there merits.
Specialization sometimes allows for the most extreme performance. But for similar reasons
that we want general computers (general cars, etc.) we want general protocols. They
can be reused in many applications without need for special design and without involving
experts. In this thesis we deal with (1) general outsourcing of computation, (2) general
two-party computation, (3) general protocols for key management.

Concrete Efficiency A lot of research concerns feasibility and foundations. This is very inter-
esting and important. But the focus of my PhD is on research that is closer to practice.
For example my work on two-party computation has had the goal not to improve what
is theoretically possible, not even improving asymptotic performance, but improving on
what is practically possible. This means a focus on concrete efficiency. In particular the
constants hidden by asymptotic analysis. This focus also means that, e.g., outsourcing
based on FHE is only mentioned briefly.

Provable Security Despite the practical focus, much weight has been put on results with
proper security, i.e., with proofs that reduce security to well-know, well-tested hardness
assumptions. In particular proofs are done in the UC framework [Can01], guaranteeing
security also when the results are used together with other protocols. The key management
protocol presented in Chapter 4 does not fit as easily into the UC framework as our other
results, and therefore part of the challenge in that case is to actually model it in the UC
framework so that it can be proved secure.

A Guide to Reading this Thesis
Each chapter can be read separately. Relevant notation is introduced along the way. In some
cases we use different notation in each chapter. For example, n is the number of clients in
Chapter 2 and the number of servers in Chapter 4. Also, in Chapter 2, [a] refers to a secret
representation of a value a while [x] is used in Chapter 3 to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , x} when
a ∈ N. We emphasize the meaning of such notation clearly at the beginning of each chapter.

The reader is assumed to have basic knowledge in computer science and cryptography. We
assume for example, that the reader is familiar with phrases such as the advantage of the adversary
is negligible in the computational security parameter, and encryption secure against chosen plain-
text attacks. Some parts of this thesis, in particular those sections named ’Protocol Analysis’,
require some familiarity with the UC framework [Can01]. A brief recap of the UC framework
and some basic cryptographic primitives used in our formal proofs is included in Appendix A.
The idea is that readers can go ahead reading the main chapters and then turn to Appendix A
or consult textbooks on the subjects if needed along the way.

We use mostly standard notation. Sometimes we use x := y for variable assignment to
distinguish it from equality. We use x← X for assignment when X is a random variable. When
S is a finite set we let x ∈R S mean that x is sampled uniformly at random from S. In general,
when we say that something is random, we always mean random according to the uniform
distribution. If x, y are bit strings we let x || y denote the concatenation of the two strings. We
use x⊕ y, x ∧ y, x ∨ y, and ¬x to describe the logical bit operations of the strings (exclusive or,
and, or, negation). We use ham(x) to denote the Hamming weight of x and dist(x, y) to denote
the Hamming distance ham(x⊕ y). If b ∈ {0, 1} we write b · x for component-wise multiplication
(in F2). We sometimes use xi to denote the i’th bit in a bit string. When appropriate we use
x[i] instead.
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Chapter 2

A Framework for Outsourcing
Computation

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will use the term Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) to refer to any
problem where a number of parties wants to compute a function f on inputs x1, . . . , xn while
guaranteeing interesting security properties such as the privacy of the inputs and the correctness
of the outputs. In particular we will consider the setting where n parties (the clients) provide
inputs and receive outputs, in the presence of m additional parties (the workers) who act as
helpers to reduce the computational burden on the clients. Clients do not trust each other, and
they wish to trust the workers as little as they have to.

A notable example is the case of verifiable delegation of computation [GGP10, PHGR13,
BCG+13, BFR13] where one (or more) computationally bounded clients want to perform a
computation on an untrusted cloud provider, and therefore wish to perform this computation
in a way that the work required to verify the correctness of the result is much less than the
work needed to compute the function itself, while also protecting the privacy of the inputs.
Traditionally, the problem of verifiable delegation of computation is studied in the presence of a
single untrusted worker. However in this case the only known way of protecting the privacy of the
inputs is by using fully-homomorphic encryption schemes. This introduces a huge computational
overhead for the worker. (If one is interested only in verifying the correctness of the output,
recent studies show that using SNARKs (succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge) can
be made much more practical than expected a few years ago [PHGR13, BCG+13]).

Another important application is large-scale secure computation, where one wants to run
a secure computation on thousands or millions of secure inputs. In this setting a (significant)
number of clients C1, . . . , Cn with inputs x1, . . . , xn want to securely evaluate f(x1, . . . , xn).
However running any existing MPC protocols for general functionalities between all the clients
would require that all parties are online at the same time [HLP11], and the communication over-
head of every practical protocol for dishonest majority scales quadratically with the number of
parties. Instead, the clients can delegate their computation to a (small) set of untrusted workers
W1, . . . ,Wm. This is a relevant scenario in practice, and many real-world uses of secure compu-
tation follow this paradigm, e.g., the Danish sugar beet auction [BCD+09], Sharemind [BLW08],
MEVAL [CMF+14], etc. A limitation of these solutions is that they require a majority of the
workers to be honest and only guarantee security against passive corruptions (in particular, a
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dishonest worker can arbitrarily change the input of an honest client).
Here instead we want to tolerate that all but one of the workers might be corrupted: this

allows to use less workers to achieve the same security, which might be important in practice as
the main cost of the system (probably) will be the price to rent computing time on the workers.
Since we want to tolerate that all but one of the workers can be corrupted, we cannot use a
protocol that guarantees termination. In fact, if we want to tolerate that all but one worker
might be corrupted, it must provably be the case that a single worker can deadlock the system.
This, however, can be detected and then other workers can be rented next time. However, our
protocol guarantees termination whenever all workers are honest, independently of how many
clients are corrupted.

There is a lot of prior work looking at this and related problems, both in terms of con-
crete [KMR11, KMR12, PTK13, CLT14, KMRS14] and asymptotic efficiency [Gen09b, BV11,
LTV12, GHRW14]. We will compare to related work of the first kind after presenting our
protocol. The latter kind of work heavily relies on advanced cryptographic tools such as fully-
homomorphic encryption: while this “Swiss Army knife” of cryptography allows for wonderful
and surprising results in terms of feasibility and asymptotic complexity, it introduces a huge
computational overhead for the workers and therefore it is worth studying alternative solutions
that can be used in practice.

2.2 Technical Overview

We describe here the main idea of our framework. It will be instructive to think of a simple
3-party setting a la Salus [KMR12], where a client, running on a computationally limited device
(e.g., a mobile phone) wants to engage in a computation with a server, and outsource most of the
work to a worker (e.g., a cloud provider) which he does not fully trust. The client has input x
and the server has input y. At the end of the protocol the client is supposed to learn z = f(x, y)
for some function f agreed upon by the parties (and nothing else about y). The server and the
worker should not learn anything.

Ideally, we would like a protocol that satisfies the security requirements even if all but one
party are (actively) corrupted. At the same time, as the client is computationally limited, we
want to make sure that the work performed by the client is minimal – in particular independent
of the size of the function to be computed. As already discussed, this is possible (and with
optimal asymptotic efficiency) using fully-homomorphic encryption. However this will incur
a huge computational overhead for the worker and the server. So, following the approach of
[KMR11, KMR12, PTK13, CLT14] we seek for a protocol where the client has to trust that at
least one among the worker and the server is honest.

Instead of designing a specific protocol to solve the problem, we propose a more generic ap-
proach to this problem, which can be instantiated using different building blocks depending on
the particular application. This gives more flexibility and allows for a greater range of applica-
tions (for instance, solutions based on garbled circuits are typically limited to two parties).

Our main building block will be a protocol for reactive secure computation (that is, a protocol
where it is possible to open intermediate values) and where linear operations are for free. Many
protocols of this kind are known (e.g., [BDOZ11, NNOB12, DPSZ12, DKL+13, DZ13])1.

It is clear that the overall efficiency will be highly impacted by the efficiency of the underlying
protocol, and in this chapter we do not try to improve on this (but there is plenty of ongoing
research on the subject). Instead, we consider only the (somewhat orthogonal) problem of how

1Also Yao’s protocol can be made to fit this framework using standard techniques [HL10]. We will return to
Yao’s protocol in Chapter 3.
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to let clients provide inputs to the workers in such a way that the clients’ work is minimal and
the overhead induced on the underlying MPC protocol is as limited as possible. We believe this
modular approach is useful, both from a conceptual point of view, and also from a practical point
of view. For example, one can imagine that improvements on the underlying MPC protocols for
the workers would not require one to update the software on the client side.

2.2.1 A Simple but Inefficient Solution
We first note that there exists a simple solution to the problem of outsourcing computation,
namely we can let the client additively secret share his input between the worker and the server.
We will refer to the worker and the server as W1 and W2, as the role of the worker and the server
is almost symmetrical (the only difference is that, in this application, W2 also has an input y).
Then the client C picks random x1, x2 such that x1 +x2 = x and sends xi to Wi. In addition, to
make sure neither W1,W2 learn the output of the function, we let C choose a random one-time
pad r = r1 + r2 and send r1, r2 to W1,W2.

NowW1,W2 run their favorite secure computation protocol (which guarantees security against
actively corrupted parties) to securely evaluate the function

g((x1, r1), (x2, r2, y)) = f(x1 + x2, y) + r1 + r2

and send the output to C who can reconstruct the output by removing the masks. Note that
under the assumption that linear operations are “for free” securely evaluating g is as efficient as
securely evaluating f .

This solution only works if at most one of W1,W2 is passively corrupted, as a malicious
adversary can input a share x∗i = xi + ε to the secure computation, thus being able to add an
error ε to the client’s input, or he can input a share r∗i = ri + ε to add an error ε to the output
of the function.

This can be easily fixed by having the client send (shared) MACs together with his shares.
That is, now the client picks keys k and e, computes two MACs v = Tagh(x), w = Tage(r) and
secret shares the two MACs between the server and the worker, who now securely compute the
function:

g′( (x1, v1, h1, r1, w1, e1), (x2, v2, h2, r2, w2, e2, y) )

=

{
f(x, y) + r, if Verh(v, x) = Vere(w, r) = true
abort, else

Unfortunately this requires that the MACs are verified by the secure computation protocol,
and this will increase the circuit size significantly. Even using simple, information theoretic
MACs of the form Tagh(x) = a · x + b (where h = (a, b)) might add a significant number of
multiplications (e.g., if one uses garbled circuits as the underlying protocol, then we need to add
a number of garbled gates quadratic in the size of the inputs and linear in the number of clients.).

2.2.2 Our Solution
Our solution relies on the following observation: in the previous protocol MACs and keys are
only required to check that the worker and the server do not lie about the client’s inputs and
the one-time pad. After those values are given as input to the secure computation protocol,
they are essentially “committed” and cannot be changed anymore. Therefore, at this point the
keys can simply be revealed, which together with a careful choice of MAC scheme will turn each
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MAC verification into a linear computation which does not have any significant impact on the
efficiency of the overall protocol. Here is a high-level description of our protocol:

Client Input Phase: Let K be a sufficiently large finite field, which is efficient to compute in
securely using the underlying MPC protocol.2 Assume that all inputs are from K. (If
not, simply parse the input as several elements from K and continue as follows for each
element.) The client C, on input x ∈ K, picks random keys k, h, e ∈ K and computes
algebraic tags3 u = Tagk(h) = k · h and v = Tagh(x) = h · x. The client also picks a
uniformly random mask r ∈ K and computes a tag w = Tage(r) = e · r. Then he sends
additive secret shares of the input x, the mask r as well as additive secret shares of the
corresponding keys and tags k, h, e, u, v, and w to the workers. The addition is over K.

Workers Computation Phase: The workersW1,W2 input the shares they receive to the MPC
protocol, then they “open” the keys k, h, e. Once they have learned the values of k, h, and
e they compute (and open) the value Verk(u, h) = u − k · h. If this is non-zero (i.e.,
the verification of h fails), they output abort. Else; they compute and open the values
Vere(w, r) = w − e · r and Verh(v, x) = v − h · x. If any of these are non-zero, they output
abort; otherwise, they compute and open the “encrypted output”

c = f(x, y) + r ;

Client Output Phase: Finally each worker sends the output to the client. If the client receives
the same output from all workers, he outputs the unmasked value z = c − r, else output
abort.

The protocol is secure for the client as long as at most one of W1,W2 is (actively) corrupted,
in a nutshell:

1. A corrupted worker cannot fool the client into accepting a wrong output. In particular, a
corrupted Wi cannot change its share of x or r without breaking the security of the MAC
scheme, i.e., that would result in Verk(x, u) 6= 0 or Vere(r, w) 6= 0. Of course, a corrupted
worker can make the protocol abort and prevent termination, but this is unavoidable in
the dishonest majority setting.4

2. A worker does not learn any information about the input x or the output f(x, y). Note
first that revealing the keys of the MACs has no impact on the security, as by that time
a corrupted worker has already committed to his share of the input and the MACs. Also,
as the output is masked, the workers do not learn any information about it. Note that
a corrupted worker might try to modify the output value by sending ci 6= c to the client
during the output phase – this could be solved by adding a MAC to the output, but in
fact a simpler way exists, namely having the client simply check that the two outputs he
receives are the same (remember, at least one of W1,W2 is honest). Of course a malicious
worker can then prevent the client from getting the output, but this is possible anyway

2By K being efficient to compute in we mean that taking a multiplication between a secret value and a public
value should be very efficient. As an example, if the underlying protocol is Yao garbled circuits, we can take
K = GF (2k). Then multiplication with a public value will just be taking XOR of some of the bits of the secret
value, which is essentially for free using the free XOR technique [KS08]: no communication and no additional
data storage. If the underlying protocol is based on secret sharing or encrypted data over some field, then K can
be taken to be that field.

3Or AMD codes as introduced in [CDF+08].
4In a later section, we will discuss how to distinguish between a cheating client and a cheating worker. This

will be useful in the multi-client setting.
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as we assume that all but one worker might be corrupted, in which case it is impossible
to guarantee termination of the secure multiparty computation protocol run between the
workers. Hence a malicious worker might just make the secure computation deadlock,
which would have the same effect of the client not getting its output.
Moreover, we must make sure that there are no selective failure attacks. I.e., that modifying
any share always makes the protocol abort, independently of the input. Our simple MACs
have the property that any key is valid if the mac’ed message is 0, since for any k it holds
that Tagk(0) = 0 · x = 0. We must make sure that a malicious worker cannot use this
to learn anything about the input x or the output f(x, y). Concerning the output, note
that by modifying its share of u a malicious worker may indeed learn whether r = 0 or not
(since if r = 0 this manipulation will not cause the computation to abort). But this is ok
since the client chooses r ∈ K at random so r = 0 only happens with negligble probability.
Regarding the input, note that if we were just revealing Verh(v, x) = v − h · x a malcious
worker modifying h would learn that x = 0 if the computation did not abort. Hence, we
first verify that h is not modified, using another tag. Again, this works because h is random
and thus h = 0 only happens with negligble probability.

In terms of efficiency, the Workers Computation Phase requires only (on top of the complexity
of securely computing f) a small number of secure additions, seven secure openings, and the cost
of computing Ver. Given that the keys k, h, e are public, the verification of each MAC can
be done by generating random shared values d1, d2, d3 and computing α = d1 · (u − k · h),
β = d2 · (v − h · x), and γ = d3 · (w − e · r). Now α = 0, β = 0, γ = 0 iff the MACs are valid,
otherwise α, β, γ are uniformly random values.5 As k, h, and e are public values at this stage,
this requires only three additional multiplication of secret values.

The framework can be used in several settings, choosing appropriate numbers of clients and
workers. As discussed earlier, the single-client/many-workers setting can be used for private
and verifiable delegation of computation. This is to be compared with single-server verifiable
delegation of computation protocols [PHGR13, BCG+13], which is getting extremely close to
practice if one is only interested in correctness of the result, but requires the use of FHE to
achieve input privacy. In addition, current solutions do not extend to the case of multiple clients,
while our solutions naturally generalizes. The multiple-client/few-workers setting can be used
for large-scale secure computation. As we will show in Section 2.3.4, using our framework we can
even guarantee termination in the relevant setting where a malicious client is trying to make the
computation abort by using an invalid input. This is particularly relevant when the numbers of
clients is much bigger than the number of workers, and it therefore is undesirable that a single,
corrupted client can make the whole computation abort. Think e.g., of an electronic election:
a single invalid vote should not prevent all honest parties from reaching a consensus, instead it
should be counted as a void vote. This of course introduces new challenges, as a malicious worker
should not be able to claim that a client is corrupted and therefore replace the input of a honest
party.

The main idea behind our solution is the following: If multiple clients are present, we check
that all of the MACs are valid using only three multiplications as above. If any of the opened
values α, β, γ are non-zero, we recursively split the input shares in half and we search for the
incorrect MACs. This takes 3 · log n multiplications times the number of clients with incorrect
MACs. Once we identify the set of clients with incorrect MACs, we need to decide whether this
is due to a corrupted worker or a corrupted client. Note that this is not trivial: one might think
that it is enough to let clients sign their messages, but then a malicious worker could claim he
did not receive the message. See Section 2.3.4 for our solution.

5There is a negligible probability of error of 1/|K| ≤ 2−k.
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Finally, we note that while it is clear that it is not possible to achieve any privacy if all workers
are corrupted, it is possible to achieve (a flavour of) correctness by combining the techniques of
this chapter with those in [BDO14, SV15].

2.3 Our Framework

2.3.1 Notation and Preliminaries

We write x← K to say that x is sampled uniformly from a finite field K. When we write x+ y,
the addition refers to the finite field K (therefore, k ← K, c = x + k is a “one-time pad” of
x). We divide our parties into clients C1, . . . , Cn with inputs x1, . . . , xn ∈ K respectively, and
workers W1, . . . ,Wm with no input. Note that clients and workers need not be disjoint sets, as
in the example in the previous section. The clients send a single message (to each worker), then
the workers securely evaluate the function f : Kn → Kn on the clients’ inputs, and at the end
they send one single message to each client. Therefore the communication pattern for the clients
is optimal: one message to provide input, one to receive output.

We require in addition that the workload of the clients should not depend on the size of
the function f to be evaluated. We only assume that at least one of the workers is honest. In
particular, clients are not assumed to be honest. We only consider static corruptions. We prove
security in the UC framework [Can01]. Appendix A contains a brief introduction to the UC
framework for readers that are not already familiar with this.

2.3.2 The Underlying MPC Protocol

As discussed before, our framework can be instantiated with any secure computation protocol
that allows for reactive computation and where linear operations (additions) are “for free”, that is,
their efficiency can be essentially ignored when considering the overall complexity of the protocol.
In order to keep generality, we will describe our protocol assuming that the workers have access
to an ideal functionality for reactive computation as in Fig. 2.1. Thanks to the UC composition
theorem, one can replace the functionality with any protocol that UC-implements it, and the
overall protocol will still be secure. This allows for a modular presentation and to separate the
issues of the clients interacting with the workers (giving inputs and receiving outputs) without
worrying about which specific protocol is used by the workers.

We use some short-hand notation: [x] is a secret representation of x, i.e., a value uploaded
to the ideal functionality using the Input command or computed via the Secret Eval command.
The representation is assumed to be cheap to compute on using linear operations on elements
from K, so we will write [ax+ by] = a[x] + b[y] for publicly known a, b ∈ K and secrets x, y ∈ K,
and we will not count these operations towards the complexity of the protocol. We assume that
K has size at least 2k, where k is the security parameter. We use this notation:

Input: [x]← Input(Pi, x) allows party Pi to input the value x ∈ K to the computation; We also
define a command [r] ← Rand() which can be simply implemented by [ri] ← Input(Pi, ri);
for all i and random ri ∈ K and [r] =

∑
i[ri];

Eval: ([z1], . . . , [zp])← f([x1], . . . , [xq]) allows to compute an agreed upon function f of q inputs
and p outputs on secret representations, producing again secret representations. This is
done via the Secret Eval command.

Linear: For public a, b ∈ K and secret x, y ∈ K the command [z]← a[x] + b[y] allows parties to
compute a linear combination in K. This is a special case of Secret Eval, but we single it
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Functionality FMPC

The functionality is for the parties W1, . . . ,Wm.

Rand: On input (rand, Pi, vid) from all parties Pi, with vid a fresh identifier, the functionality
outputs (rand, vid) to the adversary. On a later input (complete, vid) from the adversary, the
functionality samples r ← K, stores (vid , r) and outputs (complete, vid) to all parties.

Input: On input (input,Wi, vid , x ∈ K) from Wi and (input,Wi, vid , ?) from all other parties,
with vid a fresh identifier, the functionality outputs (input,Wi, vid , ?) to the adversary. On
a later input (complete, vid) from the adversary, the functionality stores (vid , x) and outputs
(complete, vid) to all parties.

Secret Eval: On command

(eval, vid1, . . . , vidp, f, vidp+1, . . . , vidp+q)

from all parties (if vidp+1, . . . , vidp+q are present in memory and vid1, . . . , vidp are not), the
functionality outputs (eval, vid1, . . . , vidp, f, vidp+1, . . . , vidp+q) to the adversary. On a later
input

(complete, vid1, . . . , vidp, f, vidp+1, . . . , vidp+q)

from the adversary, the functionality retrieves (vidp+1, x1), . . . , (vidp+q, xq), computes
(z1, . . . , zp) ← f(x1, . . . , xq) and stores (vid1, z1), . . . , (vidp, zp). Then it outputs
(complete, vid1, . . . , vidp, f, vidp+1, . . . , vidp+q) to all parties.

Output: On input (output,Wi, vid) from all parties (if vid is present in memory), the function-
ality outputs (output,Wi, vid) to the adversary. On a later input (complete, vid) from the
adversary, the functionality retrieves (vid , zi) and outputs it to Wi.

Further adversarial behavior: All the completion messages are delivered at the will of the ad-
versary only, i.e., a message like (complete, . . .) is not delivered to an honest party until the
adversary signals that it should be delivered, and the adversary might deliver to different
parties at different times.

Figure 2.1: The ideal functionality FMPC for reactive MPC.

out for notational convenience and because the command is assumed to be essentially for
free for our framework to make sense.

Multiplication: [z]← Mul([x], [y]) allows parties to compute a representation of z = x ·y. This
is a special case of Secret Eval, but we single it out for notational convenience and because
the command is assumed to be not too expensive for our framework to make sense.

Open: x← Open([x]) publicly reveals the value inside [x].

2.3.3 Protocol Analysis

The protocol is given in Fig. 2.2 (see Section 2.2 for a high-level description of the protocol).

Theorem 2.3.1. Let πfOFE be the protocol in Fig. 2.2. We prove that πfOFE securely implements
the ideal functionality FfOFE in Fig. 2.3 in the FMPC-hybrid model against any static adversary
corrupting any number of clients and at most m− 1 workers.

We do the proof in the UC framework [Can01]. We prove static security against an adversary
corrupting any number of clients and up to all but one of the workers. Recall that we have the
following proof burden.
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All algebraic notation denotes operations in K.

Clients Input Phase: Each client Cj with input xj :

1. Pick random {xji}
m
i=1 from K s.t.

∑m
i=1 x

j
i = xj ;

2. Pick random {kji }
m
i=1 and {hji}

m
i=1 from K; let kj :=

∑m
i=1 k

j
i and hj :=

∑m
i=1 h

j
i ;

3. Compute uj := Tagkj (hj) = kj · hj and vj := Taghj (xj) = hj · xj ;
4. Pick random {rji }

m
i=1 and {eji}

m
i=1 from K; let rj :=

∑m
i=1 r

j
i and ej :=

∑m
i=1 e

j
i ;

5. Compute wj := Tagej (rj) = ej · rj ;
6. Pick random {uji}

m
i=1, {vji }

m
i=1, {wji }

m
i=1 from K

s.t.
∑m
i=1 k

j
i = kj ,

∑m
i=1 h

j
i = hj ,

∑m
i=1 e

j
i = ej ;

7. Send the values vji := (xji , k
j
i , h

j
i , r

j
i , e

j
i , u

j
i , v

j
i , w

j
i ) to Wi for i ∈ 1, . . . ,m.

Workers Computation Phase: The workers W1, . . . ,Wm do:

1. Each worker Wi, for i ∈ 1, . . . ,m, waits until receiving (eval), then proceeds as below.

2. Each worker Wi, for i ∈ 1, . . . ,m: [xji ]← Input(Wi, x
j
i ); [rji ]← Input(Wi, r

j
i );

[kji ]← Input(Wi, k
j
i ); [hji ]← Input(Wi, h

j
i ); [eji ]← Input(Wi, e

j
i );

[uji ]← Input(Wi, u
j
i ); [vji ]← Input(Wi, v

j
i ); [wji ]← Input(Wi, w

j
i );

3. For all j ∈ 1, . . . , n compute: [xj ] :=
∑m
i=1[xji ], [rj ] :=

∑m
i=1[rji ],

[kj ] :=
∑m
i=1[kji ], [hj ] :=

∑m
i=1[hji ], [ej ] :=

∑m
i=1[eji ],

[uj ] :=
∑m
i=1[uji ], [vj ] :=

∑m
i=1[vji ], and [wj ] :=

∑m
i=1[wji ];

4. For all j ∈ 1, . . . , n: kj ← Open([kj ]); hj ← Open([hj ]); ej ← Open([ej ]);

5. For all j ∈ 1, . . . , n: [αj ] := [uj ]− (kj · hj); [βj ] := [vj ]− (hj · [xj ]); [γj ] := [wj ]− (ej · [rj ]);
6. [d1]← Rand(); [d2]← Rand(); [d3]← Rand();

7. [α] = [d1] · [
∑
j∈1,...,n α

j ]; [β] = [d2] · [
∑
j∈1,...,n β

j ]; [γ] = [d3] · [
∑
j∈1,...,n γ

j ]

8. α← Open([α]); If α 6= 0 output abort, else continue;

9. β ← Open([β]); γ ← Open([γ]); If β 6= 0 or γ 6= 0, output abort, else continue;

10. Compute: ([z1], . . . , [zn]) = f([x1], . . . , [xn]);

11. Compute: [cj ] = [zj ] + [rj ] for all j ∈ 1, . . . , n;

12. cj ← Open([cj ]) for all j ∈ 1, . . . , n;

Client Output Phase:

1. (Each worker Wj) Send cj to Cj ;

2. Let cji be the output that Cj receives from Wi;

3. If the vector (cj1, . . . , c
j
n) is not constant, Cj outputs abort, else let cj be the constant value;

4. Cj outputs zj = cj − rj .

Figure 2.2: The protocol πfOFE for outsourced function evaluation.

There is a real execution where we run the protocol. The parties of the protocol have access
to secure point-to-point channels (which can in turn be implemented using cryptography) plus
a copy of FMPC. In the real execution there is an adversary A attacking the protocol. It is
the adversary A which controls the corrupted parties, i.e., it sends messages on behalf of the
corrupted parties and sees all messages sent to the corrupted parties, including the messages to
and from FMPC. In addition the adversary has access to the adversarial behavior allowed by
FMPC, like deciding when messages are delivered. There is also an environment E. It is the
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Functionality FfOFE
The functionality is for the parties C1, . . . , Cn,W1, . . . ,Wm.

Input: On input (input, Ci, xi) from Ci and (input, Ci, ?) from all Wj , the functionality outputs
(input, Ci, ?) to the adversary. On a later input (complete, Ci) from the adversary, the func-
tionality stores (input, Ci, xi) and outputs (complete, input, Ci) to all Wj .

Eval: On command (eval) from all Wj at a point where (input, Ci, xi) is stored for all i ∈ 1, . . . , n,
compute (z1, . . . , zn) = f(x1, . . . , xn) and store (output, Ci, zi) for all i ∈ 1, . . . , n. Then
output (eval, {zj}j∈J) to the adversary, where J is the set of indices of corrupted parties.

Output: On command (deliver, Ci) from the adversary, at a point where (output, Ci, zi) is stored,
output zi to Ci and delete (output, Ci, zi).

Figure 2.3: The ideal functionality FfOFE for outsourced function evaluation of f .

environment which provides the inputs to the honest parties of the protocol and which sees the
outputs of the honest parties of the protocol. The environment E can also interact with A, in
any way that they desire and at any time. The interaction is via exchanging messages. At the
end of the interaction, the environment outputs a bit. We denote the distribution of this bit by
Execπf

OFE,A,E
(k), where k is the security parameter.

In the ideal execution there are three entities, the ideal functionality FfOFE, the adversary S
and the environment E. It is the environment which provides inputs to FfOFE via the (dummy)
honest parties, and it sees their outputs from FfOFE. It is the adversary S which provides inputs
to FfOFE on behalf of the corrupted parties, and it sees the outputs to the corrupted parties from
FfOFE. In addition it has access to the adversarial behavior allowed by FfOFE. Besides this, E
and S can interact by exchanging messages. At the end of the execution, E will output a bit.
We use ExecFf

OFE,S,E
(k) to denote the distribution of this bit. Both S and E are restricted to

poly-time computations.
To prove security of the protocol we have to construct for all adversaries A for the real

execution an adversary S for the ideal execution such that no E can guess whether it interacts
with πfOFE and A or FfOFE and S. We also call this adversary S a simulator. Technically
we require that for all A there exists S such that for all E the value |Pr[Execπf

OFE,A,E
(k) =

1]− Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1]| goes to 0 faster than any inverse polynomial in k.
We proceed to the proof. Assume we are given any A. The simulator S works as follows:

Simulated Protocol S runs internally a copy of πfOFE, i.e., a copy of each party
C1, . . . , Cn,W1, . . . ,Wm along with a copy of FMPC. We call this the simulated protocol.
To distinguish the simulated parties from the corresponding parties in the real execution
we write C̃1, . . . , C̃n, W̃1, . . . , W̃m and F̃MPC for the parties and the ideal functionality and
π̃OFE for the simulated protocol as a whole.

Simulated Adversary S also runs internally a copy of A, we call this the simulated adversary
and denote it by Ã.

Monitor Corrupted Parties S lets the simulated adversary Ã and the simulated parties in-
teract exactly as in the real execution, i.e., whenever Ã instructs a corrupted party to
send a given message, the simulator performs this command in the simulated protocol, and
whenever a corrupted simulated party receives a message in the execution of the simulated
protocol, S gives this message to Ã. Notice that as a consequence of this simulation strat-
egy, S knows all messages sent and received by corrupted parties, including the messages
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to and from F̃MPC. The simulator also knows the internal state of F̃MPC, as it is S which
runs the copy F̃MPC. We use these facts later.

Relay Between Adversary and Environment S lets the simulated adversary Ã and E in-
teract exactly as in the real execution, i.e., whenever Ã sends a message to its environment
S passes it on to E, and whenever E sends a message to S, the simulator just passes it on
to Ã.

Dummy Honest Inputs Whenever E gives an input xi to an honest Ci, the simulator S is
given (input, Ci, ?). It then picks a dummy input x̃i for C̃i, e.g., x̃i = 0 or some other legal
input. Then it simply runs π̃OFE according to the protocol, but with this dummy input x̃i
to C̃i instead of the correct input xi (which is unknown to S by the rules of the game).

Eval Whenever E gives an input (eval) to an honest Wi, the simulator S is given (eval,Wi).
It then simply inputs (eval) to W̃i in the simulated protocol and then runs W̃i according
to the protocol.

Extracting Corrupted Inputs Recall that it is S which must provide input to FfOFE on behalf
of the corrupted parties. It must try to make these inputs consist with the “input” of the
corrupted C̃j . Note that C̃j has no explicit input, it is defined via its behavior in the
protocol. The job of the simulator is hence to extract this implicit input. The simulator
extracts the input xj of a corrupted C̃j as follows: It waits until all workers have input
the values x̃ji , r̃

j
i , k̃

j
i , h̃

j
i , ẽ

j
i , ũ

j
i , ṽ

j
i , w̃

j
i to F̃MPC. Then it computes x̃j =

∑m
i=1 x̃

j
i and

r̃j =
∑m
i=1 r̃

j
i . Then it inputs xj = x̃j to FfOFE on behalf of the corrupted Cj . It saves r̃j

for later use.

Patching Corrupted Outputs Recall that Ã sees the outputs of corrupted parties in the
simulated protocol and can talk to E which sees the inputs and outputs of FfOFE. Hence
it is important that the outputs in the simulated protocol are consistent with the inputs
and outputs of FfOFE. This is not necessarily the case, as we ran the simulated protocol
on dummy inputs for all honest parties. The simulator deals with this as follows. Assume
that the simulated protocol reaches Step 12 in the Workers Computation Phase. Before
executing this step, the simulator S will modify the value of cj inside F̃MPC for each
corrupted C̃j before executing Step 12. Observe that if the simulated protocol reaches
Step 12, then all parties in the simulated protocol must have given inputs, or the simulated
protocol would not have passed Step 2 in the Workers Computation Phase. Hence S will
have given an input xj to FfOFE on behalf of each corrupted Cj at this point. Furthermore,
since it is S which gives (dummy) inputs to the honest C̃j in the simulated protocol and
since S only does so when E gives input to the corresponding Cj on FfOFE, we can conclude
that when π̃OFE reaches Step 12, the environment gave input to FfOFE on behalf of all
honest Cj . So, all in all, when the simulated protocol reaches Step 12, all Cj received an
input xj in FfOFE. Using a similar line of reasoning we see that if π̃OFE reaches Step 12,
then E must have input (eval) to all honest Wi on FfOFE. So, now S can input (eval) to
all corrupted Wi on FfOFE. In response FfOFE computes (z1, . . . , zn) = f(x1, . . . , xn) and
outputs (eval, {zj}j∈J) to S, where J is the set of corrupted parties. Now S computes
c̃j = zj + r̃j , where r̃j was computed and stored in Extracting Corrupted Inputs. Then
S changes the internal state of F̃MPC to hold the value cj = c̃j . Then it simply runs the
simulated protocol according to the protocol.

Honest Output Delivery Whenever an honest client C̃i reaches Step 4 in Client Output
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Phase, the simulator inputs (deliver, Ci) to FMPC, which makes FMPC output zi to
E on behalf of Ci.

That completes the description of the simulator. We now prove that

|Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1]− Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1]| ≤ 2−k+1 .

Let B1 be the event that some client Cj has its input replaced, i.e., Cj runs with input
xj , but after Step 2 in Workers Computation phase it holds for the values xji in FMPC that
xj 6= ∑m

i=1 x
j
i . We can also define B in the simulation, but via the (dummy) input x̃j and the

values x̃ji in F̃MPC and say that B occurs when x̃j 6= ∑m
i=1 x̃

j
i . Similarly, let B2 be the event

that some client Cj has its random pad rj replaced. Let B = B1 ∪ B2. Let B̄ denote the event
that B did not occur, i.e., that neither the input xj nor the one-time pad rj is modified. We
clearly have that

Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1] =

Pr[B] Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1|B]+

(1− Pr[B]) Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1|B̄]

and

Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1] =

Pr[B] Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1|B]+

(1− Pr[B]) Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1|B̄] .

We will first show Claim 1 : the probability Pr[B] is the same in the real execution and in the
ideal execution. We will also prove Claim 2 : Pr[B] ≤ 2−k+1. Then we show Claim 3 : It holds
that

Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1|B̄] = Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1|B̄] .

From these three claims it follows that

|Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1]− Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1]|
≤ |Pr[B] Pr[Execπf

OFE,A,E
(k) = 1|B]−

Pr[B] Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1|B]|
≤Pr[B] ≤ 2−k+1

as desired.

Proof of Claims 1 and 2

We prove that if the adversary uses values xji such that xj 6= ∑m
i=1 x

j
i or rji such that rj 6=∑m

i=1 r
j
i , then the protocol aborts, independently of the input. More precisely, we prove that

β = γ = 0 with probability ≤ 2−k+1, and this is independent of the input xj . The same proof
applies to the simulation, as the simulation is just a run of the real protocol but on different
inputs. From this Claims 1 and 2 then follow.

Consider first β. Let β′ =
∑
j β

j . There are two (non-disjoint) ways it can happen that β = 0,
namely d2 = 0 and β′ = 0. Since Pr[d2 = 0] = 2−k, independently of xj , it is sufficient to prove
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that Pr[β′ = 0] ≤ 2−k and that the probability is independent of xj . Similarly, let γ′ =
∑
j γ

j .
Since Pr[d3 = 0] = 2−k, independently of xj , it is enough to prove that Pr[γ′ = 0] ≤ 2−k,
independently of xj .

If all clients are corrupted, there is nothing to prove. So, since corrupting more parties
gives the adversary strictly more powers and since the role of all clients is symmetric, let us
assume without loss of generality that all clients except C1 are corrupted. Our model assumes
that at least one worker is honest. Since the role of all workers are symmetric, let us assume
without loss of generality that all workers except W1 are corrupted. Finally, if x1 =

∑m
i=1 x

1
i

and r1 =
∑m
i=1 r

1
i there is nothing to prove, so assume that this is not the case. Finally, since

E and A can communicate, we cannot assume that A does not know x1, and since getting x1

clearly cannot make A worse off, let us assume without loss of generality that A knows x1. To
distinguish between the correct values of x1

i and r1
i and the wrong ones chosen by corrupted

workers, use x1
i and r1

i to denote the values chosen by C1 and use x̄1
i and r̄1

i to denote the values
in FMPC. Note that x̄1

1 = x1
1 and r̄1

1 = r1
1. We use similar notation for the values kji , h

j
i , e

j
i , u

j
i ,

vji , and w
j
i .

Notice that for i > 1 the adversary knows both x1
i and x̄1

i , as it received x1
i and it chose x̄1

i .
Hence it also knows the relative error X1

i = x̄1
i − x1

i . Notice that x̄1
i = x1

i + X1
i . That is, the

adversary inputs the correct input plus some known error. Similarly we can write r̄1
i = r1

i +R1
i ,

k̄1
i = k1

i + K1
i , h̄1

i = h1
i + H1

i , ē1
i = e1

i + E1
i , ū1

i = u1
i + U1

i , v̄1
i = v1

i + V 1
i , w̄1

i = w1
i + W 1

i

for values R1
i , K1

i , H1
i , E1

i , U1
i , V 1

i , and W 1
i known by the adversary. We use X1 =

∑m
i=2X

1
i

to denote the sum of relative errors. Note that X1 is known by the adversary. Similarly,
let R1 =

∑m
i=2R

1
i , K1 =

∑m
i=2K

1
i , H1 =

∑m
i=2H

1
i , and E1 =

∑m
i=2E

1
i , U1 =

∑m
i=2 U

1
i ,

V 1 =
∑m
i=2 V

1
i , W 1 =

∑m
i=2W

1
i .

Note that x̃1 = x1+X1, r̃1 = r1+R1, k̃1 = k1+K1, h̃1 = h1+H1, ẽ1 = e1+E1, ũ1 = u1+U1,
ṽ1 = v1 + V 1, w̃1 = w1 +W 1.

Consider Step 8 in the Workers Computation Phase. Using that u1 − k1h1 = 0 by design we
get that

ũ1 − k̃1 · h̃1 = u1 + U1 − (k1 +K1)(h1 +H1)

= u1 + U1 − k1h1 − k1H1 − h1K1 −K1H1

= −(k1H1 + h1K1) + U1 −K1H1

The value U1−K1H1 is known by the adversary. Also, observe that α̃′ = α̃′+
∑
i>1 α̃

′
i where

α̃′i is known to A for i > 1. Hence,

α̃′ = −(k1H1 + h1K1) + U1 −K1H1 +
∑
i>1

α̃′i

where U1 −K1H1 +
∑
i>1 α̃

′
i is known to A. Notice then that α̃′ = 0 iff

k1H1 + h1K1 = U1 −K1H1 +
∑
i>1

α̃′i .

The right hand side of this equation is known to A, but k1 and h1 are uniformly random and
independent of the view of A. So unless H1 = K1 = 0, the workers will abort in Step 8,
independently of xj . In that case, we are done, so we can assume that K1 = H1 = 0. Consider
then Step 9 of the Workers Computation Phase. Using that v1−h1x1 = 0 and w1− e1r1 = 0 by
design we get in a similar fashion that
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β̃′ = −h1X1 + V 1 −H1x1 −H1X1 +
∑
i>1

β̃′i

γ̃′ = −e1R1 +W 1 − E1r1 − E1R1 +
∑
i>1

γ̃′i .

Consequently, β̃′ = 0 iff
h1X1 = V 1 −H1x1 −H1X1 +

∑
i>1

β̃′i (2.1)

where the right hand side of (2.1) is known to the adversary, and γ̃′ = 0 iff

e1R1 + E1r1 = W 1 − E1R1 +
∑
i>1

γ̃′i , (2.2)

where the right hand side of (2.2) is known to the adversary. h1, e1 and r1 are uniformly
random and independent of the view of A, and since at least one of X1 and R1 is non-zero by
assumption (otherwise there was nothing to prove), the probability that β̃′ = 0 and γ̃′ = 0 is
1/|K|. Furthermore, since by assumption H1 = 0 this probability is also independent of the
input xj .

Proof of Claim 3

First consider the following mind game. Consider an execution ExecFf
OFE,S

1,E(k), which runs
exactly as the execution ExecFf

OFE,S,E
(k), except that each time where S is about to use a

dummy input x̃i = 0 on behalf of honest Ci, it instead cheats and inspects FfOFE to get the real
value xi and then it uses x̃i = xi. Besides this cheat, everything runs as in the simulation. Note
that in a simulation S is of course not allowed to perform the above cheat. However, we are here
only defining a random variable ExecFf

OFE,S
1,E(k) for sake of the proof, and we are of course free

to define it as we want. We claim that |Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S,E

(k) = 1|B̄] − Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S

1,E(k) =

1|B̄]| = 0. The reason is that the views of A and E do not depend on the dummy inputs at
all. To see this notice that x̃i is input to F̃MPC and is not used anywhere else. And, the only
values leaked by F̃MPC which might depend on x̃i are the values cj . As for the value cj for all
corrupted Cj , note that it is patched to c̃j before it is output from F̃MPC, hence it has the same
distribution no matter whether S uses x̃j = 0 or x̃j = xj . As for the value cj for all honest Cj ,
note that cj = z̃j + rj for a uniformly random value rj . Hence, even though z̃j might depend on
whether S uses x̃j = 0 or x̃j = xj , the value cj does not, as it is one-time pad encrypted with rj
which is known only to the honest Cj .

Consider then the mind game ExecFf
OFE,S

2,E(k), which runs exactly as the previous mind
game ExecFf

OFE,S
1,E(k), except that we change the step Patching Corrupted Outputs such that S

does not perform the patching cj = c̃j . Instead it just runs the simulated protocol with the value
cj already inside F̃MPC. We claim that |Pr[ExecFf

OFE,S
1,E(k) = 1|B̄]−Pr[ExecFf

OFE,S
2,E(k) =

1|B̄] = 0. Notice that in ExecFf
OFE,S

2,E(k) each honest C̃i is run with input x̃i = xi, where xi is

the input to Ci on FfOFE. Then for each corrupted C̃i define x̃i as in Extracting Corrupted Inputs.
Then it follows from the fact that B does not happen that the values (z1, . . . , zn) computed by
F̃MPC are equal to f(x̃1, . . . , x̃n), as no honest party has its input replaced. Since the input
to FfOFE is xi = x̃i for the honest party (qua the cheat) and xi = x̃i for the corrupted party
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(by design of Extracting Corrupted Inputs), it follows that the values (z1, . . . , zn) computed by
F̃MPC are equal to the values (z1, . . . , zn) computed by FfOFE. Furthermore, when the values
(z1, . . . , zn) computed by F̃MPC are equal to the values (z1, . . . , zn) computed by FfOFE, the
patching cj = c̃j clearly has no effect as cj = zj + r̃j and c̃j = zj + r̃j . Ergo, it does not matter
whether we do the patching or not.

We finally claim that the following holds

|Pr[ExecFf
OFE,S

2,E(k) = 1|B̄]− Pr[Execπf
OFE,A,E

(k) = 1|B̄]| = 0 .

Notice that after replacing dummy inputs by true inputs and dropping the patching of corrupted
outputs, the “simulated” protocol run by S2 is actually just a correct run of πfOFE on exactly
the same inputs xi given to FfOFE by E. That is, S is internally running πfOFE exactly as it is
being run in Execπf

OFE,A,E
(k). There might, however, still be a difference in the view of E: In

ExecFf
OFE,S

2,E(k) the output of an honest client Ci to E is the value zi output by FfOFE. In
Execπf

OFE,A,E
(k) the output of an honest client Ci to E is the value zi output by Ci. We hence

need to argue that in ExecFf
OFE,S

2,E(k) the output of an honest client C̃i is identical to the

value zi output by FfOFE. To see this, recall that we argued above that the values (z1, . . . , zn)

computed by F̃MPC are equal to the values (z1, . . . , zn) computed by FfOFE. Hence, all we have
to argue is that the output of an honest client C̃i is identical to the value zi computed by FMPC.
Recall that B̄ implies that rj has not been modified, so it holds that ci = zi + ri and thus the
correct value of ci is sent to Ci by at least one honest worker, so Ci only accepts ci, and then it
outputs ci − ri = zi.

2.3.4 Coping with Malicious Clients

In the previous protocol a malicious client can force the entire protocol to abort by using an
invalid input (e.g., providing a MAC that is not consistent). As a result it will happen that
either α 6= 0, β 6= 0, or γ 6= 0 and the computation will abort. In an application where there
are thousands or millions of clients it is undesirable that a single malicious (or faulty) client can
prevent the whole computation from terminating. We therefore want a protocol which guarantees
termination whenever all workers are honest. The problem is that when any of the above values
are non-zero we cannot see if it happened because of a malicious worker or a malicious client.
We therefore need to add extra mechanisms for detecting who was cheating and for recovering
when it was a client.

The high-level idea of our solution is to identify clients which provided invalid inputs and
replace their inputs with a default value. This means that all attacks possible by a client are
equivalent to choosing an alternative input, which is of course an allowed option for even an
honest party. The only difference is that in case of cheating, all workers will learn that the
client cheated, and all workers will learn the (alternative) input of the client. This should deter
clients from cheating at all. “Cheating” might, however, also happen because a client is faulty,
so we should expect a few cheating parties occasionally. Since we want to consider cases where
n is huge, we will therefore present a solution optimized for the case where there are very few
cheating parties relative to the size of n.

The first step is to identify the troublesome clients. Suppose, e.g., that α 6= 0. Note that∑
j∈1,...,n α

j 6= 0 just shows that some αj 6= 0. We can find it by securely computing
∑n/2
j=1 α

j

and
∑n
j=n/2+1 α

j and revealing blinded values to check which of them is non-zero, possibly both.
Then continue like this recursively, until all j for which αj 6= 0 are known. At the point where
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O(n) sums have been computed, blinded and opened, switch to a mode where we simply open
blinded versions of all αj . This way we never use more than O(n) multiplications, and if there
is a constant number of non-zero αj , then we use only O(log n) multiplications. We can do a
similar search for β = 0 and γ = 0. Let I be the set of indices j such that either αj 6= 0, βj 6= 0,
or γj 6= 0. The above strategy finds I except with negligible probability. Now we must for each
j ∈ I find out whether Cj is corrupted or whether some worker input a different value to the
computation than the one provided by Cj . Assume for now that (1) a worker can reveal which
values it received from Cj without the worker being able to reveal a value different from the ones
actually received from Cj and (2) it is OK to reveal the input xj of Cj . In that case the solution is
trivial: for each j ∈ I each worker Wi will reveal the values (xji , r

j
i , k

j
i , h

j
i , e

j
i , u

j
i , v

j
i , w

j
i ) received

from Ci and the workers will open the corresponding values [xj ], [rj ], [kj ], [hj ], [ej ], [uj ], [vj ],
and [wj ] to check that Wi uploaded the right values to FMPC. If not, Wi is corrupted, and the
protocol is terminated. Otherwise, it must be the case that uj 6= Tagkj (vj), or vj 6= Taghj (xj),
or wj 6= Tagej (rj), as αj 6= 0, βj 6= 0, or γj 6= 0. So, since all the uploaded values were the ones
received from the client, it follows that Cj is corrupted. In that case the protocol continues, using,
e.g., xj = 0 as input on behalf of Cj .6 We now discuss how to get rid of the two assumptions.

As for the second assumption, we will simply let each Cj split the input xj into two random
shares yj,1 and yj,2 for which xj = yj,1 + yj,2. For example, pick yj,1 uniformly at random and
let yj,2 = xj − yj,1. Then proceed as before, but let Cj give both of the inputs yj,1 and yj,1 as
above, i.e., with separate keys and MACs. Now, if any one of them turns out to be troublesome,
open it and find out who was cheating. If it was Cj , use a default value. If it was Wi, terminate.
Then compute (z1, . . . , zn) = f(y1,1 + y1,2, . . . , yn,1 + yn,2). Note that there is never a need to
reveal both yj,1 and yj,2: if they are both troublesome, simple reveal yj,1 and use that value to
make the decision. Furthermore, revealing a single of the values yj,1 or yj,2 is secure, as they are
individually uniformly random and independent of xj .

As for the first assumption, notice that it is not enough to ask Cj to sign the values it sends to
Wi: The client might simply not send a signature, and when Wi complains that Cj did not send
a signature, it might be Wi that is lying. In fact, any solution where the client sends something
over a secure channel will fall prey to this problem: The client might refuse to send the value,
but it might also be the worker lying about not having received that value. We therefore need
a solution where clients only send public values. Furthermore, since all but one worker might
be corrupted, any public value not sent to all workers, might still fall prey to the above attack:
the m− 1 workers seeing the value might refuse to have received it. Hence we might essentially
restrict ourselves to solutions where the client sends one public value and sends it to all workers.

We describe one such solution. Assume that each Wi has a public encryption key ei for a
public-key encryption scheme and that only Wi knows the decryption key di. We need that this
encryption scheme is secure against chosen-ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2) and that decryption
yields the message plus the randomness used to encrypt, and that IND-CCA2 security holds
even if the decryption oracle returns this randomness. In the random oracle model, RSA-OAEP
is such an encryption scheme, assuming that the RSA function is one-way. Our solution then
proceeds as follows: Use vji to denote the value that a client Cj should send secretly to Wi. The
client will compute an encryption γji = Eei((i, j, v

j
i ); s

j
i ), where s

j
i is the randomness used by

the encryption algorithm. Then Cj broadcasts (γj1, . . . , γ
j
n) to all workers. Then Wi computes

(i′, j′, vji , s
j
i ) = Ddi(γ

j
i ). If i′ 6= i or j′ 6= j, then Wi broadcasts (i′, j′, vji , s

j
i ) and all workers

check that γji = Eei((i
′, j′, vji ); s

j
i ) and that i′ 6= i or j′ 6= j. If this is the case, use a default input

for Cj . If it is not the case, then Wi is cheating. In that case, terminate the protocol. If Wi is

6An initial default sharing [0] can be computed by first letting any worker Wi do [c] ← Input(c). Then run
c← Open([c]) and have all workers verify that c = 0. This works even if Wi is malicious.
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later asked to reveal vji , Wi broadcasts (vji , s
j
i ) and all workers check that γji = Eei((i, j, v

j
i ); s

j
i ).

It is also possible to get a solution not using the random oracle model. Each key ei is the
parameters for an identity-based encryption scheme and di is the master secret key. The client
will compute an encryption γji ← Eei,(i,j,sid)(v

j
i ), i.e., encrypt v

j
i under the identity (i, j, sid),

where sid is a session identifier which is fresh for each run of the protocol. If Wi is later asked
to reveal vji , Wi generates and broadcasts the secret key di,j,sid for identity (i, j, sid). Then all
workers compute vji = Ddi,j,sid(γji ).

We are then left with the problem of how the client broadcasts to the servers. Note that we
can use a standard authenticated broadcast protocol like Dolev-Strong broadcast [DS83], as this
protocol requires the sender to send just a single message to each of the other participant, here
the workers.

Note that the above solution requires that the client be able to sign messages. We would
ideally like a solution which works under the sole assumption that the clients have an authenti-
cated channel to each of the workers, as this is strictly more general and better models practice,
where clients might authenticate themselves towards the computation providers using a simple
password mechanism on top of a server authenticated secure transport layer. However, such a
solution is not possible. It is well-known that broadcast among m parties without the use of
signatures, requires that > m/2 of the parties are honest, and we want to tolerate that all but
one worker are corrupted. We must therefore settle for a solution where clients need to have
public keys for a signature scheme.

2.3.5 Eventual Output Consensus

One problem with the protocol as described so far is that it might happen that some honest
clients learn their outputs and some other honest clients do not learn their outputs. This can
be provoked by a single malicious worker. If the outputs are used as input in a later protocol
(for instance, a later execution of the outsourcing protocol itself), this might cause some of the
honest clients to start the later protocol while some other honest clients will never start the later
protocol. This might lead to problems with functionality, deadlock and also security problems,
as it might wash out the fraction of honest clients participating in the ensuring computation.

We will describe a generic and efficient way to achieve a property which we call eventual
output consensus, meaning that either no honest clients receive an output or all honest clients
will eventually receive their output. This will, e.g., ensure that either no honest clients will
continue with a later protocol, or all honest clients will eventually start executing the later
protocol.

We now describe our solution. As a first modification, all workers will send c = (c1, . . . , cn)
to all clients, the workers will sign the value c, and the clients will accept only if they receive
the same c from all workers along with valid signatures from all workers. If so, the client Cj will
retrieve cj from c and output zj = cj − rj as usual. Whenever a client Cj outputs a value cj ,
it will forward c to all other clients, along with the signatures of all workers. If a client Cj has
not yet given output and receives such a c signed by all workers, it will in turn retrieve cj from
c, output zj = cj − rj , and forward c to all clients along with the signatures. It is easy to see
that this is secure under the assumptions that at least one worker is honest, as all values used
to determine outputs are signed by all workers and therefore also the honest worker.

One might wonder if we can do better than eventual agreement on the output. It turns
out that we can not. In our model all but one worker can be corrupted and any number of
clients can be corrupted. This means that all-in-all more than half of the participants might
be corrupted. It is well-known that in a setting without honest majority, generic MPC cannot
guarantee termination or fairness. That is, we cannot ensure that all honest clients will learn
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their outputs and we cannot even ensure that it does not happen that the corrupted clients learn
their outputs and no honest clients learn their outputs. The best we can hope for is therefore
that at least the honest clients have consensus on whether outputs were gotten or not. Assuming
only asynchronous communication, where all messages between honest clients are eventually
delivered, but where there is no upper bound on the communication delay, we can only hope for
this consensus to eventually arise, which is exactly what our protocol achieves.

2.4 Relationship To Previous Work
Here we discuss the relationship with some of the most relevant work in this area. Kamara
et al. [KMR11] studied the problem of server-aided secure computation with relaxed security
guarantees (i.e., non-collusion between corrupted parties). In their solution one of the clients also
acts as a worker (i.e., it performs computation linear in the circuit size), therefore we interpret
this as a setting with two workers (where one of the two happens to have an input as well).
They also show how to transform protocols for secure delegation of computation into protocols
in the server-aided model, but also this requires clients interacting with each other. The server-
aided model with non-colluding parties was also studied in [KMR12], which gives an efficient
protocol based on Yao garbled circuits in this setting. The protocol still requires some interaction
between the clients. Subsequently Carter et al. [CMTB13] claimed a number of improvements
over Kamara et al., but also in their solution the clients need to interact further than the
simple upload input/download output pattern of our scheme, and also require additional non-
collusion assumptions. A recent work known as Whitewash [CLT14] improves this by presenting
a protocol that is secure when the client and one of the workers collude. We do not see how
to modify Whitewash to allow for multiple clients or workers. In addition, the output message
of Whitewash has an extra factor k overhead, whereas in our protocol the output message from
the workers to the clients is of the same size as the output of the function. Finally Peter et
al. [PTK13] propose a protocol based on a variant of Paillier encryption for the setting of many
clients and two workers. However the PTK protocol only offers passive security, and it is not
clear whether it can be extended to more than 2 workers.

Compared to all above mentioned protocols, we find our solution to be (1) more elegant, as
it decouples the problem of clients providing inputs to the problem of workers performing the
computation, (2) more flexible, as it supports any number of client and workers, and it allows the
workers to chose the best possible protocols to perform the secure computation at hand, without
having to modify the protocol at the client side, (3) more efficient for the client, as the interaction
pattern is minimal and the clients do not need to perform any cryptographic operations (only
simple field operations), and (4) more secure, as security holds up to m − 1 actively corrupted
workers and no non-collusion assumptions need to be made (that is, even when the corrupted
parties share data among each other).

It is worth noting that these advantages are achieved without sacrificing the overall efficiency
of the system: interestingly all previous solutions seem to obtain protocols that are essentially as
efficient as the underlying protocol. This is also true in our case, as we only increase the size of
the secure computation circuit by a single secure multiplication when there is no cheating (and
log(n) additional multiplications if detection of corrupted clients is desired).

A summary of this comparison can be found in Table 2.1.7

7We note that a paper has recently appeared on the ePrint Archive [CMTB14] with a result somehow similar
to ours. Like us, [CMTB14] presents a solution that lets a client outsource computation to workers based on
black-box MPC by extending the circuit to compute within MPC. However, their result seems to work only
for the case where there is one client and two workers. In addition their circuit extension involves two MAC
verifications and some linear operations whereas we avoid mac verification in our circuit extension. In addition,
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Client

Protocol n m Security Based on Work Interaction Notes

This any > 1 Active any O(m|x|) (fo) N
PTK [PTK13] any 2 Passive Paillier O(|x|) (pk) N

Whitewash [CLT14] 1 2 Active GC O(|x|) (sk) N
CMTB [CMTB13] 1 2 Active GC O(|x|) (pk) Y Non-collusion
Salus [KMR12] any 2 Active GC O(|x|) (sk) Y Non-collusion

Table 2.1: Comparison with previous work. n,m are the number of allowed clients and workers
respectively. In the Client Work column, (pk/sk/fo) indicate whether the client needs to perform
public key operations, secret key operations or simple field operations. |x| is the number of field
elements required to represent the input. The Interaction column states N if clients interaction
is limited to sending/receiving one message to/from the workers or Y otherwise. The work of
the client in our solution is linear in m, but in all other rows m is a constant.

their result is based on the non-collusion model of Kamara et al. [KMR11].
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Chapter 3

TinyLEGO: Efficient Two-Party
Computation

In this chapter we present a new efficient and practical protocol called TinyLEGO, for general
secure two-party computation (2PC).

In Chapter 2 we saw how to securely outsource computation to a set of workers using MPC
in a black-box fashion. The 2PC protocol presented in this chapter can therefore be plugged into
the outsourcing framework of Chapter 2 in order to obtain a “full-stack” concrete solution for
outsourcing in the case when there are two workers. But efficient general two-party computation
is of course useful in many other situations as well.

Our protocol is based on Yao’s garbling scheme and is secure against static, malicious ad-
versaries. We use the LEGO approach of Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09]. By means of various
optimizations and new techniques we achieve a protocol that performs 1-2 orders of magnitude
better than the best previous LEGO-based protocol [FJN+13]. Concrete efficiency counts suggest
that our protocol also compares well to previous protocols based on traditional cut-and-choose
of garbled circuits for realistic circuit sizes.

One of our improvements is a new homomorphic UC commitment scheme which may be of
independent interest. It is based on error correcting codes and a watch list mechanism. A new
proof technique allows us to obtain simpler and much more efficient commitments than the best
previous homomorphic UC schemes [FJN+13, DDGN14, CDD+15].

We start out with a brief survey of Yao’s original garbling scheme, its most important op-
timizations, and the techniques used to adapt it to the malicious setting. Then we present the
ideas and design choices behind TinyLEGO and sketch its security proof. We end the chapter
with a comparison of the performance of TinyLEGO to other recent two-party protocols based
on concrete efficiency counts.

A fully formal UC proof for a protocol like TinyLEGO involves many standard techniques
and a lot of boiler-plate. To limit size we have chosen to leave out fully formal proofs in this
chapter. Instead we provide proof sketches, describing in a more informal manner the simulation
strategy, the various hybrid executions, etc.

3.1 Introduction

Secure two-party computation (2PC) is the special case of multiparty computation where two
parties, Alice and Bob, hold inputs x and y and want to evaluate a function z = f(x, y) while
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preserving properties such as input privacy and correctness of output. Two-party computation
is important because in practice there are often only two parties and because it is the simplest
case of MPC that tolerates a dishonest majority.

The first protocol for general secure two-party computation was given by Yao in the 1980s.
Since then a huge number of protocols have been developed. The modern and most efficient of
these protocols for two-party computation in the malicious setting can roughly be divided into
the following lines of work:

SPDZ, MiniMac The SPDZ protocol [DKL+13] combines secret sharing with information the-
oretic macs. This results in a protocol for MPC on arithmetic circuits in the general case
of n parties with dishonest-majority. It is therefore also suitable for the case of two parties.
SPDZ is designed specifically for the preprocessing model, which means that much of the
work is pushed into an offline phase that can be computed before the inputs are known.
MiniMac [DZ13] is an adaption of SPDZ to handle Boolean circuits. A recent implemen-
tation of MiniMac in the random oracle model [DLT14] shows that millions of gates can
be evaluated per second in the online phase if one is willing to accept considerable work in
the offline phase.

TinyOT TinyOT [NNOB12] also extends secret sharing with macs, though in a different manner
based on the semi-honest GMW approach. The result is a secure two-party computation for
Boolean circuits in the malicious setting that relies heavily on OTs and requires a number
of rounds linear in the depth of the circuit evaluated. A main part of its performance comes
from an efficient technique for OT extension. In addition TinyOT uses the amortized cut-
and-choose introduced by Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09] which we will discuss in more depth
later. TinyOT depends on the random oracle model and has recently been generalized to
the n-party case [LOS14, BLN+15].

Yao, cut-and-choose A large class of protocols aims at extending the original approach of
Yao to the malicious setting. In many cases, for example [LP07, LP11, Lin13, SS13,
FJN14, AMPR14], this is done using cut-and-choose on garbled circuits. Another approach
[NO09, FJN+13, FJNT15] is to apply cut-and-choose at individual gates (we will return
to this in detail later). A third approach relies on so-called dual execution [MF06, MR13,
HKE13] where both parties play the role of evaluator and constructor of garbled circuits.
(Currently, the only dual execution protocol in the fully malicious setting also relies on cut-
and-choose.) All these protocols extending Yao’s scheme have the benefit that they only
require a constant number of rounds in contrast to secret sharing-based protocols such
as SPDZ and TinyOT that require a number of rounds proportional to the depth of the
circuit evaluated. Recent implementations of Yao-based protocols [KSS12, HKE13, FJN14]
show some of the best known performance for Boolean-circuit two-party computation in
the malicious setting when the offline phase is also taken into account.

MPC-in-the-head A somewhat different approach would be to apply the general ’compiler’
proposed by Ishai, Prabhakaran & Sahai [IPS08]. Using this, one can compile a semi-
honest two-party protocol and an n-party protocol secure against a minority of malicious
parties into a two-party protocol secure in the malicious setting. This is done using a
clever ’MPC-in-the-head’ technique where the two parties use the semi-honest protocol to
emulate execution of the maliciously secure n-party protocol. However, despite impres-
sive asymptotics the concrete performance of this approach has not yet been fully settled
[LOP11].

Taking an overall look at these protocols, one can observe some tendencies. First, there seems
to be a consensus that the stronger notions of covert and malicious security are preferred to the
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weaker semi-honest model (where the adversary is assumed to follow the protocol). This does
not mean that protocols in the semi-honest setting are not considered useful. Rather, a common
pattern throughout is that semi-honest protocols are used as stepping-stones for achieving covert
and malicious security.

Second, the research tends to be divided up in two camps: One camp uses secret sharing-based
protocols to build very efficient protocols in the preprocessing model (where the online overhead
is minimized at the expense of more offline overhead). The other camp uses Yao-based protocols
to achieve efficient protocols in the standard model (where the total overhead is minimized).
Both directions seem promising. But the distinction between the two camps may soon become
more blurred. Recent research has for example been devoted to Yao-based protocols in the
preprocessing model [LR14, BHR12a] and ongoing work is aimed at reducing the preprocessing
time of protocols such as SPDZ and MiniMac, making these protocols useful also in the standard
setting.

Third, it has become the norm to require security under universal composition, in particular
using the UC framework [Can01]. Most practical protocols settle for static security (where it
is assumed that the adversary decides before execution which party to corrupt), partly because
adaptive secure protocols must rely on inefficient primitives such as non-committing encryption
and partly because no concrete attacks exploiting the static assumption are known. There is no
consensus, though, regarding use of the random oracle model as a means to achieve practical
protocols. Some recent results rely heavily on random oracles [FJN+13, NNOB12] while others
try to do efficient 2PC without random oracles [SS13, FJNT15].

In this chapter we present our contribution to advance the field of practical two-party com-
putation. We call our protocol TinyLEGO, a practical and efficient two-party protocol that is
UC-secure against a static, malicious adversary. It is designed for the standard, non-preprocessing
model and assumes only standard functionalities for OT and commitments and the existence of
circular correlation-robust hash functions. We do not assume a random oracle.

In the following we will first describe in more detail (1) Yao’s original garbling scheme, (2) its
most important optimizations, (3) how to adapt it to the malicious setting and (4) the general
LEGO approach. This will serve as a warm-up and help introduce some relevant notation. Then,
in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 we describe the central concepts of TinyLEGO and
how they are put together. In Section 3.5 we provide a proof sketch and in Section 3.6 we
compare its performance to other protocols.

3.1.1 Yao’s Garbling Scheme

Like many other recent two-party protocols, TinyLEGO is based on Yao’s garbling scheme. Yao’s
garbling scheme refers to a protocol for general two-party computation in the semi-honest model,
put forward by Yao in the 1980s. For completeness we here give a brief recap of Yao’s original
garbling scheme and the optimizations that have followed.1 This also lets us introduce some
notation for circuits, etc., that we will use later.

Suppose Alice and Bob have input x ∈ {0, 1}nA and y ∈ {0, 1}nB , respectively, and that they
want to compute a function z = f(x, y) where z ∈ {0, 1}m. We let xi, yi, zi denote the i’th bit of
x, y, and z, respectively. Let C be a Boolean circuit computing f and let q = |C| be the number
of gates in C. We assume for now that each gate computes a Boolean function with fan-in 2,
e.g., AND, XOR, or NAND of two bits. Let gi : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1} be the Boolean function of the

1There is confusion as to exactly when Yao originally proposed this scheme and on which form. For instance,
the first versions were based on heavy public-key crypto and only later, efficient versions based on symmetric
encryption emerged. See Bellare et al. [BHR12b] for more on the historical account. The protocol that we call
Yao’s scheme here is that described by Lindell & Pinkas [LP09].
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i’th gate. Let n = nA + nB be the total number of input wires and let w = n + q be the total
number of wires in the circuit. Let wi be the i’th wire for i ∈ [w]. We assume that the first
nA wires are the input wires for Alice, the next nB wires the input wires for Bob, and the last
m wires the output wires. Let k be a computational security parameter and (Gen,Enc,Dec) a
symmetric encryption scheme.

Yao’s garbling scheme works as follows.

Key Sampling Alice first generates two keys K0
i ,K

1
i ∈ {0, 1}k of length k using Gen for each

wire wi in the circuit. Each key represents a logical truth value for the wire, i.e., 0 (false)
or 1 (true). Let X0

i , X
1
i , i ∈ [nA] denote the keys associated with Alice’s input wires,

Y 0
i , Y

1
i , i ∈ [nB ] the keys for Bob’s input wires and Z0

i , Z
1
i , i ∈ [m] the keys for the output

wires.

Garbling For i ∈ [q] Alice does as follows. Let L0, L1, R0, R1, O0, O1 be the keys for the left
input, right input, and output wire of gi, respectively. Alice now computes the garbled gate
Gi = (Cπi(1), Cπi(2), Cπi(3), Cπi(4)) for some random permutation πi : [4] → [4], where Cj
are the following four rows, each consisting of a double encryption:

C1 = EncL0(EncR0(Ogi(0,0)))

C2 = EncL0(EncR1(Ogi(0,1)))

C3 = EncL1(EncR0(Ogi(1,0)))

C4 = EncL1(EncR1(Ogi(1,1))).

Alice then sends all Gi to Bob.

Input Alice sends Xxi
i to Bob for i ∈ [nA]. For each i ∈ [nB ] Alice and Bob run a protocol for

oblivious transfer. Alice plays the role of the sender and inputs Y 0
i , Y

1
i , Bob inputs yi and

receives Y yii .

Evaluation For each garbled gate Gi, in topological order, starting with the input gates, Bob
uses the keys La, Rb he has received to decrypt one of the four rows in the garbled gate
using Dec (we assume that the encryption scheme is constructed such that Bob can see
which decryption is the correct one). He thereby learns the correct output key Ogi(a,b)

which he can use as input key to other gates.

Output After evaluation Bob holds the keys Zzii for i ∈ [m]. Bob returns the keys to Alice that
learns zi by matching the received output keys with the keys she already holds, thereby
learning z = z1z2 . . . zm.

Only Alice learns the output z above. Since we assume that both players follow the protocol,
we can just let Alice announce z to Bob if both are to receive the output.

Intuitively, privacy is guaranteed because Bob never learns Alice’s input x and by the proper-
ties of the OT he learns only one key for each input wire, so he cannot compute z′ = f(x′, y′) for
other values than x chosen by Alice and the value y defined by his input to the OT. Correctness
follows under the assumption that Bob knows which of the decrypted rows of a garbled gate is
the right one.

Lindell & Pinkas [LP09] formally proved that the above protocol is secure when the encryp-
tion used is CPA-secure and satisfies some additional properties (called ’elusive’ and ’efficiently
verifiable range’) to allow Bob to evaluate correctly.

Yao’s garbling scheme as presented here has several nice features: (1) it requires only a small,
constant number of rounds, (2) it relies only on cheap symmetric crypto, and (3) the number of
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OTs used only depends on the input size and not the circuit size. Perhaps due to this, it has
gained increased popularity in recent years and is currently being used in many applications, not
only for secure two-party computation.

Circuits for realistic functions can be huge. And – jumping ahead – even more garbled gates
are needed in the malicious setting. The performance of gate garbling is therefore essential,
and several optimizations to the basic scheme have been invented. The most important of these
optimizations can be combined to achieve very fast garbling [PSSW09, BHKR13, ZRE15]. In
the following we briefly mention these optimizations.

Permutation Bits

In the basic scheme Bob must on average try to decrypt two rows for each garbled gate he
evaluates. Beaver et al. [BMR90] proposed to append a permutation bit pK ∈ {0, 1} to each
key K. Alice chooses the permutation bits at random, independent from the logical truth values
associated with the keys, and such that the two keys for a given wire have opposite permutation
bits. The four rows of a garbled gate can then be arranged by the permutation bits instead of
at random. This has the benefit that Bob, when evaluating a garbled gate with keys La, Rb,
can look up the right entry to decrypt based on pLa and pRb instead of trying each row until
decryption succeeds.

Another benefit of permutation bits compared to the double-encryption approach above is
that a CPA-secure encryption scheme with elusive and efficiently verifiable range is no longer
needed. Rather, a garbled gate Gi can be on the form Gi = (T0,0, T0,1, T1,0, T1,1) where

TpL0 ,pR0 = H(L0, R0, i)⊕Ogi(0,0)

TpL1 ,pR0 = H(L1, R0, i)⊕Ogi(0,1)

TpL0 ,pR1 = H(L0, R1, i)⊕Ogi(1,0)

TpL1 ,pR1 = H(L1, R1, i)⊕Ogi(1,1),

(3.1)

and H is a key derivation function mapping two keys and a gate id to a one-time pad that
masks the corresponding output key. This results in shorter rows of each garbled gate compared
to the double-encryption approach and the key derivation function can be efficiently implemented
with a hash function [PSSW09] or a block cipher [BHR12b, BHKR13].

Free XOR

In Yao’s original garbling scheme Alice chooses keys for all wires, both 0-keys and 1-keys, at
random. Koleshnikov & Schneider [KS08] proposed a technique known as free xor that lets Alice
and Bob compute xor gates essentially ’for free’. It works as follows.

A global key ∆ is chosen at random, say, using a secure coin-tossing protocol. Then Alice
samples 0-keys at random, but now 1-keys are defined as K1 := K0 ⊕ ∆. In addition, for any
XOR gate g with input keys L0 and R0 Alice does not sample the output 0-key at random, but
defines O0 = L0 ⊕ R0. When Bob later has two input keys La and Rb and wants to evaluate g
he simply computes Oa⊕b = La ⊕ Rb. This works since La ⊕ Rb = (L0 ⊕ a∆) ⊕ (R0 ⊕ b∆) =
(L0 ⊕ R0)⊕ (a⊕ b)∆ = Oa⊕b. With this approach xor gates require no communication and no
cryptographic operations by neither of the two parties.

The free xor technique can seamlessly be combined with permutation bits. This is done by
defining p∆ = 1 and for all keys K0 setting pK1 = p∆ ⊕ pK0 . For an xor gate g with input keys
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L0, R0 Alice computes pO0 = pL0 ⊕ pR0 . When evaluating g Bob sets pOa⊕b = pLa ⊕ pRb . Again,
this works since pLa ⊕ pRb = (pL0 ⊕ ap∆)⊕ (pR0 ⊕ bp∆) = (pL0 ⊕ pR0)⊕ (a⊕ b)p∆ = pLa⊕Lb .

Using free xor has implications with respect to the security of the scheme. In particular a
notion of correlation robustness is now needed: Since all but one row in a garbled gate should
remain hidden to Bob it must hold that the joint distribution of

H(L0, R0, i), H(L0 ⊕∆, R0, i), H(L0, R0 ⊕∆, i), H(L0 ⊕∆, R0 ⊕∆, i)

must be computationally indistinguishable from the uniform distribution when ∆, L0, R0 are
chosen at random. Also, a notion of circular security is required. For instance, for an AND gate
Bob sees both H(L0, R0, i) ⊕ O0 and H(L0 ⊕ ∆, R0 ⊕ ∆, i) ⊕ O0 ⊕ ∆. If he during evaluation
learns, say, L0, R0 he can compute H(L0 ⊕ ∆, R0 ⊕ ∆, i) ⊕ ∆, so this value must not reveal
anything about ∆. These requirements are clearly satisfied if H is a random oracle. Choi et
al. [CKKZ12] showed formally that it is enough for H to satisfy a certain definition of circular
correlation robustness.

Free xor is an important optimization, meaning that xor gates can be garbled and evaluated
using only cheap non-cryptographic operations and no communication. Because of this it has
become the norm to use circuits in which the number of other gates (AND, NAND, etc.) are
minimized at the cost of more XOR gates. For many ’typical’ circuits the free xor technique
have been found to improve performance by 40% [PSSW09].

Garbled Row Reduction

Yao’s basic scheme requires that Alice sends four rows to Bob for each garbled gate. Naor, Pinkas
& Sumner [NPS99] suggested that instead of choosing both keys for an output wire of gate gi at
random, Alice defines the output key for the first row in the garbled gate table to be the output
of the key derivation function. Doing so, the first row of the garbled table will always be 0k and
hence need not be sent to Bob.

This can be combined with permutation bits by defining the key OpL0∧pR0 of T0,0 in (3.1)
above such that T0,0 is always 0k. This trick also works seamlessly with free xor.2 The only
difference is if pL0 = pR0 = 1. In that case the output key of row T0,0 is O1 and Alice just defines
O0 such that O0⊕∆ = O1 = H(L1, R1, i). To ensure that the two keys for a wire have opposite
permutation bits when also using free xor, we define p∆ = 1.

Zahur, Rosulek & Evans [ZRE15] recently showed how to reduce the size of a garbled gate to
only two rows at the cost of an additional invocation of H when evaluating the gate. They do so
in a way that is still compatible with free xor and permutation bits, in particular, such that the
output keys for a gate are on the form O0, O0 ⊕∆. The overall idea of Zahur et al. is to split
an AND gate up into two ’half-gates’ which are AND gates where either Alice or Bob knows one
of the inputs. Using the row reduction of Naor & Pinkas, they show that each of these requires
only one row. Then, using free xor, they can be combined to a normal AND gate.

It works as follows: Suppose the first half-gate gA evaluates a ∧ b = c and that Alice knows
a. Suppose gA has input keys L0, L0 ⊕∆, R0, R0 ⊕∆ and output keys O0, O0 ⊕∆. If a = 0 the
corresponding garbled gate GA should always output O0. If a = 1 GA should act as an identity
gate, i.e., Bob should obtain Ob given keys La, Rb. Suppose Alice sends to Bob GA = (T0, T1)
where

TpR0 =H(R0, i)⊕O0

TpR1 =H(R0 ⊕∆, i)⊕O0 ⊕ a ·∆
2Pinkas et al. [NPS99] also showed how to do with only two rows per garbled gate, but this was not compatible

with free xor.
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Given Rb (and pRb) Bob computes H(Rb, i). If a = 0 he will obtain O0. Consider the case where
a = 1: If b = 0 Bob ends up with O0, if b = 1 he can compute O0 ⊕ ∆ = O1. Hence if a = 1
Bob always learns Ob. By defining O0 as either H(R0, i), H(R0 ⊕ ∆, i), or H(R0 ⊕ ∆, i) ⊕ ∆
depending on the permutation bit and the value of a, the first row will always be 0k and hence
need not be sent.

For the other half-gate gB suppose that it evaluates a∧b = c and has keys L0, L0⊕∆, R0, R0⊕
∆ and that this time Bob knows a. When a = 0 Bob should obtain O0, when a = 1 he should
obtain Ob. Alice sends to Bob GB = (T0, T1) where

T0 =H(L0, i)⊕O0

T1 =H(L0 ⊕∆, i)⊕R0 ⊕O0

Suppose Bob knows La, Rb and computes H(La, i). If a = 0 he learns O0 as desired. If a = 1 he
learns R0 ⊕ O0 and can compute R0 ⊕ O0 ⊕ Rb = R0 ⊕ O0 ⊕ R0 ⊕ b ·∆ = Ob. Again, the first
row can be saved by setting O0 = H(L0, i).

To combine the half-gates, note first that for r ∈ {0, 1}

c = a ∧ b = a ∧ (r ⊕ r ⊕ b) = (a ∧ r)⊕ (a ∧ (r ⊕ b)).

If Alice chooses r ∈R {0, 1} and Bob learns r⊕ b then a∧ r can be computed by the first kind of
half-gate, as gA above, and a ∧ (r ⊕ b) by the second kind of half-gate, as gB above. The result
a ∧ b can then be computed by a (free) xor operation. Note that r⊕ b leaks nothing to Bob and
that Alice can ’send’ r ⊕ b to Bob by defining r = pR0 ; then when Bob learns the key Rb he also
knows pRb = b⊕ r. In total, this technique requires only the communication of two rows.

In TinyLEGO we use the concrete garbling proposed by Zahur et al. [ZRE15], including all
the optimizations discussed so far. We will, however, make some modifications to make it work
in our setting. We will return to that in Section 3.4.

Abstract Garbling Schemes

Yao’s garbling scheme has been used extensively as a technique in two-party computation, out-
sourcing of computation, and more. Recently Bellare et al. [BHR12b] realized that garbling is
best treated as a cryptographic primitive in its own right rather than just a technique used in
other constructions. They therefore proposed a definition for a garbling scheme, an abstract
notion that formally captures the security properties of Yao’s garbling technique.

Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m. Using the notation of [BHR12b], a garbling scheme is a five-tuple
G = (Gb,Ev,De,Ev, ev). Gb is a randomized algorithm that takes a security parameter 1k and a
description of a function f and outputs a description of three functions (F, e, d). F is the garbled
(or ’encoded’) function. Given input x ∈ {0, 1}n one can compute the garbled input e(x) = X.
Given F and X one can compute the garbled output Z = F (X). Given Z and the decoding
function d one can compute the output z = d(Z). For a garbling scheme it always holds that
f = d◦F ◦ e, i.e., for any x ∈ {0, 1}n, z = f(x) = d(F (e(x))). Strictly speaking, d, e, F, f are not
functions, but function descriptions with regards to the functions Ev,De,Ev, and ev, respectively.
We will abuse notation and write, e.g., d(Z) instead of De(d, Z) and F (X) instead of Ev(F,X).

[BHR12b] defines three properties that a garbling scheme can have. Informally they are
(1) Obliviousness: Given only F,X an adversary should not be able to learn any additional
information, (2) Privacy : Given F,X, d an adversary should not be able to learn anything
beyond what can be learned from the output y, and (3) Authenticity : Given only F,X an
adversary should not be able to compute Z ′ 6= F (X) that is a valid garbled output, i.e. where
d(Z ′) 6= ⊥. In addition, a garbling scheme is said to be projective if for any x, x′ ∈ {0, 1}n, the
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1. Run A(1k) to produce f, x0, x1;

2. If x0, x1 /∈ {0, 1}n output ⊥;
3. b ∈R {0, 1};
4. F, e, d← Gb(1k, f);

5. X := e(xb);

6. b′ ← A(F,X);

7. If b = b′ output >; else output ⊥.

(a) Obliviousness

1. Run A(1k) to produce f, x;

2. If x /∈ {0, 1}n output ⊥;
3. F, e, d← Gb(1k, f);

4. X := e(x);

5. Z′ ← A(F,X);

6. If d(Z′) 6= ⊥ and Z′ 6= F (X) out-
put >; else output ⊥.

(b) Authenticity

Figure 3.1: A garbling scheme is said to be (a) oblivious or (b) authentic if no poly-time adversary
A wins the above games except with negligible probability. The games are adapted from Bellare
et al. [BHR12b].

garbled inputs X = e(x) and X ′ = e(x′) are vectors of n elements, i.e., X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and
X ′ = (X ′1, . . . , X

′
n), and if |Xi| = |X ′i| for all i ∈ [n] and Xi = X ′i if xi = x′i.

Yao’s classic technique that we have described earlier, is an example of a projective
garbling scheme with both obliviousness, privacy, and authenticity. In this case F is de-
fined by the garbled gates G1, G2, . . . , G|C|, the input encoding function e by the keys
K0

1 ,K
1
1 , . . . ,K

0
n,K

1
n associated with input wires. The output decoding function d is defined

by the keys Z0
1 , Z

1
1 , . . . , Z

0
m, Z

1
m associated with the output wires. For input x, y the garbled in-

put X = (Xx1 , Xx2 , . . . , XxnA , Y y1 , . . . , Y ynB ) and Z = (Zz11 , Zz22 , . . . , Zzmm ). Yao’s result shows
how to combine oblivious transfer with a projective garbling scheme with obliviousness, privacy
and authenticity in order to obtain a protocol for general secure function evaluation (SFE).

When formalizing security, Bellare et al. [BHR12b] uses a side-information function Φ to
parametrize which properties of f are considered public. The garbling scheme is allowed to leak
Φ(f) to the adversary. In this chapter we only deal with SFE, so in our case Φ = Φcirc where
Φcirc(f) = f , meaning that the function f itself is not considered private, but only the input and
output.

The notion of an abstract garbling scheme is an excellent abstraction boundary, allowing
for more clear and modular design, and better reuse in the research community. Our protocol,
TinyLEGO, is designed to work with an abstract, projective garbling scheme (with some minor
modifications). We will only require obliviousness and authenticity. Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1b
show these properties, adapted from [BHR12b] to the case of two-party computation (where
Φf = Φcirc).

3.1.2 Coping with a Malicious Adversary

Yao’s original garbling technique is designed for security against a semi-honest adversary, where
a corrupt party follows the protocol while trying to learn more than it should. Since then a lot of
research has been dealing with how to achieve security against a malicious adversary, i.e., where
a corrupted party may not follow the protocol, using Yao’s idea.

The original scheme already gives some protection against a malicious adversary due to the
authenticity of the garbling scheme. Suppose that the passively secure oblivious transfer used
to send keys to Bob is replaced by actively secure oblivious transfer. Then even a malicious Bob
still receives only one key for each input wire and learns only one key for each output wire. He
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can therefore only follow the protocol or make it abort: To change one bit in the output z he
will essentially have to guess the opposite key corresponding to that output wire, that only Alice
knows.

However, a malicious adversary poses several other problems, most notably that Bob has no
way to tell whether the garbled circuit he receives is garbled correctly. Alice may indeed cheat
and garble a circuit corresponding to a function f ′(x, y) = y that leaks Bob’s input without Bob
knowing.

Another issue is selective failure attacks where one party deviates from the protocol and
tries to deduce something about the other party’s secret input or output by observing whether
the other party aborts or not. One particular selective failure attack was noted independently
by Mohassel & Franklin [MF06] and Kiraz & Schoenmakers [KS06]: Suppose Alice inputs, say,
K0
i , K̃

1
i to the OT where K̃1

i is a corrupt key. If yi = 0 Bob will then complete normally, but if
yi = 1 Bob fails to evaluate the circuit correctly and Alice will notice and learn yi.

These issues can be solved using generic zero-knowledge a la the GMW compiler, but this is
not practical. Attempts to efficiently solve these issues have led to a huge amount of research,
including but not limited to [MF06, JS07, LP07, NO09, PSSW09, LP11, SS11, HMEK11, HKE12,
KSS12, MR13, SS13, FN13, Bra13, HKE13, Lin13, FJN+13, FJN14, AMPR14, LR14, HKK+14].

The Cut-and-Choose Paradigm

A popular technique for ensuring correctness of garbled circuits in the malicious setting, used
by many of the protocols mentioned above, is the cut-and-choose technique suggested by Pinkas
[Pin03]. The idea is to let Alice prepare and send to Bob several garbled circuits. Then Bob
randomly picks a subset of these circuits, called the check circuits, which are decrypted and
verified to be correct. If they are not correct, Bob aborts. If they are all correct, it can be shown
that a certain fraction of the remaining circuits, called evaluation circuits are correct with high
probability, and Bob can use this fact to compute the correct result.

Lindell & Pinkas [LP07] introduced the first protocol with full malicious security using cut-
and-choose. They proved that if Alice garbles 3.2s circuits and Bob checks half of them, then a
majority of the remaining circuits will be correct except with probability 2−s. This means that
Bob can simply evaluate all the remaining circuits and take the result to be the majority of the
outputs.

The downside of cut-and-choose is the replication factor: For s = 40 the protocol of Lindell &
Pinkas requires 3.2 ·40 = 128 garbled circuits. Indeed, in practice circuits are often huge and the
preparation and sending of garbled circuits turn out to be the major performance bottleneck. For
this reason Lindell [Lin13], Huang, Katz & Evans [HKE13], and Brandão [Bra13] independently
proposed techniques that significantly reduce the replication factor. Lindell and Brandão both
use techniques that allow Bob to learn Alice’s input if two of the evaluation circuits differ. This
means that not a majority, but only one correct circuit needs to remain after the cut-and-
choose check. This, in turn, means that 2−s security can be achieved using as little as s garbled
circuits, reducing the overhead of garbling to roughly 1/3. Similar techniques have later been
used by Frederiksen, Jakobsen & Nielsen [FJN14] and Afshar et al. [AMPR14] to achieve efficient
implementations.

A complication that follows with cut-and-choose is that of input consistency : It must be
ensured that each player submits the same input to all circuits. If not, private information may
leak. Consistency of Bob’s input is usually guaranteed by modifying the oblivious transfer of
Bob’s input keys such that Bob only submits one set of choice bits. Various efficient techniques
for ensuring consistency of Alice’s input also exist, e.g., the efficient circuit extensions applied by
Shelat & Shen [SS13] and Frederiksen et al. [FJN14].
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The blow-up in the communication overhead incurred by cut-and-choose can sometimes be
substantially reduced at the cost of additional local computation using the random seed opti-
mization suggested by Goyal, Mohassel & Smith [GMS08]: Alice generates each circuit from a
random seed. Instead of sending garbled circuits Alice commits to the garbled circuits. When
Bob wants to check correctness of a circuit it is enough for Alice to send the corresponding seed.
Bob can then generate the circuit himself and verify its correctness. (Evaluation circuits must
be opened normally, i.e., by sending the circuit, otherwise Bob learns too much.) In applications
where bandwidth is the bottleneck this has the potential to reduce overall execution time to 50%
or less. However, the random seed technique is only known to be applicable in the random oracle
model.

3.1.3 The LEGO Family
A somewhat different approach to Yao-based secure two-party computation in the malicious
setting, denoted the “LEGO” approach, was introduced by Nielsen and Orlandi [NO09]. They
realized that a more efficient protocol could be achieved by applying the cut-and-choose technique
not to garbled circuits, but to individual garbled gates. Roughly said, the structure of a LEGO
protocol is as follows:

Gate Garbling Alice first garbles a lot of gates that are not connected and sends them to Bob.

Cut-and-Choose Bob then chooses a random subset of the gates to be verified. By the cut-
and-choose mechanism, if Bob finds all check gates to be correct, a large fraction of the
remaining gates are correctly garbled except with negligible probability.

Combining, Buckets Bob now randomly divides the remaining gates into a number of buckets,
one bucket for each gate of the circuit C. He then combines the gates in each bucket in a
certain way to form a fault-tolerant gate. Here fault tolerance means that it is designed to
’work correctly’ even if a few of the gates in the bucket are not garbled correctly.

Combining, Circuit Bob combines the fault-tolerant gates into a complete fault-tolerant cir-
cuit that can be evaluated in an oblivious manner similar to the standard Yao protocol.

Evaluation Finally, Bob evaluates the resulting fault-tolerant circuit in the same oblivious way
as in the standard Yao scheme.

It can be shown that if enough initial garbled gates are prepared then a majority of gates in
each bucket will be correct except with negligible probability [NO09] and thus, if the gates in
each bucket is combined such that the output of the bucket is the output that is produced by a
majority of the gates it contains, this will result in a fault-tolerant circuit.

Garbling gates individually means that each gate gi is associated with its own three wires
which are not connected with other gates, i.e., Alice uses unique keys L0

i , L
1
i , R

0
i , R

1
i , O

0
i , O

1
i that

are not used for garbling other gates. This is unlike traditional circuit garbling where keys
for one gate’s output wire may also be the keys for other gates’ input wires. Most garbling
schemes, including the efficient scheme of Zahur et al. [ZRE15], can easily be modified to work
with independent gates.

Soldering

The LEGO approach means that extra work has to be done compared to the traditional circuit-
level cut-and-choose. In particular, a mechanism is required that allows Bob to combine the
garbled gates in a bucket into a fault-tolerant gadget and later to solder fault-tolerant gadgets
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into a full fault-tolerant circuit. For this we use a technique that we call soldering : Soldering
together two wires wi and wj ensures that if Bob learns a key Kb

i corresponding to the logical
truth value b flowing on wi, then he can efficiently compute a key Kb

j for the other wire wj ,
too. Using the free xor technique, soldering can be done as follows: Suppose that Alice and Bob
want to solder together the output wire of gate gi onto the left input wire of gate gj . Then
Alice sends the value S = O0

gi ⊕ L0
gj to Bob. This value does not reveal anything secret, in

particular it reveals nothing about ∆. Later, knowing S and Obgi for some b Bob can easily
compute Obgi ⊕ S = (O0

gi ⊕ b∆) ⊕ (O0
gi ⊕ L0

gj ) = L0
gj ⊕ b∆ = Lbgj . This way Bob can easily

compute the b-key for the left input of gate gj from the output b-key of gate gi. Several wires
can be soldered together, e.g., to solder the output wire of gate g1 onto the left wires of gates
g2, g3, and g4, Alice sends

O0
g1 ⊕ L0

g2 , O0
g1 ⊕ L0

g3 , O0
g1 ⊕ L0

g4 . (3.2)

In addition it is possible to “inject” any number of xor gates into the soldering: If the parties for
example want to compute the xor of the output of gate g1 and g2 and solder the resulting wire
to the left wire of gate g3, Alice sends

(
O0
g1 ⊕O0

g2

)
⊕ L0

g3 to Bob.

Homomorphic Commitments

The standard way to check a gate is to ask Alice to send all keys L0, L1, R0, R1, O0, O1 to Bob
who then evaluates the garbled gate with all combinations of keys, verifying that it works as
expected. Using free xor, in turn, means that this way of checking gates does no longer work as
it would reveal ∆ to Bob. In LEGO protocols Alice therefore instead commits to all keys at the
beginning of the execution using a commitment scheme. The hiding property guarantees that
nothing unwanted leaks to Bob, binding ensures that Alice cannot change wires later, e.g., when
she learns the cut-and-choose challenge. When checking an AND gate gi Bob now instead sends
two random bits a, b to Alice who then opens the corresponding keys Lai , Rbi and Oa∧bi . Bob can
then evaluate the gate on this input and verify that the output key is correct. This does not
reveal ∆. On the downside this means that an incorrectly garbled gate selected for checking only
gets caught with probability 1/4.

Another complication of the LEGO approach is to guarantee that Alice sends the correct
soldering values to Bob. This is solved by using a homomorphic commitment scheme. This is a
standard commitment scheme with the extra property that given commitments to two keys K1

and K2 Bob can compute a commitment to the key K1 ⊕K2. Instead of sending the soldering
values, Alice then opens up the corresponding commitments, e.g., the commitment to the three
values in (3.2) above. The binding of the commitment scheme then forces her to open the correct
soldering values.

The LEGO Factor

The soldering implies additional overhead per garbled gate compared to traditional circuit-level
cut-and-choose protocols, because homomorphic commitments must be made to all wire keys.
Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09] showed, however, that doing cut-and-choose on gates means that Alice
needs only garble a total number of gates that is asymptotically less than the number of gates
she must garble in circuit-level cut-and-choose protocols. More precisely, the best circuit-level
cut-and-choose protocols achieve a statistical security level of 2−s when Alice garbles O(|C| · s)
gates whereas she only needs to garble O(|C| · s/ log |C| + |C|) gates with the LEGO approach
of Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09].
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This is a significant improvement for two reasons: (1) The overhead of computing and sending
garbled gates tends to dominate protocols based on Yao’s scheme, in particular due to the
replication factor s required for malicious security. With LEGO this overhead is reduced with a
factor of O(log |C|). (2) Despite being only logarithmic, the saving turns out to be significant in
practice since |C| is often very large. Typically, s = 40 while |C| may be as large as 230.

The asymptotic advantage means that LEGO protocols will eventually outperform even the
most efficient protocols based on standard cut-and-choose on circuits [Bra13, HKE13, Lin13,
FJN+13, FJN14, AMPR14] when evaluating circuits that are large enough. An important ques-
tion is of course for which concrete circuit sizes and security parameters the asymptotic advantage
outweights the extra constant overhead of the protocol in practice.

The first LEGO protocol of Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09] is considered impractical for two
reasons: (1) It is not compliant with any of the garbling optimizations, including free xor
mentioned previously, and (2) it is based on Pedersen commitments [Ped91] and thus requires
O(|C|s/ log |C| + |C|) heavy public-key operations. Frederiksen et al. later improved on these
shortcomings with MiniLEGO [FJN+13], the main contribution being a new xor-homomorphic
commitment scheme based solely on OTs. Combined with recent efficient protocols for OT
extension [NNOB12, ALSZ15] this yields a LEGO protocol that requires only fast symmetric
cryptographic operations except for a few initial public-key operations. In addition MiniLEGO
is designed to be compatible with all existing garbling optimizations. Despite these improve-
ments it turns out that the concrete overhead of MiniLEGO was still not small enough for the
protocol to be practical.

Our contribution is a new protocol in the LEGO family which we call TinyLEGO. TinyLEGO
improves on MiniLEGO mainly by (1) using a much more efficient homomorphic commitment
scheme which is an improved and modified version of the recent UC commitment scheme by
Cascudo et al. [CDD+15], and by (2) using so-called authenticators to build fault-tolerant gates
in a way which reduces the overhead. We claim that the resulting protocol is indeed the first
practical LEGO protocol and that its performance can compete with the most recent and efficient
two-party protocols in the malicious setting for realistic circuit sizes and security levels.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduce the efficient homomor-
phic commitment scheme used by TinyLEGO. Section 3.3 describes in more detail the amortized
cut-and-choose, in particular how cut-and-choose and construction of a fault-tolerant circuit is
done efficiently in TinyLEGO. Section 3.4 shows how these pieces are combined to form an effi-
cient protocol for secure two-party computation in the malicious setting. In Section 3.5 we give
a sketch of the security proof of the protocol, and finally, in Section 3.6 we analyze its concrete
efficiency, comparing it with performance of other recent protocols.

3.2 Efficient Homomorphic Commitments

A commitment scheme is a very fundamental and useful cryptographic primitive, essentially
modelling a digital locked box: One party, the committer C, can commit to a message m by
putting it in the box, lock it and hand the locked box to another party, the verifier V . The box
now guarantees that V cannot read the message without the key (hiding). C can later open the
commitment by handing V the key, but C cannot change the message (binding).

Efficient commitment schemes are known in the stand-alone model [Nao91]. But only a few
schemes are known to be UC secure [Lin11, BCPV13, CDD+15] and these are generally much
less efficient than their stand-alone counterparts.

In this section we are concerned with homomorphic commitment schemes, more precisely,
additively homomorphic commitment schemes for bit strings. This refers to commitment schemes
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with the additional property that the verifier V given commitments to two bit strings m1 and
m2 can easily compute a commitment to the bit string m1 ⊕m2, meaning that if C later opens
this commitment, m1 ⊕ m2 will be revealed (without any other information about m1 or m2

being revealed). Such homomorphic commitment schemes are useful in many applications and
in particular when constructing general two-party protocols based on the LEGO paradigm.

Well known schemes such as ElGamal and Pedersen commitments [Ped91] are homomorphic,
but they rely on specific number-theoretic assumptions and require heavy modular exponentia-
tions for each committed message.

Crépeau, van de Graaf & Tapp [CvdGT95] showed how to build a homomorphic commitment
scheme for bit strings without relying on any specific number-theoretic assumptions. Rather,
they used error correcting codes and plain, non-homomorphic bit commitments. However, the
number of bit commitments required was large. In particular, after an opening, each of the
involved commitments had to be refreshed using heavy zero-knowledge machinery, making their
scheme impractical for large amounts of commitments.

Frederiksen et al. [FJN+13] improved on this. They used OTs and error correcting codes in a
way somehow similar to [CvdGT95], but using cut-and-choose and codes with a special privacy
property, combined with a watch list mechanism similar to that used in the IPS compiler [IPS08],
they avoid the overhead of refreshing. Combined with OT extension [NNOB12, ALSZ15] this
resulted in a more efficient, amortized homomorphic commitment scheme where only cheap sym-
metric operations are needed except for a few initial OTs. Unfortunately, the hidden constants
turn out to be quite large, in particular due to the additional privacy property of their code, and
for technical reasons their scheme had to allow a small fraction of so-called wildcard commitments
with no binding.

The idea of pushing the heavy public-key operations into a setup phase that is then amor-
tized when many commitments are made, have since been further refined [GIKW14, DDGN14,
CDD+15]: Most notably, Cascudo et al. [CDD+15] recently proposed a UC commitment scheme
working for bit strings, also based on error correcting codes and watch lists, but with much
smaller constants. They also showed how to extend their scheme into a homomorphic UC com-
mitment scheme by combining the watch list mechanism with verifiable secret sharing. This
comes at the cost of increased hidden constants.

In this section we present an amortized UC-secure homomorphic commitment scheme for bit
strings which is simpler and much more efficient than previous known schemes. It is quite similar
to the basic non-homomorphic scheme of Cascudo et al. [CDD+15]. But where they must do
considerable extra work to make their scheme homomorphic using verifiable secret sharing, we
add a consistency check and use a new proof technique based on erasure decoding instead of
error correction. This allows us to obtain a homomorphic scheme that is both simpler and more
efficient.

We start out by describing the basic approach of Cascudo et al. followed by our improve-
ments. At the end of this section we give a more detailed comparison of the performance of our
homomorphic UC commitment scheme to previous schemes.

3.2.1 An Amortized UC Commitment Scheme

Let C : Fτ2 → FΓ
2 be a binary, linear error correcting code with parameters [Γ, τ, d]. Recall that τ

is the length of messages, Γ the length of encoded messages, and d the minimal distance of the
code.

For a message m ∈ Fτ2 one can compute an encoding c = C(m) of m. We call the encoded
message c a codeword. Given c one can obtain the original message by decoding, i.e., m = C−1(c).
We think of messages and codewords as bit strings m ∈ {0, 1}τ , c ∈ {0, 1}Γ. Linearity means
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that any linear combination of codewords is also a codeword, i.e., for c1 = C(m1) and c2 = C(m2)
we have that c1 ⊕ c2 = C(m1 ⊕m2). Minimal distance d means that the Hamming distance of
codewords for different messages is at least d. A code with minimal distance d has the property
that a codeword can be corrected, meaning that the original message can be recovered, if up to
bd/2c bits of the codeword gets flipped, or alternatively, that up to d − 1 flipped bits can be
detected.

The basic idea of [CDD+15] is as follows. A committer C commits to a message m by
computing a codeword c = C(m) and a random additive sharing, c0, c1 such that c = c0 ⊕ c1.
The verifier V chooses random w ∈ {0, 1}Γ. Using Γ 1-out-of-2 bit OTs where C inputs the bits
c0j , c

1
j and V inputs wj to the j’th OT, V receives the bits cwj

j for j = 1, 2, . . . ,Γ. The bits wj are
denoted watch bits. C may later open the commitment by sending two shares c̃0, c̃1 ∈ {0, 1}Γ to
V . If c̃ = c̃0 ⊕ c̃1 is a valid codeword and c̃wi

i = cwi
i for i = 1, 2, . . . ,Γ V accepts the decoding

m = C−1(c̃) as the opening.

Hiding and Binding

The scheme is clearly correct since if C sends the correct sharings c0, c1 when opening, V will
obtain the original message m. It is also hiding since V only gets to see one random share for
each bit of the code. C can try to change the commitment by flipping a bit in one of the shares
c̃0 and c̃1. V will notice this with probability 1/2 since C does not know whether V is watching
the corresponding bit in c0 or c1. Since V chooses his watch bits wi at random, the probability
that C gets away with flipping t bits of c̃ is only 2−t. Flipping a bit in the codeword without
being caught is equivalent to guessing V ’s corresponding watch bit.

Let s be a statistical security parameter. Suppose the shares that C inputs to the OT are
indeed shares of a codeword for some message m. Then binding would be guaranteed with d = s,
since except with negligible probability C can only guess and thus flip s − 1 bits and at least
s flips are needed to reach a valid codeword for another message m′. But consider the case
where there exists two valid codewords c = C(m) and c′ = C(m′) with dist(c, c′) = d and where
a malicious C inputs to the OTs sharings of a string c̃ that lies ’halfway’ between c and c′, i.e.,
where dist(c, c̃) = dist(c̃, c′) = d/2. Such c̃ cannot be a valid codeword, but V cannot tell at this
point. Thus C can later choose to open the commitment to either m or m′ by flipping only s/2
bits.

To guarantee binding we must therefore use a code with distance d = 2s+1. This guarantees
that no matter which string c̃ is used by C, by flipping up to s− 1 bits she can at most reach a
valid codeword for one message. See Fig. 3.2.

Recall that for a commitment scheme to be UC secure it needs two slightly more general
properties than binding and hiding, namely extractability and equivocability. Extractability
is needed in order to simulate in the case where the committer C is malicious. In this case
the simulator receives a message m from the environment on behalf of the malicious committer
and uses it as input to C in its simulation. But the message that V receives when opening
the commitment may be a completely different message m′, implicitly defined by the malicious
behavior of C in the protocol execution. To make sure that V also opens to m′ in the ideal
execution, the simulator must therefore be able to extract m′ from the messages that C sends to
V and from C’s interaction with the ideal functionalities C uses as subroutines in the simulation.

In our case, since C can get away with inputting c̃ that is at most s − 1 bits away from a
valid codeword and because s − 1 ≤ d/2, the simulator can proceed by first extracting c̃ from
the OT and then compute m′ := C−1(c̃), assuming efficient decoding. When opening, C may
also flip bits by sending different shares that she input to the OT. But each flip requires her to
guess a watch bit and she can still only guess at most s − 1 watch bits in total, so except with
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the codeword space {0, 1}Γ. With d = 2s + 1 we are sure that even
with arbitrary c̃, by flipping up to s − 1 bits, C can only turn it into a valid codeword for at
most one message.

negligible probability V ends up with a string that is at most s − 1 bits away from C(m′) and
therefore decodes to m′.

Equivocability is needed in order to simulate an honest committer C against a malicious
verifier V . As C is honest the simulator must use a dummy message like 0τ as C’s input in the
simulation. Later, when the commitment is opened, the simulator receives the real message m
from the ideal functionality FCOM. Equivocability means that the simulator must be able to
make the adversary (and hence V ) in the simulation believe that m was used in the simulation
from the beginning.

In our case the simulator can extract the watch bits of malicious V from the OTs. Knowing
these essentially removes binding and makes it easy for the simulator to change the message
later: For each position where m is different from 0τ the simulator just flips the bit that is not
watched by V .

Amortizing

The commitment scheme described so far uses Γ 1-out-of-2 OTs for each commitment. Suppose
that C wants to commit to γ messages. As observed by [CDD+15] this can be done much more
efficiently as follows: Let k be a computational security parameter. C first inputs 2Γ random
k-bit seeds r0

j , r
1
j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,Γ to Γ 1-out-of-2 OTs. V inputs random watch bits as before, thus

learning the seeds rwj

j . C then expands r0
j and r1

j into γ-bit strings r̄0
j and r̄1

j using a pseudo-
random generator (PRG). Similarly, V expands rwj

j into a γ-bit string r̄wj

j . The expanded keys
are treated as rows in Γ × γ matrices T 0, T 1, and TW , respectively. For i = 1, 2, . . . , γ C lets
t0i and t1i be the column vectors of T 0 and T 1, respectively. V lets twi be the column vectors of
TW . We are then in a situation somewhat similar to before, but for γ sharings: For i ∈ [γ] the
committer C now holds a sharing ti := t0i ⊕ t1i of a random value ti that is consistent with V ’s
watch bits. See Fig. 3.3.

What we need is not a sharing of a random value, but a sharing of a codeword ci := C(mi)
of some message mi that C holds. Cascudo et al. therefore proceed with the following correction
step: C sets δi := ci ⊕ ti and defines new shares (s0

i , s
1
i ) := (t0i , t

1
i ⊕ δi). Then she sends δi to V .

For all j ∈ [Γ] V defines swi [j] := twi [j]⊕ (wj · δi[j]). As ti is random and unknown to V he learns
nothing by receiving δi, and after the correction step, C’s shares are now a random sharing of
ci since s0

i ⊕ s1
i = t0i ⊕ (ci ⊕ t0i ) = ci. V ’s correction ensures that the corrected sharings are still
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Figure 3.3: Seeds are expanded into two random matrices T 0 and T 1 (left). Each column vector
ti is a secret sharing of t0i and t1i (right). Gray squares indicate bits watched by V .

consistent with his watch bits.
We will instead assume that C is systematic.3 This allows us to split the correction into

two parts: A message correction part turning the message bits into a particular message, and a
parity correction part turning the remaining bits into parity bits that match the message. This
allows us to exploit the fact that the PRG expansion automatically defines a sharing of a random
message: If C wants to commit to a random message (as will be the case later), she therefore
only needs to do the parity bit correction since the random sharings already define a random
message.

The two correction steps are described here:

Message Correction If the i’th commitment is supposed to be a commitment to a random
message C defines (s0

i , s
1
i ) := (t0i , t

1
i ) and V defines swi := twi . If C instead wants the i’th

commitment to be a commitment to mi ∈ {0, 1}τ C sends δ := msg(t0i ⊕ t1i ) ⊕ mi to V
and for j ∈ [τ ] she defines s0

i [j] := t0i [j] and s1
i [j] := t1i [j] ⊕ δ[j]. For j ∈ [τ ] V defines

swi [j] := twj [j]⊕ (wj · δj).

Parity Correction To correct the parity bits of the i’th commitment C and V do as follows.
C sets m := msg(s0

i ⊕ s1
i ) and computes c = C(m). Since C is systematic msg(c) = m. An

update procedure similar to above is then done for the parity bits: C sends δ := par(t0i ⊕
t1i ⊕ c) to V and for j = τ + 1, τ + 2, . . . ,Γ she defines s0

i [j] := t0i [j] and s1
i [j] := t1i [j]⊕ δ[j].

V defines swi [j] := twi [j]⊕ (wj · δ[j]) for j = τ + 1, τ + 2, . . . ,Γ.

As before V learns nothing since par(t0i ⊕ t1i ) is random and unknown to V and thus masks
par(c). After the update it holds that par(s0

i ⊕ s1
i ) = par(t0i ⊕ (t0i ⊕ c)) = par(c) which are

correct parity bits for m, and V ’s watch bits are updated to match this.

After message correction has been done for all commitments to non-random messages and parity
correction has been done for all commitments, C and V use the corrected watch list setup defined
by s0, s1, sw and wj .

3Recall that this means that the first τ bits of a codeword c is the message itself while the remaining Γ − τ
bits is the error correction part. We call the first τ bits of the codeword the message bits and the last Γ− τ bits
parity bits and refer to these as msg(c) and par(c), respectively.
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The resulting commitment scheme has good amortized efficiency since commitment to γ
messages requires only Γ instead of γ ·Γ OTs. Apart from the initial setup phase, no cryptographic
operations are required: Each commitment only requires coding operations using a linear code,
which can be done quite efficiently.

A consequence of this approach is that by correctly guessing a watch bit, C can now flip the
corresponding bit in all the codewords. This is not a problem, though. The arguments for hiding
and binding are essentially the same as before, of course now security also involves a reduction
to the security of the PRG.

3.2.2 Homomorphic Commitments

Recall that we need commitments to be xor-homomorphic. Once C has committed to m1 and
m2 it should be possible for V to obtain a commitment to m3 = m1 ⊕m2. Suppose that C has
committed to m1 and m2 using the codewords c1 = C(m1) and c2 = C(m2). We can use linearity
of the code and the additive secret sharing: A commitment to m3 could then be obtained by
having C and V simply xor together the shares and watch bits, i.e., C uses the shares s0

3 := s0
1⊕s0

2

and s1
3 = s1

1 ⊕ s1
2 and V uses the watch bits sw1 ⊕ sw2 . Opening would works as usual: C sends

s0
3, s

1
3 to V and V accepts the first τ bits of c3 = s0

3 ⊕ s1
3 if c3 is a valid codeword that matches

his watch bits.
If c1 and c2 are valid codewords this scheme would work, in particular, binding would also

hold for m3, even using a code with distance d = s. Linearity of the code means that c3 = c1⊕c2
is a valid encoding of m1 ⊕m2. Flipping up to s − 1 bits of c3 will not allow C to open c3 to
other messages than m1 ⊕m2.

But if C is malicious she may use c̃1 and c̃2 that are not codewords. C can therefore attack
the scheme as follows: Suppose d = 2s+1. Recall that if C uses a non-codeword C(m)⊕e, honest
V will accept an opening to m with probability 1/2ham(e). Suppose m1,m2,m3 are messages such
that m3 6= m1 ⊕m2 and such that dist(m1 ⊕m2,m3) = 2s + 1.4 C can then choose e1, e2, e3

such that e1 ⊕ e2 ⊕ e3 = C(m1 ⊕m2)⊕ C(m3) and the hamming weight of each error is strictly
less than s. C can do this since for s > 3 it holds that d = 2s+ 1 ≤ 3(s− 1). When committing
to m1 and m2, C may then use the non-codewords c̃1 := C(m1)⊕ e1 and c̃2 := C(m2)⊕ e2. Then
V will accept openings of the two commitments to m1, m2, or the xor of the two commitments
to m3, in all three cases with probability greater than 1/2s. The latter because by definition
c̃1 ⊕ c̃2 = C(m3) ⊕ e3.5 This can be fixed by setting d := 3(s − 1) + 1. But a similar attack is
always possible when xor’ing d/(s− 1) or more messages.

Recall that in our scheme as well as in that of Cascudo et al. C commits to γ messages.
We will call these base commitments. The homomorphic property lets C open any linear com-
bination of base messages. Cascudo et al. [CDD+15] work around this attack, ensuring that C
uses valid codewords, by using verifiable secret sharing (VSS) in a way that resembles the IPS
compiler [IPS08].

We propose a more efficient solution. Observe first that by asking C to open all commitments,
V would be assured that C knows a valid opening to each commitment. Let mi be the message
that C opens to for the i’th commitment. For any linear combination of the commitments, C
then also knows a valid opening, namely the corresponding linear combination of mi. So if she
were able to open the linear combination of commitments, which is also a commitment, to a
different message, she would know two valid openings to the same commitment. With d ≥ s this

4This will often occur when using efficient codes.
5This does not mean that C can open to m1, m2 and m3 with probability greater than 1/2s. It does however

spoil binding since C with non-negligible probability can open to a sum that does not correspond to the sum of
the messages m1 and m2 that the simulator extracts.
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happens only with negligible probability.
Opening up all commitments as part of the commitment procedure would of course render

the scheme useless. Instead we therefore let the commitment procedure be as follows: V chooses
T random challenges, each challenge consisting of a random linear (xor) combination of the γ
commitments. V sends the challenges to C who opens up the corresponding linear combinations
of commitments. V aborts if any of the openings fails.

We can prove that with enough challenges then with overwhelming probability C only passes
through all of them if she knows a valid opening for each of the i ∈ [γ] base commitments. In
addition it turns out that the messages for these openings can be extracted, which is essential
for a UC scheme.

Opening T random linear combinations of the messages of course reveals some information.
To deal with this, an additional set of T commitments of random messages can be made. For
each linear combination one of these can be used to blind the opened value.

Lemma 3.2.1 (Equivocability). Let s be a statistical security parameter. If the commitment
scheme described above uses a code with minimal distance d = s and if T = s challenges are sent
then the commitment scheme is equivocable except with negligible probability in s.

Proof. (Sketch.) Suppose that V is corrupt. By security of the OTs and the PRG V only sees
one share of each codeword, which means that it is hiding. In addition, the simulator can extract
the watch bits of V from the OTs because they are also part of the simulation. Knowing all
watch bits essentially removes binding and makes it easy for the simulator to change the message
later: For each position where m is different from the initial committed value 0τ the simulator
just flips the bit that is not watched by V .

Lemma 3.2.2 (Extractability). Let s be a statistical security parameter. If the commitment
scheme described above uses a code with minimal distance d = s and if T = s challenges are sent
then the commitment scheme is extractable except with negligible probability in s.

Proof. (Sketch.) Suppose that C is corrupted. We must prove that after C answers correct to
all the T challenges send by V then (1) for each i ∈ [γ] there exists a unique mi ∈ {0, 1}τ , (2)
the simulator can efficiently extract mi from C communication, and (3) for all i ∈ [γ] it holds
that C cannot later open the i’th commitment to m′ 6= mi.

It follows immediately from this that C cannot open the linear combination of commitments
given by d ∈ {0, 1}γ to anything else than

⊕γ
i=1 d[i] ·mi. That would mean that she knows two

valid, but different openings σ0
1 , σ

1
1 and σ0

2 , σ
1
2 . Since the code has distance s this requires her to

guess s watch bits wj , something that only happens with probability 2−s.
To see why (1), (2) and (3) hold, observe first that the simulator can extract all seeds r0

i and
r1
i that C inputs to the OTs. This means that based on the correction bits that C sends in the
message and codeword correction steps it can compute the corrected shares for each message. Let
d0
i and d1

i be the corrected shares and let D be the Γ× γ matrix where column i is di := d0
i ⊕ d1

i .
Consider first the simple case where V asks C to open a specific message, say m7. In this

case C sends d0
7 and d1

7 to V who checks that d0
7 and d1

7 are consistent with his watch bits and
that d0

7 ⊕ d1
7 ∈ C. If C cheated and used d0

7, d
1
7 in the OT such that d7 := d0

7 ⊕ d1
7 is not a valid

codeword, then C must send something else to avoid that V aborts. Suppose she sends d̃0
7 and

d̃1
7 such that d̃7 := d̃0

7 ⊕ d̃1
7 ∈ C. The simulator knows d0

7 and d1
7 and can therefore see when this

happens. In particular, since V does not abort then if the simulator sees that d̃7[j] 6= d7[j] it
knows that C has guessed the watch bit wj .

The overall idea is to show that by challenging C to open a number of linear combinations
of the commitments then (a) if there is a positions i where she must send a different opening d̃i
then she is challenged with respect to this position with high probability and (b) there is enough
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challenges to challenge C on all of the bits that she has guessed, i.e., by looking at the openings
of the challenges then the simulator is able to learn all the watch bits that C has guessed.

The argument is as follows: Let π ∈ {0, 1}γ be a given challenge, meaning a challenge
to open to the linear combination

⊕γ
i=1 π[i] · mi. C is supposed to answer with y0, y1 where

yb := sbγ+t ⊕
⊕γ

i=1 π[i] · sbi . (sbγ+t is an extra commitment to a random message used to blind
the opening.) If y := y0 ⊕ y1 is not a codeword, but C sends values ỹ0, ỹ1 defining ỹ := ỹ0 ⊕ ỹ1

that is a valid codeword, then we let the simulator add the guesses, i.e., the indices j ∈ [Γ] where
y[j] 6= ỹ[j], to a set G. The simulator does this for all T linear combinations. It then holds that
|G| < s except with probability 2−s.

We now claim that for all i ∈ [γ] there exists ŝi ∈ C such that ŝi[j] = di[j] for all j /∈ G.
If true, then since the code has distance s and |G| < s this implies that there is only one
codeword satisfying this, proving (1) above. Recall that the linear code C is defined by a matrix
M ∈ {0, 1}Γ×τ and letM ′ be the reduced code obtained by removing row j inM for j ∈ G. Then
M ′ also defines a linear code, with the same message space, but with code space and distance
reduced by |G|. Let d′i ∈ {0, 1}Γ−|G| be the reduced codewords obtained by removing positions
j of di for j ∈ G.

To see why the above claim is true, assume by contradiction that there exists a position
i ∈ [γ] where no c ∈ C matches di on positions j /∈ G. This is equivalent to saying that the
reduced codeword d′i is an invalid codeword with respect to the reduced code M ′. If there is
only one position i ∈ [γ] where d′i is not a valid codeword for M ′ then by challenging C on a
linear combination π ∈ {0, 1}γ , the resulting reduced codeword

⊕γ
i=1 π[i] ·d′i will be invalid with

probability 1/2, meaning that V opens an invalid codeword with probability 1/2. Hence, with
T := s independent challenges, this happens with overwhelming probability.

If there are many positions where the reduced codeword is invalid, let i0 ∈ [γ] be the first
such position. Assume that C can choose the remaining part of the challenge π except whether
position i0 is included or not. (This only makes it easier for C to cheat.) If C ensures that⊕

i∈[γ],i6=i0 π[i] · d′i is a valid codeword, then with probability 1/2 d′i0 is included, making the
result a non-codeword. If

⊕
i∈[γ],i6=i0 π[i] · d′i is not a codeword, then with probability 1/2 d′i0 is

not included, still making the result a non-codeword.
This completes our argument why ŝi ∈ C for all i ∈ [γ] and hence (1) holds. Extraction can

then be done by erasure decoding: Since |G| < s the reduced code M ′ has distance at least one,
meaning that M ′ is invertible. Thus the simulator can easily compute mi := (M ′)−1d′i. This
proves (2).

Finally, since the reduced code M ′ has minimal distance s − |G|, C can open to a different
message m′i with probability 2−(s−|G|). But we get to that situation only with probability 2−|G|.
So this only happens with probability 2−(s−|G|) · 2−|G| = 2−s which proves (3).

From Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 one can prove that the homomorphic commitment
scheme is UC secure. Since this chapter is not intended to be completely formal we will not go
through the usual process of defining an ideal functionality and showing that the scheme realizes
this. We will instead use the commitment scheme directly in our 2PC protocol and then refer to
the extractability and equivocability in the proof sketch of the 2PC protocol.

Optimized Batch Openings

To obtain a UC homomorphic commitment scheme we challenged C to open a number of random
linear combinations of the commitments. With s challenges and d = s this guarantees that C
knows valid openings to all base commitments.

We can use the same technique to gain efficiency in the case where many commitments are
to be opened at once. Let mi for i ∈ [γ] be the (potentially corrected) base messages that C
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committed to. If C manages to correctly answer the linear combination challenges mentioned
above, these values are well-defined (except with probability 2−s). Suppose V holds messages
m′i for i ∈ I where I ⊆ [γ] is some subset of the commitments and wants to verify that m′i = mi.
Normally this would involve that C sends s0

i , s
1
i to V for all i ∈ I. V would then verify that the

shares define valid codewords and that they are consistent with his watch bits, i.e., for i ∈ I he
would verify that C−1(s0

i ⊕ s1
i ) = m′i and s

wi
i = swi .

But consider instead the following procedure: V challenges C to open a number of random
linear combinations of the commitments in I. More precisely, a challenge works as follows: Let
d ∈ {0, 1}γ such that d[i] = 1 if i ∈ I and d[i] = 0 otherwise. V picks at random r ∈ {0, 1}γ
and sends a challenge π = r ∧ d to C. That is, π specifies a random linear combination of
the commitments in I. C responds with y0, y1 where yb =

⊕γ
i=1 π[i] · sbi . V computes ψ =⊕γ

i=1 π[i] · swi and verifies that m′i = C−1(y0 ⊕ y1) and ψi = ywi for i ∈ [Γ].
This is similar to the linear combination check done when committing, the only difference

being that now the challenges consist of random linear combinations only over the set I of
commitments to be verified and not over all the base commitments. For the same reasons this
guarantees that C knows a valid opening to m′i for all i ∈ I except with negligible probability.
In particular, if there is a position i ∈ I where C does not know a valid opening to m′i, then
for a given linear combination challenge she can only send a valid opening with probability 1/2.
Then, if for some i ∈ I, C knows a valid opening to mi 6= m′i this would mean that C knew two
different valid openings to the same commitment. Since d ≥ s this corresponds to guessing s or
more watch bits.

This technique also works with the homomorphism. Suppose V wants to verify a batch of
many commitments that are linear combinations of the original commitments. Let mi be the
original commitments made by C. Let m̄j be any set of linear combinations of mi, i.e., for
j = 1, 2, . . . , δ and some dj ∈ {0, 1}γ , let m̄j =

⊕γ
i=1 d[i] · mi. Let s̄bj =

⊕γ
i=1 dj [i] · sbi and

s̄wj =
⊕γ

i=1 dj [i] · swi be the corresponding shares and watch bits.
Suppose that V holds m̄′j and wants to verify that m̄′j = m̄j for j ∈ [δ]. V then challenges

C by sending π ∈R {0, 1}δ to C. C responds with y0, y1 where yb =
⊕δ

j=1 π[j] · s̄bj . V computes
ψ =

⊕δ
j=1 π[j] · s̄wj and verifies that ψj = ywj for j ∈ [δ] and that C−1(y0 ⊕ y1) = m′j .

This technique can be used to improve the performance of batch openings for any homomor-
phic commitment scheme. It reduces the amount of computation and communication required,
at the cost of extra interaction when opening.

3.2.3 The Commitment Scheme
There is a slight distinction between opening a commitment and verifying a commitment. Ver-
ifying means that V is ensured that some message m′ that he holds, indeed is a certain linear
combination of the messages mi that C committed to. An opening procedure also conveys the
message to V . We will need the more low-level verification since in some cases V will obtain the
messages indirectly. Given a procedure for verification, opening can simply be implemented by
letting C send the message, followed by verification.

Until now we have said that C opens to a message mi by sending the shares (s0
i , s

1
i ) to V . We

can save Γ− τ bits by instead letting C send just (s0
i ,msg(s1

i )). Then V can verify the opening
by computing ci = C(msg(s0

i ) ⊕ msg(s1
i )) and obtain the parity bits of s1

i as par(ci) ⊕ par(s0
i ).

Hence V can still check that C knows a codeword for mi that is consistent with his watch bits.
This trick, also noted by Cascudo et al. [CDD+15], in addition means that only encoding and
no decoding using C is needed.

We will let V use the subroutine Verify in Fig. 3.4 for verifying that a given opening m is
consistent with his watch bits. It is set up to verify linear combinations of γ + T commitments.
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Recall that the T extra commitments are additional commitments to random messages that we
at a certain point will include, one for each of the T challenges sent when committing.

V inputs d ∈ {0, 1}γ+T and an opening σ = (a, b) where a ∈ {0, 1}Γ and b ∈ {0, 1}Γ−τ . We
assume that γ + T commitments have been set up, such that V holds watch bits wj , j ∈ [Γ] and
swi ∈ {0, 1}Γ, i ∈ [γ + T ]. V either aborts or outputs m ∈ {0, 1}τ .

1. V defines m := msg(a)⊕ b
2. V computes c := C(m) and et :=

⊕γ+T
i=1 d[i] · swi .

3. V sets (z0, z1) := (a, par(c)⊕par(a)) and verifies that et[j] = zwj for j ∈ [Γ]. If not, V aborts;
else V outputs m.

Figure 3.4: Subroutine Verify for consistency check of watch bits.

The efficient batch verification mentioned earlier is interactive. We will, however, also need a
non-interactive variant where C opens a commitment simply by sending one message to V . (As
we will see, this is used to integrate the commitments with oblivious transfer). We therefore let
the commit procedure also return the opening values σi := (s0

i ,msg(s1
i )) belonging to messages

mi. We extend the commitment scheme with a non-interactive open procedure where C can
open a message mi simply by sending the corresponding σi to V . The homomorphic property
holds also for the non-interactive openings. Given σi and σj for mi and mj , an opening value
for mi ⊕mj is simply σi ⊕ σj .

Finally, recall that the message correction discussed earlier lets C commit to a non-random
message by sending τ bits to V . We will sometimes need a different kind of correction by which C
and V can correct a particular bit of a message to a fixed value known to both parties. This can
be done without any communication: Suppose that the j’th bit of m is to be b ∈ {0, 1}. C then
simply defines s0[j] = 0 and s1[j] = b and V sets sw[j] = b ∧wj . We will refer to this as ’public’
message correction in contrast to the message correction where the message remains secret to C,
and like the private message correction, it must be done before the commit procedure.

The resulting commitment scheme is shown in Fig. 3.5. It is parametrized by a computational
security parameter k, a statistical security parameter s, the total number of commitments γ, and
a binary, linear code C with parameters [Γ, τ, s]. It consists of a setup phase which produces γ
random messages that are revealed to the committer C. After setup the key correction procedure
can be invoked a number of times to adjust any messages that should not be random When this
is done the commitment procedure is carried out.6 If this finishes without V aborting, C is
now committed to messages mi for i = 1, 2, . . . , γ. After this point any number of messages or
linear combination of messages can be opened or verified using the non-interactive opening or
the interactive batch verification procedure.

3.2.4 Performance

In this section we compare the performance of our commitment scheme against the homomorphic
commitment schemes of Frederiksen et al. [FJN+13] and Cascudo et al. [CDD+15]. All three
schemes are amortized in the sense that the cost of the initial OTs is not dependent on the
number of commitments made. We restrict our comparison to the case of commitments to bit

6In fact, by using a standard trick, the scheme can be adapted to the preprocessing model: The codeword
correction and the challenges could be done in a preprocessing phase, i.e., such that γ commitments to random
messages ri are made offline. Then when C later wants to commit to specific messages mi she does so by simply
sending ri ⊕mi to V . Being already committed to ri this obviously commits C to mi. Since our goal is not a
protocol in the preprocessing model, we do not consider this further.
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Setup Let T := s and C be a binary, linear, systematic code with parameters [Γ, τ, s].

1. C picks r0
i , r

1
i ∈R {0, 1}k for i ∈ [Γ];

2. V picks w ∈R {0, 1}Γ;
3. For i ∈ [Γ] C inputs r0

i , r
1
i and V inputs wi to FOT. V receives rwi

i ;

4. Using a PRG C expands r0
i , r

1
i into strings r̄0

i , r̄
1
i ∈ {0, 1}γ+T . V expands rwi

i into
r̄wi
i ∈ {0, 1}

γ+T ; let T 0, T 1, Tw be matrices with r̄0
i , r̄

1
i , r̄

wi
i as row vectors, respectively.

Define s0
j , s

1
j , s

w
j as their column vectors;

5. Output to C the values mj := msg(s0
j ⊕ s1

j ) and σj := (s0
j ,msg(s1

j )) for j ∈ [γ].

Message Correction (private) C and V input i ∈ [Γ] and C inputs m ∈ {0, 1}τ . C sends
δ := msg(s0

i ⊕ s1
i ) ⊕ m to V and sets the message bits of s1

i to m. For all j ∈ [τ ] V sets
swi [j] := swi [j]⊕ (wj · δ[j]).

Message Correction (public) C and V input i ∈ [γ], j ∈ [τ ], and b ∈ {0, 1} and want to set
mi[j] = b. C sets s0

i [j] := 0 and s1
i [j] := b. V sets swi [j] := b ∧ wj .

Commitment C and V do the following:

1. Parity Correction. For i ∈ [γ + T ] C and V do as follows. C lets mi := C(msg(s0
i ⊕ s1

i )),
sends δi := par(s0

i ⊕ s1
i ⊕ mi) to V , and sets the parity bits of s1

i to par(s0
i ) ⊕ δi. V

replaces swi [j] with δi[j]⊕ (wj · swi [j]) for all j = τ + 1, τ + 2, . . . ,Γ.

2. Linear combination challenge.

(a) For t ∈ [T ] V sends random challenge πt ∈R {0, 1}γ to C;
(b) For t ∈ [T ] C replies with σt := (y0

t ,msg(y1
t )) where ybt = sbγ+t ⊕

⊕γ
i=1 πt[i] · s

b
i ;

(c) For t ∈ [T ] V sets dt := πt || et where et ∈ {0, 1}T is defined such that et[j] = 0 iff
j = t. Then V runs Verify(dt, σt).

Let mi denote msg(s0
i ⊕ s1

i ) after the Commitment procedure. That is, m1,m2, . . . ,mγ are the
(possibly corrected) messages that C committed to.

Open (non-interactive) V inputs d ∈ {0, 1}γ , σ = (y0,msg(y1)) ∈ {0, 1}2Γ−τ . V outputs m :=
Verify(d || 0T , σ).

Batch Verify V inputs m′j ∈ {0, 1}τ and both C and V input dj ∈ {0, 1}γ for j = 1, 2, . . . , δ. Let
m̄j :=

⊕γ
i=1 d[i] ·mi, let s̄bj :=

⊕γ
i=1 dj [i] · s

b
i and s̄wj :=

⊕γ
i=1 dj [i] · s

w
i . V wants to verify that

m′j = m̄j for j ∈ [δ]. C and V do as follows:

1. For t ∈ [T ] V sends random challenge πt ∈R {0, 1}δ to C;

2. For t ∈ [T ] C replies with σt := y0
t ,msg(y1

t ) where ybt :=
⊕δ

j=1 πt[j] · s̄
b
j ;

3. For t ∈ [T ] V runs mt := Verify(πt || 0T , σt) and verifies that mt =
⊕δ

j=1 πt[j] ·m
′
j . If

not, he aborts.

Figure 3.5: An efficient homomorphic amortized commitment scheme. The commitment scheme
uses a binary, linear, systematic code C with parameters [Γ, τ, s] and can be used for γ = poly(k)
commitments. Access to an ideal box FOT for Γ 1-out-of-2 string OTs is assumed.

strings and count how much communication and how many encoding operations and modular
exponentiations are required by each scheme.

Common for all three schemes is that a large part of the work can be preprocessed: Initially
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γ commitments to random messages ri are done. When C later commits to a message mi she
only need to send ri ⊕mi to V . If committed to ri this clearly also commits her to mi. We will
not distinguish between preprocessing and online work here, though.

For the γ initial commitments Frederiksen et al. uses a watch list setup based on a function-
ality for u-out-of-Γ′ OTs of 2γ bit strings where u is some constant fraction of Γ′. C encodes
and inputs random messages using a linear error correcting code such that V gets to watch u
bits of each codeword. Binding is guaranteed by the watch list and the fact that the code has a
certain minimum distance. To guarantee hiding with this approach means that the code must
have the additional property that watching u bits of a codeword should not reveal the encoded
message. This means that encoding must include randomness which increases the size of the
codewords. To make the homomorphism work, cut-and-choose is applied on the commitments.
By committing to double the amount of actual commitments needed and checking half of the
random commitments V can be sure that C used valid codewords in most of the remaining com-
mitments with good probability. From Figure 9 and Figure 11 in [FJN+13] we see that setting
up the commitments requires, in addition to the OT, three encoding operations using C′ and C
must send 2Γ′+2(τ +ψ)+τ bits to V per commitment, where ψ is the length of the randomness
used for encoding. The first term is the setup of the commitments, the second is for opening up
the expected number of check commitments in V ’s cut-and-choose challenge, and the last is for
correcting the actual message. When opening, C sends τ + ψ bits to V . As the randomness in
C′ is used to obtain privacy, it must hold that k ≤ ψ so we can assume that ψ = k.

Cascudo et al. use instead a watch list in combination with verifiable secret sharing for their
homomorphic commitment scheme. This works for threshold t ≥ 3 and to the best of our
knowledge t = 3 is optimal. The required operations, apart from the initial Γ′′ 2-out-of-3 OTs of
γ-bit strings, can be derived from Table 1 and Figure 4 in [CDD+15].

In our case the concrete performance follows from Fig. 3.5. Our scheme involves Γ 1-out-of-2
initial OTs of γ + s bit strings. Each commitment involves one encoding. The s commitments
used for blinding need only parity bit correction, the rest require correction of all Γ bits (when
committing to non-random messages). An opening takes Γ + τ bits of communication and one
encoding. The challenges can be communicated by sending just one k-bit seed which is expanded
using a PRG. A downside of our scheme is that commitment takes three rounds. We stress that
this is three rounds in total for all γ commitments. We summarize these counts in Table 3.1.

Recall that any homomorphic commitment scheme can use the batch opening optimization
described earlier, thus reducing communication and computational overhead at the price of ad-
ditional rounds when opening. This is indicated in brackets in the table. For example, using
batch opening, the amortized number of bits sent when opening a commitment approaches τ
when many commitments are opened in one batch.

Which scheme is most efficient in practice depends on the cost of the initial OTs and, in
particular, the codes used. Here we try to give a better feeling of the concrete performance by
instantiating these for some typical concrete parameters.

Suppose k = 128 and s = 40 and that we want to commit to messages of length τ = 128.
Regarding the OTs, it is enough to do OT of k-bit strings and expand using a PRG. In-

stantiating 1-out-of-2 OTs can be done by communicating 6 group elements and computing
11 exponentiations per invocation using [PVW08]. For the other OTs, with techniques from
[LOP11, LP11] we can do an a-out-of-b OT by communicating 7b+ 5 group elements and 13b+ 5
exponentiations per invocation.7 As noted in [LP11], 128-bit security can be obtained by using
elliptic curve cryptography with 256-bit group elements.

Recall that our scheme needs a linear code with distance d = s and that [CDD+15] requires
d′′ = 2s+ 1. The best code we could find for [CDD+15] is the shortened BCH code with param-

7We do not take into account the possible saving when using OT-extension techniques [NNOB12, ALSZ15].
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OT Commitment Open

Rounds Comm. Enc. Rounds Comm. Enc.

[FJN+13]
( u
Γ′
)
-OT(2γ) 3 2Γ′ + 4τ 3 1 [3] 2τ [→ τ ] 1 [→ 0]

[CDD+15] Γ′′
(2
3

)
-OT(γ) 1 6(τ + 2Γ′′)Γ′′/τ 8Γ′′/τ + 2 1 [3] τ + 2Γ′′ [→ τ ] 1 [→ 0]

Our work Γ
(1
2

)
-OT(γ + s) 3 (s(Γ− τ) + k)/γ + Γ 2s/γ + 1 1 [3] τ + Γ [→ τ ] 1 [→ 0]

Table 3.1: Comparison of performance for additively homomorphic UC bit string commitment
schemes when committing to γ messages of length τ . ’Enc.’ refers to encodings operations. k
is the computational security parameter. s is the statistical security parameter. Γ,Γ′,Γ′′ is the
size of a codeword for the code required by us, [FJN+13], and [CDD+15], respectively. u is some
constant fraction of Γ′. x

(
a
b

)
-OT(y) means x a-out-of-b OTs of y-bit strings. Brackets indicate

amortized performance for batch opening.

eters [428, 128, 81]. For our scheme, the best code we have identified is a code with parameters
[262, 128, 40] from the MinT database [SS06].

The code of Frederiksen et al. [FJN+13] needs an additional privacy property. It is very hard
to give a precise calculation of the parameters of the code of Chen and Cramer [CC06], suggested
by Frederiksen et al., as everything is phrased asymptotically.8 Finding the best setting of these
parameters for a specific code seems to be a hard optimization problem. However, it seems that
setting all parameters to be the same k which is also the message length, will not give an estimate
which is far away from optimal, so this is what we will do. A quick estimate of the codes in
[CC06] shows that the best setting would be to use a code over the field GF (16) for which to
get distance 2k and room for a message of length k, the length of the code would be around 10k
field elements. To get a binary code the best choice seems to be to encode a single bit in each
position. Concatenation seems to give worse parameters. This gives a binary code of length 40k.
The authors propose to inspect k positions at random using a watch list mechanism. Note that
they might as well inspect entire field elements, as this makes no difference for the privacy of
the code. This catches an attempt to open to not the closest codeword except with probability
(9/10)k, as the distance to that codeword is at least k field elements and we can inspect k out
of 10k field elements as part of the watch list mechanism. If we solve (9/10)k = 2−s we see that
k > 6.5s for a total bit length of a codeword of more than 6.5 · 40s = 260s. With this in mind
we derive the estimated code [10400, 128, 81] for statistical security s = 40 which we use for our
comparison.

The resulting concrete performance is summarized in Table 3.2 for various numbers of com-
mitments. We do not count PRG invocations as these can be done in hardware on most modern
architectures, thus having only minimal impact on performance. Also, the table do not take into
account that we save τ bits of communication for each commitment if it is random.

It is clear from Table 3.2 that the fact that we are able to use a smaller code and avoid the
verifiable secret sharing substantially improves our performance.9 The small amortized cost of
our commitment scheme becomes particularly important, when we are later going to construct a
protocol for 2PC where computing even moderately complex functions easily requires hundreds
of thousands of commitments. Furthermore, our improvement is in the setup and commitment
phases, not the opening. This is useful since in many applications many commitments have to

8There is a security parameter and the length of the message is given as O(k), the number of positions one
can correct in a codeword should be O(k), the number of inspected positions in the watch list is O(k) and the
security is given as 2−O(k) and so on.

9In fact similar counts suggest that we are several times faster than the basic non-homomorphic commitment
scheme of Cascudo et al.
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Scheme Communication (bits) Computation
Commit Open Commit Open

Exp. Enc. Exp. Enc.

[FJN+13], γ = 100 207,692 256 1,352 3 0 1
[CDD+15], γ = 100 48,357 984 188 29 0 1
This Work, γ = 100 4,341 390 28 2 0 1

[FJN+13], γ = 1, 000 39,950 256 135 3 0 1
[CDD+15], γ = 1, 000 22,718 984 18 29 0 1
This Work, γ = 1, 000 670 390 2 1 0 1

[FJN+13], γ = 10, 000 23,175 256 13 3 0 1
[CDD+15], γ = 10, 000 20,154 984 1 29 0 1
This Work, γ = 10, 000 303 390 0 1 0 1

[FJN+13], γ = 100, 000 21,498 256 1 3 0 1
[CDD+15], γ = 100, 000 19,898 984 0 29 0 1
This Work, γ = 100, 000 266 390 0 1 0 1

Table 3.2: Concrete overhead for committing to a single message when a total of γ commitments
to messages of size τ = 128 are made and k = 128 and s = 40. ’Exp’ refers to modular
exponentiations, ’Enc’ to encoding operations of the error correcting code. These numbers are
without the batch opening technique.

be made, while only a fraction of them have to be opened.

3.3 Amortized Cut-and-Choose
The cut-and-choose technique introduced by Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09] is not restricted to work
on garbled gates in Yao’s protocol. Generally it is a tool to do efficient amortized cut-and-chose
in the case where many identical correct objects are needed and where each correct object can
be built from a set of other objects even if that set may contain a few faulty objects. For
instance, Orlandi [Orl11] applies the amortized LEGO cut-and-choose to arithmetic circuits and
Nielsen et al. [NNOB12] use it to obtain an efficient protocol in the malicious setting based on
GMW. Recently Lindell & Riva [LR14] and Huang et al. [HKK+14] independently applied the
same amortized cut-and-choose technique at the circuit-level of Yao’s scheme, obtaining efficient
protocols for the case where many identical circuits have to be evaluated.

In this section we take a closer look at how the amortized cut-and-choose works in general
and then explain how it is applied in TinyLEGO.

The security guarantee of amortized cut-and-choose is most clearly stated with a game as in
Fig. 3.6 which is adapted from Lindell & Riva [LR14].10 The game is parametrized by p ∈ (0, 1)
and N,B ∈ N. Rather than gates and circuits, it deals with abstract balls that can be either red
or green.

Lemma 3.3.1 (Amortized cut-and-choose with majority). Let s be a security parameter. If

B ≥ 2s+ 2 logN − log(−1.25 log p)− 1

logN + log(−1.25 log p)− 2

10Similar notions appear in the other LEGO works, starting with Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09].
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Let M := dNB/pe and m := NB.

Cut-and-choose: G receives M balls from the adversary A and chooses a random subset of size
M −m of the balls. If any of these balls are red, G outputs ⊥ and halts.

Bucketing: The remaining balls are indexed from 1, 2, . . . ,m and G chooses a random mapping
π : [m] → [N ], i.e., the game randomly divides the remaining balls into N buckets such that
each bucket contains B balls. If any bucket contains dB/2e or more red balls, G outputs >.
If not, G outputs ⊥.

Figure 3.6: The game GN,B,p for basic amortized cut-and-choose with majority.

then for any adversary A the probability that A makes the game GN,B,p in Fig. 3.6 output > is
negligible in s.

When applying amortized cut-and-choose on the gate level as in the LEGO protocols [NO09,
FJN+13] the lemma states the security that an honest Bob has against a malicious Alice controlled
by the adversary. A red ball refers to an incorrectly constructed garbled gate, a green ball to a
correctly garbled gate. p is the fraction of garbled gates that are used for evaluation and thus
not checked. N is the number of gates in the circuit C and M is the total number of garbled
gates Alice prepares, and B is the bucket size. For any fixed p ∈ (0, 1) it follows from the lemma
that if a majority of good gates in each bucket is sufficient, then the total amount of garbled
gates needed is O(|C| · s/ log |C|+ |C|).

We here sketch the proof of Lemma 3.3.1. A full proof can be found, e.g., in [LR14] or [Orl11].
Intuitively, since the game distributes balls into buckets randomly, the probability of many red
balls ending up in the same bucket is very low if A only prepares a small amount of red balls.
Conversely, if she prepares many red balls she gets caught in the cut-and-choose check with high
probability. Assume that A sends t red balls. Let E1 be the event that G does not output ⊥
in the cut-and-choose step and let E2 be the event that the mapping π results in at least one
bucket with a majority of red balls. The events are independent, so

Pr[Gp,N,B(A) = >] = Pr[E1 ∧ E2] = Pr[E1] · Pr[E2]

The probability Pr[E1] that A passes the cut-and-choose test is bounded by pt. (If each
ball was checked independently with probability p we would have exactly Pr[E1] = pt, but the
probability is actually slightly smaller.) Consider the example B = 5. If t < 3 A cannot win.
Consider a particular bucket. A wins if either 3, 4, or 5 red balls end up in that bucket. In each
case, the red balls can be arranged in a number of different ways. The probability of a majority
of red balls in this bucket is therefore(
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NB
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+
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+
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)(
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In general, for any odd bucket size B = 2d+ 1 we have
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=
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The probability that a set of B balls contains t′ red balls when sampled without replacement
from a population of NB balls containing t red balls is given by the hypergeometric distribution,
so this is essentially a bound on the hypergeometric distribution. Lindell & Riva [LR14] proves
the slightly more general bound 2B−1( t

NB )dB/2e for any bucket size B.
By a union bound we get that Pr[E2] ≤ N · 2B−1(t/NB)dB/2e. The overall probability that

A wins is therefore bounded by β(t,N,B, p) = pt ·N2B−1(t/NB)dB/2e. A can only vary t and in
that case β obviously has a maximum since the only factor of β that depends on t is pt · tdB/2e.
Finding the optimal t and substituting, one gets the result of the lemma. The analysis shows that
the optimal strategy for the adversary is balanced between an exponential factor (the probability
of not getting caught in cut-and-choose) and a polynomial factor (the probability of a majority
of red balls in some bucket).

Lemma 3.3.1 implies that for fixed p and s the required bucket size approaches 2 when the
circuit size N grows. The concrete bucket size depends on p, s, and the circuit size N . For
instance when p = 1/2 and s = 40, bucket size B = 7 is sufficient when N = 1, 000, 000 and
B = 5 when N = 1, 000, 000, 000. The most efficient circuit-level cut-and-choose protocols such
as Lindell [Lin13] have replication factor s. With amortized cut-and-choose based on majority,
β/p gates must be garbled per gate in the original circuit. This means a replication factor of
10-14 which is 3-4 times less than [Lin13] for these circuit sizes.

3.3.1 Building a Fault-Tolerant Circuit

Returning to gate-level cut-and-choose in two-party computation, the above lemma states that if
Bob does not abort in the cut-and-choose phase then a majority of garbled gates in each bucket
will be correct except with negligible probability. In this section we consider how to use this to
built a full fault-tolerant garbled circuit.

Fault-Tolerance with Garbled Gates

One way to proceed is to solder the garbled gates in each bucket together in such a way that the
resulting garbled gadget correctly computes the AND of its inputs as long as a majority of the
garbled gates in the bucket are correct. This is the approach used by MiniLEGO [FJN+13].

This is best explained with an example. Let L0
i , R

0
i , O

0
i be the left, right, and output keys

used for garbling gate Gi. Suppose we put three garbled gates in each bucket and G2, G7, and
G8 end up in the same bucket, B4. The gate with the smallest index, in this case G2, is then
called the bucket head of the bucket.

Constructing the fault-tolerant gadget is done as follows: Each of the left wires L0
7 and L0

8 is
first soldered onto the left wire of the bucket head gate G2. Then the right wires of G7 and G8

are soldered onto the right wire of G2, and finally the output wires of G7 and G8 are soldered
onto the output wire of G2. Recall that a soldering, e.g., the soldering of L0

7 onto L0
2, means that

Alice opens the commitment to SL7 := L0
2 ⊕ L0

7. The result is the fault-tolerant garbled gadget,
shown in Fig. 3.7 (a). We will let Bi denote both the i’th bucket and the corresponding gadget.
Let h be the function that maps the id of a gadget Bi to the id of the garbled gate that is head of
the bucket, i.e., h(4) = 2. The input and output keys of Bi are then defined to be L0

Bi
:= L0

h(i),
R0
Bi

:= R0
h(i), and O

0
Bi

:= O0
h(i), in our example L0

B4
:= L0

2, R0
B4

:= R0
2, and O0

B4
:= O0

2.
The result is a fault-tolerant garbled gadget B4 that correctly computes the logical AND of its

two input bits. Evaluating B4 works as follows. Bob is given two keys La2 , Rb2, one for each input
wire of B4, corresponding to keys for G2. He then uses the opened soldering values to compute
input keys to the other gates in the bucket as well, e.g., La7 := SL7 ⊕ La2 . Then he evaluates
G2, G7, G8 and obtains O2 := Oa∧b2 , O7 := Oa∧b7 , O8 := Oa∧b8 (if the garbled gates are correctly
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G2 G7 G8

⊕

B1 B2 B3

B4

B4

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Constructing a fault-tolerant circuit from garbled gates: (a) Soldering garbled gates
G2, G7, and G8 into a fault-tolerant gadget B4; (b) soldering fault-tolerant buckets into a full
fault-tolerant circuit. Each dot represents a soldering.

constructed). Using the soldering values for the output keys he converts the output keys for G7

and G8 to output keys for G2, i.e., he computes O′2 := O7 ⊕ SO7 and O′′2 := O8 ⊕ SO8 . If all
three gates are correctly garbled, he will end up with O2 = O′2 = O′′2 . By the cut-and-choose
analysis, a majority of the gates are correct, so if they are not equal, Bob takes the output key
Oa∧bB4

produced by evaluating B4 to be the key that occurs two times among O2, O
′
2, O

′′
2 .

When the fault-tolerant gadgets Bi are later to be soldered together to a full fault-tolerant
circuit, a similar process takes place. This time, however, the output wire of one gadget Bi is
soldered with input wires of other gadgets Bj according to the topology of the circuit C. Consider
the small circuit in Fig. 3.7 (b). For the left wire of B4 Alice opens SLB4

:= O0
B1
⊕L0

B4
. When Bob

later evaluates the circuit, once he learns OaB1
he can therefore compute LaB4

:= SLB4
⊕OaB1

. Recall
that xor is done ’implicit’ in the soldering. When soldering Alice opens SRB4

:= O0
B2
⊕O0

B3
⊕R0

B4
.

This means that once Bob obtains the keysObB2
andOcB3

he can computeRb⊕cB4
:= SRB4

⊕ObB2
⊕OcB3

which is the correct left input key to B4.

Fault-Tolerance with Garbled Gates and Authenticated Wires

A fault-tolerant gadget does not have to be built from garbled gates alone. In TinyLEGO they
are built by soldering together garbled gates with other, more lightweight gadgets that we call
authenticated wires, or just authenticators.

An authenticated wire is a gadget somewhat similar to a garbled gate. But where a garbled
gate allows Bob to obliviously compute a logical truth value of an output wire given keys for the
input wires, an authenticated wire instead allows Bob to obliviously determine whether a given
key K is a correct key for the wire or not. That is, an authenticated wire is designed to accepts
the key if it is the 0-key or the 1-key while hiding which one it is.11

Like garbled gates, authenticated wires can be constructed from a suitable key derivation
function H. To create an authenticated wire Hi Alice chooses the 0-key K0 for the wire and
computes h0

i := H(K0, i) and h1
i := H(K0⊕∆, i). If h0

i ≤ h1
i (when interpreted as numbers) let

Hi := (h0
i , h

1
i ); else let Hi := (h1

i , h
0
i ). Given a key K, Bob knows that it is authentic if H(K, i)

equals either h0
i or h1

i .

11The authenticated wires described here are similar to the key check gadgets of Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09].
Our authenticated wires are a bit simpler and we only require half as many as the key check gadgets of [NO09].
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An authenticated wire can be soldered onto another wire in the same way as we can solder
the wires of garbled gates together: To solder the authenticated wire Hi from above onto another
wire wj , Alice opens the commitment S := K0

i ⊕K0
j . Bob can now authenticate keys for wj by

computing H(S ⊕K, i) and testing whether or not it equals one of the values h0
i , h1

i .
The operations related to authenticated wires are summarized in Fig. 3.8. The SolderAuth is

used when soldering an authenticated wire onto another wire and appends the soldering value
to the end of the authenticated wire. Multiple solderings can be done, and if so, the xor of the
soldering values are appended to the authenticated wire.

CreateAuth(K0
i , ∆, i): Compute h0

i := H(K0
i , i) and h1

i := H(K0
i ⊕ ∆, i). Output Hi =

h0
i ||h1

i || 0k+1 if h0
i ≤ h1

i (when interpreted as numbers) and Hi := h1
i ||h0

i || 0k+1 otherwise.

VerifyAuth(Hi,Ki, i): Parse Hi as hai ||hbi ||Si. If H(Ki ⊕ Si, i) = hai or H(Ki ⊕ Si, i) = hbi output
>, else; output ⊥.

SolderAuth(Hi, S): Parse Hi as hai ||hbi ||Si and output H̃i = hai ||hbi || (S ⊕ Si).

Figure 3.8: Procedures for creating, verifying, and soldering authenticated wires.

The idea in TinyLEGO is to replace some of the garbled gates with authenticated wires.
More precisely, Alice first prepares a number of garbled gates and authenticated wires, using
separate keys for each of these gadgets. The garbled gates and authenticated wires are then sent
to Bob who checks a random subset of the received gadgets. The remaining gadgets, called the
evaluation gadgets, are randomly divided by Bob into buckets such that each bucket contains α
authenticated wires and β garbled gates.

A fault-tolerant gadget is then built for each bucket as follows: A bucket head gate is chosen
and the left, right, and output wires of the β−1 remaining gates are soldered onto the left, right,
and output wires of the bucket head gate in the same way as we saw earlier. The α authenticated
wires are all soldered onto the output wire of the bucket head gate. The resulting fault-tolerant
gadget is illustrated in Fig. 3.9 (a).

When evaluating Bob uses this rule: He first evaluates the β garbled gates. This leaves him
with β output key candidates O1, O2, . . . , Oβ . If they are equal, he uses the resulting key as
output key for the bucket. If not, let the score of a key be the number of gabled gates outputting
this key plus the number of authenticated wires that accepts the key. Bob then takes the output
key to be any of the candidates which obtains a score of at least d(α+β)/2e, i.e., that is ’accepted’
by a majority of gates and authenticated wires. This clearly results in a fault-tolerant gadget
under the following two conditions: (1) there is at least one good garbled gate in each bucket, and
(2) a majority among the garbled gates and authenticated wires in each bucket are good. As we
will see, both conditions can be guaranteed (except with negligible probability) with amortized
cut-and-choose by choosing appropriate parameters.

If the authenticated wires have a reasonable quality, meaning that not too many are incorrect,
then adding these to a bucket obviously increases the probability that the gadget computes the
correct output. This in turn means that less garbled gates are needed. This turns out to result
in an overall performance saving, since authenticated wires are more lightweight: Contrary to
garbled gates they each require only one wire and one soldering.

As with garbled gates, the quality of authenticated wires are guaranteed by cut-and-choose.
However, a complete verification of an authenticated wire would reveal ∆ so instead Bob sends
b ∈ {0, 1} to Alice who opens Kb and Bob verifies that this key is accepted by the authenticated
wire. This means that an incorrect authenticated wire selected for checking is caught with
probability at least 1/2.
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Figure 3.9: (a) A fault-tolerant gadget for computing logical AND, constructed from garbled
gates (∧) and authenticated wires (H) as done in TinyLEGO, in this example with α = 2 and
β = 3; (b) a gadget for an input bucket constructed from authenticators, designed to ensure that
a key is either the correct zero or one key, η = 5.

Handling Input

The fault-tolerant design we have seen so far ensures that Bob evaluates the gadgets correctly
and ends up with with the right output keys, if each bucket contains only a few incorrect garbled
gates and authenticated wires. Soldering buckets together to a full fault-tolerant circuit allows
Bob to compute the correct keys for the result z = f(x, y). But this only works if he starts out
with correct keys for the first layer in the circuit. He must therefore somehow be able to obtain
the correct keys Xx1

1 , Xx2
2 , . . . , X

xnA
nA , Y y11 , Y y22 , . . . , Y

ynB
nB for Alice’s input x and his own input y.

MiniLEGO [FJN+13] dealt with this using two special operations built into their homomor-
phic commitment scheme: (1) An ’OR’-opening by which Alice can open either X0

i or X1
i . The

OR-opening forces Alice to open a correct input key while at the same time it does not reveal to
Bob whether the key he receives is X0

i or X1
i , and (2) an ’oblivious’ opening where it is Bob who

specifies whether to open Y 0
i or Y 1

i without Alice knowing which key Bob receives.
The OR-openings of MiniLEGO are relatively expensive and complicated, involving several

rounds of communication. We use a simpler, more efficient approach to ensure correctness of
Alice’s input keys.

We assign to each of Alice’s input wires a special input bucket B̄i containing no garbled gates,
but only authenticated wires. When Bob randomly distributes β garbled gates and α authenti-
cated wires into each of the standard buckets he also randomly distributes η authenticated wires
into each input bucket. One of the authenticated wires of an input bucket is chosen as the bucket
’head’ and each of the other authenticated wires in the bucket are soldered onto the bucket head
wire. The resulting gadget is shown in Fig. 3.9 (b). The idea is to let η be large enough such
that the amortized cut-and-choose guarantees that at least a majority of the η authenticated
wires in each input bucket are correct. Suppose that this is the case and that K0,K1 = K0 ⊕∆
is the keys for the head wire of bucket B̄i. To submit input keys for Alice’s input bit xi to Bob,
Alice then simply sends the key Xxi

i := Kxi . Bob accepts the received key if a majority of the
authenticated wires in B̄i accept the key and aborts otherwise. No fault-tolerance is needed for
input buckets: The fact that Bob aborts at this point does not leak anything to Alice about Bob’s
input.
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For Bob’s input we use the oblivious opening technique of MiniLEGO: The fact that our
homomorphic commitment scheme has non-interactive openings means that Alice can open a
commitment simply by sending an ’opening’ message σ to Bob. Instead of inputting Y 0

i and Y 1
i

to the oblivious transfer as done in the standard Yao scheme, Alice sends σ0
i and σ1

i where σ0
i

and σ1
i are the openings to Y 0

i and Y 1
i , respectively. Bob receives the message σyii and uses the

non-interactive open procedure of the commitment scheme to open the correct key Y yii .

Amortized Cut-and-Choose with TinyLEGO

From the above it should be clear that evaluation works if

1. There is at least one correct garbled gate in each (non-input) bucket;

2. There is at least a majority of correct gadgets in each bucket, including input buckets.

This can be guaranteed with amortized cut-and-choose on garbled gates and authenticated
wires. The formal analysis, stating exactly how many garbled gates and authenticated wires are
needed, how many to check and how many to put in each bucket in order to get security 2−s is
similar to the analysis in the previous section, but it is complicated by several factors: (1) There
are now two different kinds of gadgets in each bucket: garbled gates and authenticated wires;
(2) at least one good gate must end up in each bucket. Otherwise, the correct candidate output
key may not be output, and thus, Bob aborts no matter how many good authenticated wires
there are in the bucket; (3) incorrect garbled gates and authenticated wires selected for checking
are only caught with probability 1/4 and 1/2, respectively; and (4) there are now special input
buckets that must contain a majority of correct authenticated wires.

The parameters of TinyLEGO are therefore as follows: We let α and β denote the number
of garbled gates and authenticated wires to put in each standard bucket and we let η be the
number of authenticated wires in each input bucket. In addition, we let Bob check each garbled
gate and authenticated wire with probability pg and pa, respectively.

Checking gadgets with independent probability is slightly different from the game in Fig. 3.10
where a random subset of fixed size is checked. Independent checking eases implementation,
especially if pg and pa are on the form 1/2t; Bob can then simply check a received gate or
authenticated wire based on a few sampled bits and he does not have to compute a permutation
of all gates and wires. Recall that the circuit contains q AND gates. Bob therefore needs
qβ garbled gates and qα + nAη authenticated wires for evaluation. But if Alice prepares just
(qβ)/(1 − pg) garbled gates and (qα + naη)/(1 − pa) authenticated wires, Bob may run out of
garbled gates or authenticated wires. This can be handled by preparing a few extra gadgets. More
concretely, let Rg and Ra be the random variables denoting the remaining number of garbled
gates and authenticated wires after cut-and-choose. Since each gadget is selected independently
with probability pa, pg, respectively, applying a Hoeffding bound we get Pr[Ra ≤ qα + nAη] ≤
e−2δ2a(qα+nAη)/(1−pa−δa) and Pr[Rg ≤ qβ] ≤ e−2δ2gqβ/(1−pg−δg). To ensure that the probability
of running out of gadgets is negligible in s we solve Pr[Ra ≤ qα] ≤ 2−s and Pr[Rg ≤ qβ] ≤
2−s. Rearranging, and solving the quadratic equations, we get that the optimal values are
δg :=

√
Dg − s ln 2 and δa :=

√
Da − s ln 2 where Dg := s2 ln2 2 + 8qβ(1 − pg)s ln 2 and Da :=

s2 ln2 2 + 8(qα+ nAη)(1− pg)s ln 2.
Given this we can state the security gained by amortized cut-and-choose, specifically tailored

to TinyLEGO, with the ’mixed majority’ game in Fig. 3.10. It deals abstractly with balls and
cubes that can be either red or green.
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Let δa :=
√
Da − s ln 2, δg :=

√
Dg − s ln 2 where

Da := s2 ln2 2 + 8(qα+ nAη)(1− pa)s ln 2

Dg := s2 ln2 2 + 8qβ(1− pg)s ln 2

respectively.

Cut-and-choose, balls: G receives dqβ/(1 − pg − δg)e balls from A. Each ball is checked with
probability pg. For each red ball that is checked, with probability 1/4 the game outputs ⊥
and halts. If the total number of non-checked balls is less than qβ, it outputs >.

Cut-and-choose, cubes: G receives d(qα+nAη)/(1−pa−δa)e cubes from A. Each cube is checked
with probability pa. For each red cube that is checked, with probability 1/2 the game outputs
⊥ and halts. If the total number of non-checked cubes is less than qα+ nAη, it outputs >.

Bucketing: The remaining balls and cubes are randomly rearranged into q Type I buckets and nA
Type II buckets such that each Type I bucket contains exactly α cubes and β balls and such
that each Type II bucket contains exactly η cubes. (Any excess balls or cubes are ignored.)
If any Type I bucket contains no green balls or if any Type I bucket contains d(α+ β)/2e or
more red objects or if any Type II bucket contains a majority of red cubes, G outputs >. Else,
G outputs ⊥.

Figure 3.10: The game Gq,nA,α,β,η,pa,pg for amortized cut-and-choose in TinyLEGO.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let s be a statistical security parameter. Assume that α = β − 1. Consider an
adversary A playing against the game Gq,nA,α,β,η,pa,pg . Let

M =

β∏
i=1

Bi +

β∑
l=2

 β∏
i=l

Bi ·
α∏

j=α+2−l

Aj

 , N =

dη/2e∑
v=1

(
η∏
i=v

Ai

)

where

Bi =
(1− pg)4i

pgqβ + (1− pg)4i
, Ai =

(1− pa)2i

pa(qα+ nAη) + (1− pa)2i
.

Then the probability that A makes the game output > is negligible in s when q ·M+nA ·N ≤ 2−s.

Proof. (Sketch.) Consider the following alternative game G′. It first decides which balls and
cubes to check (each ball is checked with probability pg and each cube is checked with probability
pa). It then decides a random mapping M of the remaining balls and cubes into buckets as in
G. M remains unknown to the adversary. Then the adversary is allowed to deliver red balls
and red cubes to G′, one at a time. Once a red ball is received G′ does as follows: If the ball
is checked then with probability 1/4 G′ outputs ⊥ and halts. If it is not checked, the ball is
placed in a bucket according to the mappingM. Similarly, once a red cube is received, G′ does
as follows: If it is checked, then with probability 1/2 G′ outputs ⊥ and halts. If not checked, the
cube is placed in a bucket according toM. If at any time a non-input bucket becomes corrupt,
meaning that it contains β red balls or d(α + β)/2e red objects, or an input bucket becomes
corrupt, meaning that it contains dη/2e red cubes, G′ outputs >.

We claim that for any A playing against G there exists an adversary A′ playing against G′
such that Pr[G(A)→ >] ≤ Pr[G′(A′)→ >]. This is because G′ is essentially similar to G except
in two regards: (1) A′ sends all its red objects first. Obviously, as check objects andM is chosen
at random in both G and G′, sending the red objects first makes no difference. (2) A′ has more
power when playing against G′ as it gets to decide its strategy (how many red objects to send,
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and how to mix red cubes and balls) adaptively, knowing that the previous red objects did not
cause the game to output ⊥.

We now bound Pr[G′(A′) → >]. Consider the probability that A′ has success with respect
to a particular (non-input) bucket B when sending a red ball, meaning that the ball ends up in
B. For each red ball received by G′, it ends up in B with probability (1 − pg) · i/(qβ) where i
is the number of unoccupied slots left in B.12 A′ fails if the ball gets caught and G′ outputs
⊥. This happens with probability pg · 1

4 . Assuming that A′ keeps sending red balls until he
either succeeds in hitting this particular bucket, or fails, we get that the normalized probability
of succeeding is Ai, where i is the number of slots left in B.

In a similar fashion we can calculate that the normalized probability for A′’s success for
bucket B when sending a red cube is Bj where j is the number of unoccupied cube slots in the
bucket.

Recall that α = β − 1. This means that β objects make out a majority in a bucket. Let E1

be the event that all β balls in B are red, E2 the event that β − 1 red balls and 1 red cube ends
up in B, E3 that β − 2 red balls and 2 red cubes end up in B, etc. Then we get by a union
bound that

Pr[B is corrupt] = Pr[E1 ∨ E2 ∨ · · · ∨ Eβ ] ≤
β∑
b=1

Pr[Eβ ] .

Since the probabilities of red balls and red cubes ending up in B are independent (and because
the above probabilities are upper bounds) we get that

β∑
b=1

Pr[Eβ ] ≤
β∏
i=1

Bi +

β∏
i=2

Bi

α∏
j=α

Aj +

β∏
i=3

Bi

α∏
j=α−1

Aj + · · ·+
β∏
i=β

Bi

α∏
j=1

Aj = M .

A similar calculation shows that the probability that A′ makes a particular input bucket corrupt
is bounded by

η∏
j=1

Aj +

η∏
2

Aj + · · ·+
η∏

j=dη/2e

Aj = N .

By taking union bound over the q non-input buckets and the nA input buckets we get that the
probability that A′ corrupts any bucket is bounded by q ·M + nA ·N .

The interpretation of this in TinyLEGO is as follows: The balls are the garbled gates and
the cubes are authenticated wires. Red objects corresponds to gadgets that are incorrectly
constructed by Alice. Consider an execution of TinyLEGO where q fault-tolerant gates are
needed and where Alice has nA input bits. Assume that Bob chooses to check each garbled
gate with probability pg and each authenticated wire with probability pa. Assume that Bob
does not abort in the cut-and-choose phase and that fault-tolerant buckets for the circuit are
constructed from the remaining garbled gates and authenticated wires by soldering together α
of the remaining authenticated wires and β gates as shown above and that α = β − 1. Suppose
also that nA input buckets are prepared, each by soldering η of the authenticated wires. Then
all nA input buckets for Alice’s input will contain a majority of good authenticated wires and
therefore Bob will abort if Alice does not send correct input keys for her own input. In addition,
all q buckets contain at least one correct gate and a majority of correct gadgets. Since Bob will
also abort if his own input keys are not correct (because he verifies the input openings), this
means that if Bob does not abort during the evaluation, we know that all q fault-tolerant gates

12This is an upper bound since we ignore the slight probability that a corrupt bucket is not used at all and we
do not consider green balls or cubes taking up any slots.
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constructed by Bob will output the correct keys and thus the fault-tolerant circuit is correct. In
particular, the output keys computed by Bob are then the right keys. All this holds except with
negligible probability in the security parameter.

Lemma 3.3.2 states that security in the malicious setting for a circuit with q gates and nA
input bits for Alice is obtained by choosing any combination of parameters α, β, η, pa, pg satisfying
qM + nAN ≤ 2−s. For instance if α = 3, β = 4, η = 7, and pa = pg = 1/2 (garbled gates and
authenticated wires are checked independently with probability 1/2) and nA = 1000 one can
compute that qM + nAN ≤ 2−40 is true when q ≥ 49, 233.

To achieve the best possible performance for a given statistical security s and circuit with
parameters q and nA, one has to find a combination of parameters α, β, η, pa, pg that satisfies the
equation qM + nAN ≤ 2−s and which minimizes the overhead. The minimal overhead, in turn,
depends on such factors as network latency and local processing power. Lemma 3.3.2 assumes
that α = β − 1. A similar result holds for other combinations of α and β, but this complicates
the analysis. We will return to the question of selecting concrete parameters in Section 3.6 and
as we will see, α = β − 1 turns out to be optimal in most cases.

3.4 Putting the Pieces Together

TinyLEGO is a protocol for secure general two-party function evaluation. The main ingredients
are (1) an efficient gate garbling scheme, (2) amortized cut-and-choose on garbled gates and
authenticated wires, and (3) soldering based on an efficient homomorphic commitment scheme.
We have described these in the previous sections. We now explain how the ingredients are put
together.

Efficient Gate Garbling

MiniLEGO used gate garbling based on Pinkas et al. [PSSW09]. We will instead adopt the
improved scheme of Zahur et al. [ZRE15] which is currently the most efficient. Recall that Zahur
et al. uses both free xor, permutation bits and improved garbled row reduction with only two
rows per gate. We described this scheme earlier in Section 3.1.1.

A few modifications are needed to make it fit our purposes: (1) The garbling scheme of
[ZRE15] is designed to garble a complete circuit. We need to garble gates individually, (2) it
samples itself the keys at random. But recall that in our homomorphic commitment scheme,
committing to random messages ’chosen’ by the commitment scheme is cheaper. So to get the
most out of the commitment scheme we modify the garbling scheme such that it takes random
keys as input. Finally, (3) we modify the scheme to support soldering. This just means that
each garbled gate is augmented with three soldering values, one for each of the input keys and
one for the output key. The solderings are initially set to 0k+1, but gets updated when one or
more of its wires are soldered onto other wires.13

The resulting scheme is shown in Fig. 3.11. It is an adaptation of Figure 2 in [ZRE15] to our
needs. Recall that using free xor means that there is a global value ∆ ∈R {0, 1}k+1 and that
for any wire i, K1

i := K0
i ⊕∆. Garbled row reduction implies that for a given gate, the output

keys depend on the input keys. Our garbling scheme consists of three procedures: (1) Using the
GarbleGate procedure, given ∆, a unique gate id i, zero keys for the left and right input wires to
the gate, L0

i , R0
i , one can compute the garbled gate Gi and the output key O0

i . Given a garbled
gate Gi and two input keys Lai , Rbi , EvalGate(Gi, Lai , Lbi ) computes the output key Oa∧bi . Finally,

13When Alice sends garbled gates to Bob the soldering values are all set to 0k+1 and so of course do not have
to be sent to Bob.
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Let H(·, ·) denote a key derivation function with k + 1 bits output. Let pK be the permutation bit
that is appended to key K and assume that p∆ = 1.

GarbleGate(L0, R0,∆, i)→ (G,O0):

1. Computea

TA := H
(
L0, iA

)
⊕H

(
L1, iA

)
⊕ (pR ·∆)

A := H
(
L0, iA

)
⊕ (pL · TA)

TB := H
(
R0, iB

)
⊕H

(
R1, iB

)
⊕ L0

B := H
(
R0, iB

)
⊕
(
pR ·

(
TB ⊕ L0)) ;

2. Define O0 := A⊕B;

3. Output G,O0 where G := (i, TA, TB , 0
k+1, 0k+1, 0k+1).

EvalGate(G,L,R)→ O:

1. Parse (i, TA, TB , SL, SR, SO)← G;

2. Compute p′L := pL⊕SL and p′R := pR⊕SR ;

3. Compute

A := H (L⊕ SL, iA)⊕
(
p′L · TA

)
B := H (R⊕ SR, iB)⊕

(
p′R · (TB ⊕ L⊕ SL)

)
;

4. Output O := SO ⊕ (A⊕B).

SolderGate(G,L,R,O)→ G′:
Parse (i, TA, TB , SL, SR, SO)← G and output G′ := (i, TA, TB , SL ⊕ L, SR ⊕R,SO ⊕O).

aiA and iB are just two unique ids derived from the gate id i.

Figure 3.11: Garbling of individual AND gates as done in TinyLEGO.

SolderGate(Gi, SL, SR, SO) solders the values SL, SR, SO onto the left, right and output wire of
the gate, respectively.

Recall that a garbling scheme as defined by Bellare et al. [BHR12b] can have the properties
privacy, obliviousness, and authenticity. Zahur et al. [ZRE15] show that their garbling scheme has
these properties if the hash function satisfies a security notion that they call circular correlation
robustness for naturally derived keys.14

The scheme in Fig. 3.11 is strictly speaking not a garbling scheme as defined by Bellare
et al. because of the modifications. Hence we cannot say that it has privacy, obliviousness
or authenticity. Fig. 3.11 is just a set of procedures that will simplify the description of the
TinyLEGO protocol. The TinyLEGO proof works by reduction to the security properties of the
original garbling scheme of Zahur et al.

14In short this means that an adversary obtaining H(x⊕∆, i)⊕ b∆ for a number of ’nice’ values of x, i, and b,
cannot distinguish the results from true randomness. For instance, the adversary never uses b = 0 and b = 1 for
the same values of i and x. Because the adversary is restricted like this it is a rather weak notion which is, e.g.,
implied by the circular correlation robustness defined in [CKKZ12]. We will not deal further with this here.
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3.4.1 The TinyLEGO Protocol

Recall that TinyLEGO is a protocol for general secure two-party function evaluation. The overall
parameters of the protocol are (1) a binary circuit C computing a function f(x, y) = z, (2) a
computational security parameter k, (3) a statistical security parameter s, (4) parameters α, β, η
defining the number of authenticated wires and garbled gates in each bucket, and (5) pa, pg
defining the probability that garbled gates and authenticated wires are selected for checking. We
assume that C consists only of AND, XOR, and NOT gates and we let q denote the number of
AND gates. We let nA, nB , and m denote the number of bits in Alice’s input, Bob’s input, and
the output, respectively.

Only Alice will receive the output z. If one wishes that Bob should also receive the output
then this can be done using the standard techniques [HL10].15

Maliciously secure protocols based on Yao’s garbling scheme are inherently vulnerable to
a certain kind of selective failure attack where Alice may learn Bob’s input, if not dealt with
explicitly [MF06, KS06]. However, this kind of attack can be mitigated easily and efficiently
using off-the-shelf constructions such as the ones in [LP07, SS13]. This is done by a small
extension of the function to compute. Which technique is best depends on the context, so we
consider it cleaner to not make a choice and instead present a protocol that allows these selective
failure attacks. The selective failures can then later be removed modularly by any of the above-
mentioned techniques.

Key Commitments

Recall that for each of the q AND gates in C one fault-tolerant bucket is needed and that each
bucket consists of α authenticated wires and β garbled gates. In addition η authenticated wires
are needed for each of Alice’s input wires. Each garbled gate requires three wires (because garbled
gates are not connected at this point). This means that a total of q(β+α)+nAη wires are needed
for evaluation. Even more wires are needed because some of the authenticated wires and garbled
gates will be checked in the cut-and-choose and hence not used for evaluation. Recall that for
each wire Alice must commit to two random keys, representing the logical truth values 0 and
1, respectively, and that homomorphic commitments are needed because wires must be soldered
together. For this we will use the efficient commitment scheme from Section 3.2. Alice will play
the role of the committer C and Bob will be the verifier V . The messages are keys of length
τ = k + 1 (k bits for the key plus one permutation bit).

We use the free xor technique which means that Alice initially chooses a random value ∆ ∈
{0, 1}k+1 and that for any wire i, K1

i = K0
i ⊕∆. Instead of letting Alice commit to both K0

i and
K1
i we exploit the homomorphic property and let Alice commit to ∆ and only zero-keys K0

i . If
Bob wants to verify that K ′ is the key K1

i that Alice committed to, he can use the homomorphic
property and verify that K ′ equals K0

i ⊕∆.

Input Commitment

In the case where Bob is malicious the security proof of TinyLEGO will eventually rely on
reductions to the obliviousness and authenticity properties of the garbling scheme. Recall that
obliviousness and authenticity are defined by the games listed in Section 3.1.1. In these games

15Computing a two-output function f(x, y) = (f1(x, y), f2(x, y)) can be done as follows. Alice inputs x and
Bob inputs (r, a, b, y). The circuit to evaluate is extended to compute g(x, (r, a, b, y)) := (f1(x, y), U, V ) where
U := r+ f2(x, y) and V := a ·U + β. After evaluation Alice sends U, V to Bob who outputs U − r if V = a ·U + b.
All arithmetic operations are done over GF(2m). Security essentially follows since r is a one-time pad hiding
Bob’s output and a, b an information-theoretic mac ensuring its correctness.
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the adversary chooses a function f and some input, and first then gets to see the garbled function
F and garbled input X. The reductions will therefore not work if Bob lets his input depend on
F . In our case F is defined by the garbled gates and authenticated wires that Bob receives. The
reduction would therefore fail if Bob for instance takes his input to be a hash of the garbled gates
that he receives.16

To make sure that Bob’s input is independent of messages he sees in the protocol, he must
commit to his input in the beginning of the protocol. Recall that with Yao’s technique Bob
obtains keys for his own input using oblivious transfer. These OTs essentially commit Bob to
his input, so by placing the OTs in the beginning of the protocol, we ensure independence of his
input.

But Alice’s input to the OT is the input wire keys for Bob’s input. Recall that these are the
output from the setup of the homomorphic commitment scheme which requires communication
with Bob, so this seems like a catch 22. It can be solved by using a notion of delayed OT:
This works as standard 1-out-of-2 string OT, but is divided into two phases: In the first phase
the receiver inputs his choice bit c ∈ {0, 1}. In response to this the sender receives a message
(chosen). If she later inputs (m0,m1) the sender receives mc.

We denote ideal delayed OT by FDOT. It can be built from standard OT as follows: The
sender inputs two random seeds s1, s2 to a standard OT, the receiver inputs c ∈ {0, 1} and
receives sc. Later, when the sender wants to send m1,m2 she sends x1 = m1 ⊕ PRG(s1), x2 =
m2 ⊕ PRG(s2) directly to the receiver. He computes mc = xc ⊕ PRG(sc).

The high-level structure of the protocol is as follows. (A more detailed version of the protocol
follows later.)

Setup Alice and Bob first set up the homomorphic commitment scheme for a number of commit-
ments equal to the total number of required wires plus one for ∆. As a result Alice receives
one random message mi and one opening value σi for each commitment. ∆ is defined as
the value of the last of these messages. Alice and Bob use the public correction method of
the commitment scheme to set p∆ := 1. The remaining messages define the zero-keys K0

i

of the wires.
Bob now decides which garbled gates and authenticated wires to check. Each garbled gate
and authenticated wire is chosen for checking independently with probability pg and pa,
respectively. For each check gate he also chooses two random input bits and for each
authenticated wire to check he chooses a random check bit. Let C be a string specifying
the cut-and-choose challenge consisting of the indices of garbled gates and authenticated
wires to check and the corresponding input bits. Bob also chooses a random mapping of
the remaining gadgets into buckets (subject to the constraint that each bucket contains α
authenticated wires and β garbled gates, and each input bucket contains η authenticated
wires). LetM be a string specifying this mapping. (M also defines bucket head gates for
each bucket and a bucket head authenticated wire for each input bucket.)
Bob then commits toM and C using a standard commitment scheme.

Bob Input, I Bob now submits each of his input bits yi as the choice bit in a delayed oblivious
transfer.

Garbling Alice prepares a sufficient number of garbled gates and authenticated wires using ∆
and the zero-keys from Setup according to the procedures in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.11. She
sends the resulting gadgets to Bob.

16Designing protocols for the preprocessing model where most of the work can be done before the player’s input
are known, is an active area of research. Concerning Yao protocols, Bellare et al. [BHR12a] consider garbling
schemes for in this model as do Lindell & Riva [LR14].
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Recall that garbled row reduction optimization means that the output key of a garbled
gate is determined by the input keys to the gate. So at this point Alice uses the private
message correction procedure of the commitment scheme to correct commitments of keys
that correspond to the output keys of garbled gates. Then Alice and Bob invoke the
commitment procedure, committing Alice to all wire keys.

Cut-and-Choose Once Alice is committed to the wire keys, Bob opens the commitment that
defines his challenge C. This includes input bits for each of the garbled gates and authen-
ticated wires to check. Alice opens the keys corresponding to these input bits. Once Bob
has received one input key for each authenticated wire and two input keys for each garbled
gate he evaluates them. If an authenticated wire outputs ⊥, Bob aborts. Evaluating the
check gates results in one output key for each of these gates.

Bob then uses the batch verification procedure of the commitment scheme to verify that
all the check input keys he received from Alice and all the output keys that he computed
for the check gates are correct (i.e., that they correspond to the keys that Alice committed
to); otherwise he aborts. This verification ensures that the check gate worked correctly on
the two check bits Bob chose.

Soldering Now Bob opens his commitment to M such that Alice learns how the remaining
evaluation gadgets that were not checked are divided into buckets. Using the soldering
technique described in Section 3.1.3 andM the evaluation gadgets that were not checked
are soldered into a complete fault-tolerant circuit computing f .

The soldering consists of three steps: (1) All authenticated wires in an input bucket are
soldered onto the head wire of the bucket, (2) for each non-input bucket the left, right, and
output wire of each gate is soldered onto the left, right, and output wire of the head gate
of the bucket and each authenticated wire in the bucket is soldered onto the output wire
of the head gate. Finally, (3) the buckets are soldered into a fault-tolerant garbled circuit
for computing f . Then Bob uses the efficient batch verification to verify the correctness of
all the soldering values he receives.

Alice Input Let X0
i , X

1
i be the two keys for the input wire of the input bucket for Alice’s input

bit xi. For each xi Alice sends X0
i to Bob if xi = 0 and X1

i if xi = 1.

Bob Input, II Let Y 0
i , Y

1
i be the keys for the input wire for Bob’s input yi and let σ0

i and σ1
i

be the corresponding opening values that Alice received from the commitment scheme in
Setup. For each yi she inputs σ0

i , σ
1
i to a delayed OT such that Bob receives σyii . Using

the non-interactive open of the commitment scheme with the received opening value, he
computes the key Y yii .

Evaluation At this point Bob has obtained one key for each input wire of the circuit; he knows
that it is correct keys and that the keys he obtained for his own input corresponds to
his actual input bits. Bob then evaluates the buckets in topological order, starting with
the input buckets. The buckets are evaluated as described in Section 3.3.1: For the input
buckets he aborts if the input key is not accepted by a majority of its authenticated wires.
For the other buckets Bob obtains β candidates for the output key. If they differ he chooses
the key that is ’accepted’ by a majority of gadgets in the bucket.

Output As a result of the evaluation Bob ends up with keys Zz11 , Zz22 , . . . , Zzmm for the output
wires of the circuit. He sends these to Alice who compares them to the keys she knows in
order to learn the output z = z1z2 . . . zm.
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3.4.2 Protocol Details
In this section we flesh out TinyLEGO protocol in more technical detail. It is mainly intended
for completeness.

We will use notation similar to Bellare et al. [BHR12b] for describing the circuit. Let C =
(nA, nB ,m, q, lp, rp) be the circuit computing the function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m. We assume
that C consists only of AND, XOR, and NOT gates. q is the number of AND gates in the circuit,
nA and nB is the number of bits in Alice’s and Bob’s input, respectively.

Ignoring the implicit output wires of XOR and NOT gates there are w := q + n wires in
total: n input wires and q output wires from AND gates. We number the AND gates 1, 2, . . . , q
and the wires 1, 2, . . . , q + n and let the first wires 1, 2, . . . , nA be the wires for Alice’s input and
the next wires nA + 1, . . . , nA + nB denote the input wires for Bob’s input. Each gate g ∈ [q]
has exactly one output wire, namely wire g + n. The output wires of the circuit are numbered
w −m+ 1, . . . , w.

Gates can have unlimited fan-out. XOR gates can have unlimited fan-in, while AND gates
have fan-in two and NOT gates have fan-in one. The specific topology of C is defined by functions
lp and rp, each mapping AND gates g to a number of non-output wires. The left input to g is
defined as the xor of all wires in the set lp(g). Similarly, rp(g) is another set of wires defining
the right input for g. rp(g) and lp(g) may include a special symbol ⊥ to indicate that the result
is to be negated. XOR and NOT gates are thus implicitly defined by lp and rp.

We require C to be topologically sorted, meaning that ∀g ∈ [q] it holds for all l ∈ lp(g) and
for all r ∈ rp(g) that l ≤ r < g + n. We use pK to denote the permutation bit that is appended
to a key.

In the following, when we say that one of the parties send a message to the other, it is
understood that this happens via an instance of the FAUTH functionality. This is also the case
for the messages that are sent as part of the commitment and verification procedures of the
homomorphic commitment scheme.

Protocol Input

1. Common input: A circuit C = (nA, nB ,m, q, lp, rp) defining a function z = f(x, y).
Computational security parameter k ∈ N, statistical security parameter s ∈ N;

2. Input, Alice: x ∈ {0, 1}nA ;
3. Input, Bob: y ∈ {0, 1}nB ;
4. Ideal functionalities: FCOM, FDOT, FOT, FAUTH.

Setup Alice and Bob do the following:

1. Alice and Bob initialize F iDOT for i ∈ [nB ] and FCOM;
2. Let δa :=

√
Da − s ln 2, δg :=

√
Dg − s ln 2 where

Da := s2 ln2 2 + 8(qα+ nAη)(1− pa)s ln 2

Dg := s2 ln2 2 + 8qβ(1− pg)s ln 2 ;

3. Let
Q = d qβ

1− pg − δg
e , A = d qα+ nAη

1− pa − δa
e .

Alice and Bob run the Setup of the homomorphic commitment scheme from Section 3.2
for commitment to γ = 3Q + A + 1 messages, each of length k + 1. Alice plays the
role of the committer and Bob plays the role of the verifier; Alice receives messages
mi and openings σi for i ∈ [γ];
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4. Bob samples cg ∈ {0, 1}Q and ca ∈ {0, 1}A from the distribution where Pr[cg[i] =
1] = pg and Pr[ca[i] = 1] = pa. Let Cg and Ca be the ordered lists of indices i where
cg[i] = 1 and ca[i] = 1, respectively. Let Eg and Ea be the ordered list of indices i
where cg[i] = 0 and ca[i] = 0. Assume that |Eg| = qβ and |Ea| = qα + naη. If less,
Bob outputs ⊥ and halts; if more, Bob just leaves out the last elements;

5. Bob randomly divides elements of Eg and Ea into buckets B1, B2, . . . , Bq such that
each bucket Bi contains β elements from Eg and α elements from Ea. The remaining
elements of Ea are randomly divided into input buckets B̄i, i ∈ [nA] such that each B̄i
contains η elements. LetM denote a string that uniquely describes Bob’s mapping of
elements from Eg and Ea into buckets;

6. Bob picks a, b ∈R {0, 1}|Cg| and c ∈R {0, 1}|Ca|. He then inputs cg, ca, a, b, c to F1
COM

and Alice waits to receive ’committed’ from F1
COM;

7. Bob inputsM to F2
COM and Alice waits for ’committed’ from F2

COM.

Bob Input, I Bob inputs yi to F iDOT for i ∈ [nB ] and Alice waits for all F iDOT to output
’committed’.

Garbling

1. Alice and Bob run the public message correction procedure in Fig. 3.5 to set
pm3Q+A+1

:= 1. Let ∆ be the updated message m3Q+A+1 where it now holds that
p∆ := 1.

2. For i ∈ [Q] Alice computes Gi, O0
i := GarbleGate(m3i,m3i+1,∆, i); then they run the

private message correction, Alice with input 3i+ 2 and O0
i , Bob with input 3i+ 2;

3. For i ∈ [A] Alice computes Hi := CreateAuth(mQ+i, Q+ i);

4. Alice sends Gi for i ∈ [Q] and Hi for i ∈ [A] to Bob.

Cut-and-choose

1. Bob sends ’open’ to F 1
COM ; Alice waits until she receives (cg, ca, a, b, c) from F 1

COM .
Based on cg, ca Alice defines Eg, Ea, Cg, Ca in the same way as Bob;

2. Alice and Bob initialize an empty list D. Bob initializes an empty list M .

3. For i ∈ |Cg| Alice and Bob do as follows. Let j := Cg[i]. Alice sends Li := m3j ⊕ (a[i] ·
∆), Ri := m3j+1 ⊕ (b[i] · ∆) to Bob; Bob computes Oi := EvalGate(Gi, Li, Ri); Bob
appends Li, Ri, and Oi to M . Both do as follows: Let dL, dR, dO be 0γ . Set dL[3j] :=
1, dR[3j + 1] := 1, dO[3j + 2] := 1. Set dL[3Q+A+ 1] := a[i], dR[3Q+A+ 1] := b[i],
and dO[3Q+A+ 1] := a[i] ∧ b[i]. Append dL, dR, dO to D.

4. For i ∈ |Ca| Alice and Bob do as follows. Let j := Ca[i]. Alice sends Ki := mQ+j ⊕
(c[i] · ∆) to Bob; Bob computes b := VerifyAuth(Hi,Ki, i). If b = ⊥ Bob outputs
⊥ and halts; Bob appends Ki to M . Both let dA := 0γ and set d[Q + j] := 1,
dA[3Q+A+ 1] := c[i] and append dA to D.

5. Alice and Bob run the batch verification procedure of Fig. 3.5, Bob inputs m′i ∈ M
and both Alice and Bob input di ∈ D.
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Soldering

1. Bob inputs ’open’ to F 2
COM and Alice waits to receive M. Alice verifies that M is a

description of a valid mapping into q buckets Bi and n input buckets B̄i; if not she
outputs ⊥ and halts;
Let Gi, i ∈ [βq] be the garbled gates that remains for evaluation. We define the keys
L0
i , R

0
i , O

0
i to be the messages m3Eg [i], m3Eg [i]+1, and m3Eg[i]+2, respectively. Let

Hi, i ∈ [αq + ηnA] be the authenticated wires left for evaluation. We define the key
Ki for to Hi to be the message m3Q+Ea[i].

2. Input bucket soldering. For each input bucket B̄i, i ∈ [nA] Alice and Bob do as follows:
Let H1, H2, . . . ,Hη be the authenticated wires belonging to B̄i and let K0

j be the key
corresponding to Hj . Let the numbering be such that H1 is the authenticated head
wire for the input bucket. For j = 2, . . . , η Alice sends SIj := K0

1 ⊕K0
j to Bob and he

computes Hi := SolderAuth(Hi, S
I
j );

3. Bucket soldering. For each i ∈ [q] let G1, G2, . . . , Gβ and H1, H2, . . . ,Hα be the gates
and authenticated wires belonging to bucket Bi. Let the numbering be such that G1

is the head gate of the bucket. Alice and Bob do as follows:

(a) Let L0
j , R

0
j , O

0
j , j ∈ [β] be the left, right and output keys of Gj . For j = 2, . . . , β

Alice sends to Bob SLj := L0
1 ⊕ L0

j , SRj := R0
1 ⊕ R0

j , and SOj := O0
1 ⊕O0

j and Bob

computes Gj =: SolderGate(Gj , S
L
j , S

R
j , S

O
j );

(b) Let K0
j , j ∈ [α] be the keys of Hj . For j ∈ [α] Alice sends to Bob the message

SAj = O0
1 ⊕K0

j and Bob computes Hj := SolderAuth(Hj , S
A
j );

4. Topological soldering. Let L0
i , R

0
i , O

0
i , i ∈ [q] be the keys of the head gate in bucket

Bi. Let X0
i , i ∈ [nA] be the key for the authenticated head wire of input bucket B̄i.

Let I0
1 , I

0
2 , . . . , I

0
2n be the input keys of bucket B1, B2, . . . , Bn. Define Y 0

i := I0
nA+i for

i ∈ [nB ]. For i ∈ [q] Alice and Bob do as follows: Alice computes L0 :=
⊕

j∈lp(i)O
0
j and

R0 :=
⊕

j∈rp(i)O
0
j . If j ∈ [nA] the key X0

j is used instead of O0
j . If nA < j ≤ n the

key Y 0
j−nA

is used instead of O0
j . If ⊥ ∈ lp(i), Alice in addition computes L0 := L0⊕∆.

If ⊥ ∈ rp(i), she computes R0 := R0 ⊕∆.
Alice sends SL := L0

i ⊕L0 and SR := R0
i ⊕R0 to Bob. Let G be the bucket head gate

of bucket Bi. Bob then computes G := SolderGate(G,SL, SR, 0k+1);

5. Alice and Bob then run the batch verification procedure as in the cut-and-choose
phase above, but this time such that Bob verifies that all the soldering values
SL, SR, SO, SI , SA that he receives in the bucket soldering and topological solder-
ing above are correct openings; if not, Bob outputs ⊥ and halts;

Alice Input

Alice sets X1
i := X0

i ⊕∆ for i ∈ [nA]. Alice sends Xx1
1 , Xx2

2 , . . . , X
xnA
nA to Bob.

Bob Input, II

Let Ji ∈ [γ] be the indices such that Y 0
i = mJi . Alice sets Y 1

i := Y 0
i ⊕∆ for i ∈ [nB ]. Let

σ0
i := σJi and σ1

i := σJi ⊕ σ3Q+A+1. Alice inputs σ0
i , σ

1
i to F iDOT for i ∈ [nB ]; Bob waits

to receive σyii from F iDOT. For i ∈ [nB ] Bob does as follows: Let di := 0γ . Set di[Ji] := 1
and di[3Q+A+ 1] := yi. Then Bob runs the (non-interactive) open procedure in Fig. 3.5
with input di and σ

yi
i and receives Y . If Y = ⊥ Bob outputs ⊥ and halts; otherwise Bob

sets Y yii := Y .
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Evaluation Bob defines K1,K2, . . . ,Kn as the input keys Xx1
1 , . . . , X

xnA
nA , Y y11 , . . . , Y

ynB
nB .

1. For i ∈ [n] Bob does as follows. Let H1, H2, Hη be the authenticated wires for input
bucket B̄i. Bob computes M := {Hj : VerifyAuth(Hj ,Kj , j) = >}. If |M | < η/2 Bob
outputs ⊥ and halts.

2. For i ∈ [q] let G1, . . . , Gβ and H1, . . . ,Hα be the garbled gates and authenticated
wires of bucket Bi. Bob computes L :=

⊕
j∈lp(i)Kj and R :=

⊕
j∈rp(i)Kj and the set

D := {EvalGate(Gj , L,R) : j ∈ [β]}. If |D| = 1 Bob lets Ki+n be the element in D;

3. If |D| > 1 let

g(K) :=|{j ∈ [β] : EvalGate(Gj , L,R) = K}|
a(K) :=|{j ∈ [α] : VerifyAuth(Hj ,K, j) = >}| ;

Bob computes E := {K ∈ D : g(K) + a(K) > (β + α)/2}; If |E| 6= 1 Bob outputs ⊥
and halts; else let Ki+n be the element in E.

Output Bob sends the keys (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm) := (Kw−m,Kw−m+1, . . . ,Kw) to Alice. Alice de-
fines Z0

1 , Z
0
2 , . . . , Z

0
m as the keys for the m output buckets and sets Z1

i := Z0
i ⊕ ∆. Let

(Z ′1, Z
′
2, . . . , Z

′
m) be the keys Alice receives. If Z ′i /∈ {Z0

i , Z
1
i } Alice aborts; else, she outputs

z := z1z2 . . . zm such that Zzii = Z ′i.

3.5 Protocol Analysis

In this section we sketch the security proof of TinyLEGO. We stress that this is not intended as
a full, formal proof of security. A full proof can be found in [FJNT15].

The ideal functionality we want to realize is given in Fig. 3.12. This is the standard func-
tionality for two-party SFE with output to Alice, with one exception: It has been designed to
not prevent Alice from doing a selective failure attack on Bob’s input bits: Alice can make a
guess at some input bits of Bob and if her guess is correct she will learn this and the attack
goes unnoticed. If her guess is wrong, Bob is informed of the attack. (Recall that we allow this
attack to simplify our description of TinyLEGO and because the attack can easily be prevented
by applying one of several small circuit extensions [LP07, SS13] in a modular manner.)

Input: On input x ∈ {0, 1}nA from Alice the box stores x. On input y ∈ {0, 1}nB from Bob the box
stores y.

Abort If any party inputs (abort) output (abort) to the other party and halt.

Selective Failure: On input (selective-failure, {(i, βi)}i∈I) from Alice where I ⊆ {1, . . . , nB} and
βi ∈ {0, 1}, mark her as corrupt. If βi = yi for i ∈ I output (correct) to Alice. Otherwise
output (abort) to both parties and halt.

Evaluate: On (evaluate) from E, if both parties have submitted input compute z = f(x, y) and
output z to Alice.

Figure 3.12: The ideal functionality for general secure two-party computation FfSFE.

Let πTinyLEGO denote the protocol described in Section 3.4.2. It is cast in the hybrid model
where Alice and Bob have access to ideal functionalities for authentic communication, commit-
ments and oblivious transfer. The security is stated in the UC framework. (A recap of the UC
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framework is provided in Appendix A.2.)

Theorem 3.5.1. Let C be a Boolean circuit computing some function f . Assume that the statis-
tical security parameter s is a function of the computational security parameter k such that 1/2s

is negligible in k. Assume that circular correlation robust key derivation functions as defined by
Zahur et al. [ZRE15] are used for the authenticated wires and gate garbling. Suppose that the pa-
rameters q, nA, α, β, η, pa, pg satisfy the constraint in Lemma 3.3.2. Then πTinyLEGO UC-securely
realizes FfSFE against any number of static, malicious corruptions in the FAUTH,FCOM,FOT-
hybrid model.

Recall that one proves this by proving for any given adversary A the existence of a simulator
S such that no environment E can distinguish whether it is running in the real world interacting
with πTinyLEGO and A, or whether it is running in the ideal world interacting with FSFE and
S. More precisely, we must prove that the two distribution ensembles ExecπTinyLEGO,A,E(k) and
ExecFSFE,S,E(k) are computationally indistinguishable. We follow the standard UC method and
construct our simulator such that it internally simulates the real execution, including A, while
relaying messages between the environment and the simulated adversary A.

The protocol has only two parties so a proof can be split into cases: If both are corrupted the
simulator learns all information and simulation becomes trivial. In the following we sketch the
proofs for the two cases where one of the parties are corrupted. If none are corrupted a subset
of the techniques described below can be used and so we will not deal further with that case.

We will use a notation similar to that of Bellare et al. [BHR12b]: We use F to denote the
garbled function corresponding to f . Technically, F is defined by C,M, Gi, and Hj , where Gi
and Hj are the garbled gates and authenticated wires after soldering. The encoding function e
mapping input xi, yj to garbled input Xxi

i , Y
yj
j is defined by ∆ and the zero keys corresponding

to the bucket heads of the input layer. These keys are in turn defined by C andM. The decoding
function that computes the output z from the encoded output Zzii is similarly defined by C,M,
∆, and the zero-keys for the output wires of the bucket heads of the buckets in the output layer.

Corrupted Alice

In this case S plays the role of honest Bob and simulates internally A and malicious Alice that is
controlled by A. We write Alice∗ to stress that Alice is controlled by A and may deviate arbitrarily
from the protocol. S simulates honestly the ideal functionalities FDOT, FOT, FAUTH, FCOM,
unless stated otherwise below.

The simulator is faced with the following challenges:

1. (Dummy honest input.) The simulator does not know the input y that Bob receives in the
real execution and must therefore use dummy input 0nB for Bob when simulating.

2. (Extracting corrupted input.) To simulate properly, S must provide input x̃ to FSFE on
behalf of Alice∗. This input must be consistent with the input that is implicitly defined by
the malicious behavior of Alice∗ in the protocol. So S must be able to extract x̃ from its
view of Alice∗, i.e., the messages that Alice∗ sends and receives in the simulation and calls
to subroutines.

3. (Patching honest output.) E learns the output z := f(x̃, y) from FSFE, but may also learn
z′ := f(x̃, 0nB ) via the simulated adversary. So S must ’patch’ the simulation to make it
look to Alice∗ as if the output of the simulated protocol is z = f(x̃, y).

4. (Same abort probability.) Finally, S must make sure that the abort probability is indistin-
guishable from the real execution.
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The overall strategy is as follows. The simulator first extracts ∆ and all zero keys of the
circuit input layer from the homomorphic commitment scheme. (S knows which commitments
corresponds to these keys since this is defined by the bucket mapping functionM which S gets
to choose on behalf of Bob.) Then S extracts Alice’s input as follows: By the binding property
and the special input buckets for Alice∗’s input and the LEGO analysis in the previous section
(Lemma 3.3.2), we know that if Alice∗ passes the cut-and-choose challenge and Bob accepts the
input keys for Alice∗’s input, these keys are correct, meaning that they are either the zero or one
key that Alice∗ committed to. Thus S can extract her input by simply comparing each key she
sends to the corresponding commitment to the zero-key of her input. If they match her input is
0, if not, her input is 1.

If Bob accepts the openings to the input keys he receives for his own input, the binding of the
homomorphic commitments ensures that these keys are also correct. Then, if Bob does not abort
in the cut-and-choose phase, we also know by the binding and the LEGO analysis in Section 3.3
that the circuit is correct. This means that Bob does not abort during the evaluation and ends
up with the correct output keys corresponding to z′ := f(x̃, 0nB ).

Using the extracted input x̃ the simulator also receives z = f(x̃, y) from FSFE . Knowing z
and extracting the correct output keys from the homomorphic commitment scheme, S can easily
construct an output Z consisting of the keys that Alice∗ expects to see in the real execution and
patch the simulation according to this.

In the real execution Alice inputs (X0, X1) to the delayed OT for each of Bob’s input wires.
Bob only sees Xb where b is his input and aborts if it is not a correct key. So the simulator
should abort iff Xb is a correct key, but it does not know b. Therefore S proceeds as follows: It
extracts X0 and X1 from the OT. If they are both incorrect, clearly Xb is incorrect and so the
simulator aborts. If they are both correct, it does not abort. If exactly one is incorrect, say Xc,
the simulator makes a guess that this input bit of Bob is b = 1 − c using the selective failure
feature of the ideal functionality FSFE. This will abort exactly when c = b, i.e., when Xb is
incorrect, so if FSFE aborts, the simulation is perfect. If all the guesses are correct FSFE returns
the output z.

In the following we explain in more detail how our simulator works.

1. S starts simulating internally the real protocol execution with Alice∗. S plays the role
of honest Bob and simulates the ideal functionalities FDOT, FCOM honestly. The only
exception is that S ’tweaks’ the delayed OTs such that they output ’chosen’ to Alice∗ as
soon as she waits for this signal in “Input Bob, I”, even though S has not specified any
input on behalf of Bob at this point. If Bob aborts at any time during the simulation, S
sends abort to FSFE on behalf of Alice and halts. Otherwise, S proceeds as follows.

2. (Extracting keys.) S extracts ∆ and all zero-keys from the homomorphic commitment
scheme. Then S samples random cut-and-choose challenge and bucket mapping functions
on behalf of Bob. This defines buckets and bucket heads. For each input bucket B̄i, i ∈ [nA]
corresponding to Alice∗’s input, S extracts the zero-key from Alice∗’s commitment to the
bucket head. Denote this key X0

i . S then defines X1
i = X0

i ⊕ ∆. In a similar manner,
using its knowledge of M and C that specifies the positions of input and output keys, S
extracts Bob’s input keys Y 0

i , Y
1
i , i ∈ [nB ] and the output keys Z0

i , Z
1
i for i ∈ [m].

3. (Extracting input for Alice∗.) Let X1, X2, . . . , XnA
be the keys Alice∗ sends in “Input,

Alice”. If not Xi ∈ {X0
i , X

1
i } for all i ∈ [nA] S halts. Else, let xi be the unique value such

that Xi = Xxi
i and define x̃ := x1x2 . . . xnA

. (It is unique because ∆ 6= 0k+1.)

4. (Dummy input for Bob.) In “Input Bob, II” S extracts the openings (σ̃0
i , σ̃

1
i ) for i ∈ [nB ]

from FDOT. Define a position (i, b) to be faulty if σ̃bi is not a valid opening to Y bi . Define
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an index i to be double faulty if both (i, 0) and (i, 1) are faulty and single faulty if exactly
one of the positions (i, 0) and (i, 1) is faulty. If there is a double faulty index, S inputs
abort to FSFE on behalf of Alice and halts. Otherwise, let I ⊆ [nB ] be the set of single
faulty indices and for each i ∈ I let βi be the unique value such that (i, βi) is not faulty. If
|I| > 0 S inputs (selective-failure, {(i, βi)}i∈I) to FSFE. If FSFE aborts, S halts. Otherwise
define dummy input y′ for Bob by letting y′i = βi for i ∈ I and y′i = 0 for i /∈ I.

5. (Patching output to Alice∗.) S uses x and y′ as input to Alice∗ and Bob in the simulation.
(x is the input that E gives Alice∗.) Let Oi be the output keys returned by Bob to Alice∗

in the simulated protocol. (If Bob aborts, it sends abort to FSFE on behalf of Alice as
mentioned above.) It inputs x′ to FSFE and gets back z = f(x̃, y). S then defines the
patched output keys Zi as Zi := Zzii and returns Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm to Alice∗.

We must argue that E cannot distinguish between a real execution with adversary A, Alice∗

and Bob and an ideal execution with S and FSFE.
Consider a point in the execution where Alice has committed to all the keys and where Bob

has received an authenticated wire or a garbled gate from Alice. We then say that the wire or
garbled gate that Bob has received is good if it was produced as an honest Alice would do. In
particular, this means that the committed keys are in the correct correspondence with the keys
used when producing the authenticated wire or garbled gate. At this point in the execution it
also makes sense to talk about correct keys. A key K is said to be correct for a given wire if it
is either the zero- or one-key that Alice committed to for this wire.

Assume first that Bob does not abort during the simulation. It follows from the binding of the
commitment scheme that the keys Y yii obtained from the openings received from FDOT are then
correct keys. Also, it follows from Lemma 3.3.2 in Section 3.3.1 (the bucket analysis) that all
input buckets contain a majority of good authenticated wires. Since the input buckets accepted
the keys Xxi

i that he receives from Alice, they are also correct. It follows from this that S only
halts in Step 3 with negligible probability. Moreover, it follows from the fault-tolerant design
of buckets and Lemma 3.3.2 that all buckets are correct except with negligible probability, i.e.,
that evaluating the buckets on correct input keys yields the correct output keys. This in turn
means that the output keys O0

i , O
1
i that Bob ends up with in the simulation are also correct.

The correctness of inputs and buckets in turn means that Alice∗ will receive correct keys
from Bob, corresponding to the correct function output z = f(x̃, y) in the real execution. This
ensures that the output patching done by the simulator works: The patched output keys Zi that
S computes from z = f(x̃, y) in Step 5 are exactly the keys Alice∗ expects to receive in this
situation, except with negligible probability.

Consider the hybrid execution H that is as the ideal execution specified above except for Step
4, which is now defined as

4. S defines y′ = y where y is the input that FSFE inputs to Bob in the real execution.

We argue that E cannot tell whether it is in H or the ideal execution, i.e., that ExecFSFE,S,E =
H. First, if there is a double faulty index then S will abort on behalf of Alice and halt in both
the ideal execution and H. (In H Bob will abort when verifying the commitments in “Input
Bob, II”, except with negligible probability). Second, if there are any single faulty indices, by
construction of FSFE, the simulator in the ideal execution aborts with the same probability that
Bob would detect the faulty keys and abort in H. Third, there is no abort in Step 4, the only
difference is that some y′i = 0 in the ideal execution and y′i = yi in H. But at this point in the
simulation the only thing left is that Bob evaluates the circuit and returns the output keys Z to
Alice∗. If Bob has not yet aborted, by correctness of input keys and circuit as argued above, the
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evaluation does also not abort (except with negligible probability), and the output is patched
correctly in Step 5 so Alice∗ sees no difference.

It can now be seen that H c
= ExecπTinyLEGO,A,E , i.e., that E cannot distinguish H from the

real execution. A sees the same in both cases and the probability of abort is the same, except
with negligible probability.

A Note on Side-Channel Attacks

Alice∗ may cheat and construct a few garbled gates that output wrong keys on a specific input
and correct keys on the other inputs. With high probability this goes unnoticed by Bob in the
cut-and-choose check. Bob only evaluates authenticated wires for a bucket when the output of
the garbled gates differ, so information leaks to Alice if she is able to measure whether or not
this happens, e.g., by measuring the response time before she receives the output.

To counter such attacks Bob can evaluate a number of authenticated dummy wires such that
the total number of wire evaluations remains fixed. Only a few faulty gates can slip through the
cut-and-choose so this will not have any considerable effect on performance.

Corrupted Bob

In this case we construct a simulator S that simulates the real world execution with malicious
Bob, denoted Bob∗. Since Bob∗ does not receive output, no output patching is needed in this
case. Instead, simulation now relies on the fact that the keys, garbled gates, etc., sent to Bob∗

does not leak any information, and that Bob∗ is forced to do the oblivious evaluation of the
circuit correctly. The proof of this is essentially a reduction to the obliviousness and authenticity
of the underlying garbling scheme. (We do not need privacy of the garbling scheme since Bob
does not receive any output.) The simulator works as follows.

1. S starts simulating internally the real protocol execution with Bob∗.

2. (Extracting input for Bob∗.) In “Input Bob, I” for each i ∈ [nB ] S extracts the choice bit
ci that Bob∗ inputs to F iDOT and defines y′i = ci and y′ = y′1y

′
2 . . . y

′
nB

.

3. When S learns Bob∗’s cut-and-choose challenges and the bucket mapping functions via
FCOM it extracts the correct output keys from the commitment scheme. Denote these
keys O0

i , O
1
i for i ∈ [m].

4. (Dummy input for Alice.) In “Input, Alice” S uses x′ = 0nA as Alice’s input.

5. Let Z ′ be the output keys that Alice receives from Bob∗ in “Output”. If for any i ∈ [m]
it holds that Z ′i /∈ {O0

i , O
1
i }, S inputs abort to FSFE on behalf of Bob∗ (causing FSFE to

output abort to Alice).

6. S inputs y′ to FSFE on behalf of Bob∗ (such that FSFE outputs z = f(x, y′) to E on behalf
of Alice).

Consider the hybrid H1 defined as the ideal execution above, but with the exception that
instead of using dummy input in Step 4, S lets x′ = x where x is the input x that E inputs to
Alice in the real execution.

We argue that E cannot distinguish H1 from the ideal execution.
Ignore for a moment that E may be able to distinguish given some additional information

Bob∗ may learn based on whether or not Alice aborts on Bob∗’s output Z ′ in Step 5. The only
difference is then that either x′ = 0nA or x′ = x. In this case the indistinguishability can be
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proved by a reduction R to the obliviousness of the garbling scheme. Recall that obliviousness
means that an adversary choosing f and two sets of input (x0, y0), (x1, y1) has no advantage in
guessing b if given F and (Xb, Yb). Intuitively, the reduction will play the obliviousness game with
input (x0, y0) = (0, y′) and (x1, y1) = (x, y′), embed the output F, (xb, yb) into the execution,
and use the resulting guess of E as its own guess in the obliviousness game.

However, the reduction is complicated by the following fact: To work, the reduction must
replace all keys that are used in the protocol with output from the obliviousness game. But
embedding these correctly without Bob∗ noticing is not trivial since in TinyLEGO gates and
wires are evaluated and combined in various ways depending on the cut-and-choose challenge
and the bucket mapping functions chosen by Bob∗. R handles this as follows: It first extracts
Bob∗’s cut-and-choose challenges and bucket mapping functions from FCOM. This tells R how
many gates and wires that will be used and which keys are used where. It then inputs f̂ , x̂0, x̂1

to the obliviousness game where f̂ is a circuit with only one layer, consisting solely of AND
gates. It then uses its knowledge of the cut-and-choose challenge and bucket mapping functions
to correctly ’map’ the resulting keys to the right places in the protocol.. Another complication
is that the keys used in the protocol are not random, but computed using a PRG. Technically,
this requires an additional hybrid where in the Setup of the homomorphic commitment scheme,
the expanded strings r̄i that Bob∗ does not see are replaced with random bits, and a reduction
to the security of the PRG.

Now, consider the abort in Step 5. We argue that Bob∗ learns nothing that he did not already
know by observing whether or not Alice aborts in Step 5. Since Alice is honest then if she does
not abort, she verified that Bob∗’s cut-and-choose challenges and bucket-mapping functions were
well-formed and sent the correct corresponding garbled gates, input keys, authenticated wires,
and solderings to Bob∗. From these messages and the cut-and-choose challenges and bucket-
mapping functions that Bob∗ sends to FCOM Bob∗ can compute the correct garbled function F .
Since Bob∗ receives also one key for each input wire (sent by Alice and obtained via the OT),
Bob∗ can compute one correct key for each output wire. He knows that Alice will accept these
keys. If he could compute other correct output keys he would have guessed ∆. If he sends back
any incorrect keys, he knows by authenticity of the garbling scheme, that Alice will abort. In
other words, when sending the keys, Bob∗ already knows whether or not Alice will accept or reject
them, and so Bob∗ learns no additional information by observing whether or not she aborts.

Consider now H2 that is as H1 except that we now have

6. Let z′i be the unique value such that Z ′i = O
z′i
i , let z′ = z′1z

′
2 . . . z

′
m. Let the output that

FSFE returns to E on behalf of Alice be z′.

H1 = H2 can be proved by a reduction to the authenticity of the garbling scheme. Recall
that authenticity means that for any function f and input (x, y), given a garbled function F
and garbled input (X,Y ), one cannot compute Z ′ 6= F (X,Y ). The reduction uses the input
(x, y′). In exactly the same way as the previous reduction, Bob∗’s cut-and-choose challenge
and bucket-mapping functions are extracted from FCOM and used to construct f̂ and x̂ and
properly embed the resulting keys from F̂ into the execution so that Bob∗ does not notice. Now
if z′ 6= z = f(x, y′), let i be the first position where z′i 6= zi and define ∆′ = z′i ⊕ zi. From ∆′

the reduction can now (again using its knowledge of the cut-and-choose challenge and bucket
mappings) compute and return to the authenticity game an input Ẑ ′ such that if z′ 6= z then Ẑ ′
is accepted.

Finally one can verify that in H2 E sees exactly the same as in the real execution
ExecπTinyLEGO,A,E .
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Model Sym. Asym. Rounds Comm. (bits)

[LP11], [SS11], [Lin13] SM, DDH qs 1 qks
[HKE13] SM, CDH qs 1 qks
[SS13] FOT qs 1 qks
[FN13], [FJN14] ROM, FOT qs 1 qks

[NO09] CoRH17, FOT, DL q(1 + s/ log q) q(1 + s/ log q) 1 qk(1 + s/ log q)
[FJN+13] ROM, FOT q(1 + s/ log q) 1 qk(1 + s/ log q)
Our work CoRH, FOT q(1 + s/ log q) 1 qk(1 + s/ log q)

[NNOB12], [BLN+15] ROM, FOT q(1 + s/ log q) d qk(1 + s/ log q)

Table 3.3: Comparison of asymptotic complexity and security models for some of the recent
most practical two-party protocols that are UC secure in the malicious setting. ’Sym’ and
’Asym’ refers to the amount of symmetric and asymmetric (public-key) operations required. q
is the circuit size, counted in number of AND gates. Terms not dependent on q are omitted. k
is the computational security parameter, s is a statistical security parameter, d is the depth of
the circuit. CoRH refers to a circular correlation robust hash function.

3.6 Performance

We have seen that the overhead of protocols based on amortized cut-and-choose, including
TinyLEGO, is only O(q(1 + s/ log q)) which is asymptotically better than other recent two-
party protocols based on circuit-level cut-and-choose [Bra13, Lin13, HKE13, AMPR14, FJN14]
that achieve at best O(qs).

Table 3.3 summarizes the asymptotic performance of some recent practical two-party pro-
tocols. (Since the circuit size q is usually the dominant factor, we leave out terms that do not
depend on q.)

3.6.1 Concrete Efficiency

So, asymptotically, TinyLEGO (and the other protocols that use amortized cut-and-choose)
are superior to any of the other protocols listed. On the other hand, the approach introduces
additional overhead due to the soldering, etc. The natural questions are therefore: (1) how do
we perform compared to other LEGO-based protocols, and (2) which concrete circuit sizes are
required for our protocol to outperform other 2PC protocols not based on LEGO.

Nielsen & Orlandi [NO09] require asymmetric operations for each gate in the circuit which is
definitely not practical for large circuits. Nielsen et al. [NNOB12] achieve the same asymptotic
benefit as us, but their protocol is based on GMW and so requires a number of rounds linear
in the depth of the circuit. This makes it hard to do a fair comparison. Hence we focus on
comparison to MiniLEGO and the most efficient non-LEGO protocols.

An ideal comparison would of course be based on prototype implementations. A prototype of
TinyLEGO is work in progress. Instead, we here do a concrete efficiency count. Experience from
implementations of protocols based on Yao’s garbling, evaluating circuits of realistic sizes, shows
that the communication overhead often becomes a major bottleneck [KSS12, FN13, FJN14].

17[NNOB12] and the LEGO protocols rely on the free xor technique (e.g., for soldering to work), but since
[NNOB12] and MiniLEGO already assumes the stronger ROM, the CoRH assumption is only mentioned for
[NO09] and TinyLEGO. The other protocols can, but do not have to, use free xor. If used they also rely on
CoRH; if not q in the table should rather be the number of total gates in circuit and not just the number of AND
gates.
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Especially the communication from the constructor (Alice) to the evaluator (Bob). For simplicity
we will therefore focus solely on this measure. We will also ignore the overhead that does not
depend on the circuit size. Comparing this way only makes sense for large circuits where the
fraction of input and output wires compared to the total number of wires is small. This is the
case for many real world circuits.

We here give a description of how we calculate the communication in the various protocols.
We omit all data sent that does not directly depend on the circuit size q.

Concrete Communication in Circuit-Based Cut-and-Choose Protocols

With the recent half-gate technique [ZRE15] each garbled gate is represented using as little
as 2k bits while still being compatible with the free xor technique [KS08].18 Prior to [Lin13,
HKE13, Bra13] the most efficient non-LEGO protocols required sending 3.1s copies of the garbled
circuits [SS11], resulting in a total communication overhead of 6.2qks bits. Recent protocols
[Lin13, HKE13, Bra13, AMPR14, FJN14] only require Alice to send as little as s garbled circuits
to Bob, yielding instead a total of 2qks bits.19

In some cases such as [AMPR14, FJN14] the random seed checking optimization [GMS08] can
be used to make the communication overhead of check circuits independent of the circuit size, at
the price of additional computation. This means a communication overhead of c · 2qks for some
fraction c < 1. Standard values (avoiding excessive local computation) is c = 1/2 [LP11, Lin13,
FJN14] or c = 3/5 [SS11]. However, as mentioned earlier the random seed checking optimization
is only known to work in the random oracle model. Hence, the smallest communication overhead
of non-LEGO protocols is 2qks in the standard model and qks (or even less) in the random oracle
model.20

For ease of exposition we will use [FJN14] and [Lin13] as representants for the best com-
munication for non-LEGO protocols with and without random oracles, and we will take their
communication overhead to be qks and 2qks, respectively.

Concrete Communication in TinyLEGO

For each original gate Alice must send β/(1− pg − δg) garbled gates. Using the recent optimized
garbled row reduction [ZRE15] each gate consists of 2k bits. In addition, for each gate Alice also
sends k bits for correcting the output wire and she must do three codeword corrections to turn
the left, right, and output keys into codes. For each original gate Alice also needs to prepare
α/(1− pa− δa) wire authenticators, each authenticator involving sending 2k-bit hash values and
one codeword correction. Since we assume that the input size is small compared to the overall
circuit size we do not include the η ·nA authenticators for the input buckets in our count. (Using
for example 10 authenticated wires per input bucket turns out to be enough for all practical
purposes.)

The communication required for codeword correction depends on the code used, which in turn
depends on the security parameter. Recall that the homomorphic commitment scheme requires
a code with minimum distance d ≥ s for security 2−s. For k = 128 and s = 40, s = 60, and s =
80 we can use the shortened BCH codes [299, 128, 41], [380, 128, 61], [428, 128, 81], respectively.
These codes were found using the BCH encoder/decoder program available at the website of

18We ignore the permutation bit in our count.
19Strictly speaking, only Lindell [Lin13] has replication factor s. Others [HKE13, FJN14] have a security level

of
( s
s/2

)−1 which is 2−s+O(log s). In practice this means that a few extra garbled circuits must be computed and
sent over the network. In our comparison we will just assume a replication factor of s.

20Because all gates in TinyLEGO are garbled using the same global difference ∆, we could not immediately
use the optimization of Goyal et al. [GMS08] even if we had access to a random oracle.
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[MZ06]. Other codes found in the MinT database [SS06, SS10] yield even less communication,
e.g. [262, 128, 40] and [345, 128, 60]. In our count we use the most communication efficient codes
we could find. In the cut-and-choose phase, using linear combinations, expected βpg gates are
checked and for each Alice sends 2k bits. Similarly, in the cut-and-choose of authenticators,
Alice checks αpa authenticators, sending k bits for each. Finally, soldering requires Alice to send
3(β − 1)k + αk + 2k bits to Bob for each original gate.

We let P (k, s) denote the amount of parity bits in a codeword (i.e., the extra bits apart from
the message itself), for k and s and from the above we get β(3k+3P (k, s))/(1−pg−δg)+α(2k+
P (k, s))/(1− pa− δa) + βpg2k+αpak+ 3(β − 1)k+αk+ 2k as the total amount of bits sent pr.
original gate. Using the best codes we could find we have P (128, 40) = 134, P (128, 60) = 217,
and P (128, 80) = 300.

Recall that in TinyLEGO (and other LEGO protocols) the communication overhead per gate
of the circuit decreases as the circuit size grows. Concretely, this means that smaller values of α
and β can be used as q grows. For k = 128 and various values of s and q we have used a script
to search for parameters α, β, pa, pg that satisfy the security requirement of Lemma 3.3.2 while
minimizing the communication overhead according to the above count. The results are shown in
Table 3.4.

For each value of s and q, the value qmin is the minimal circuit size that achieves statistical
security s with α, β, pa, and pg. The last two columns show the amount of bits per gate and
the total amount of data sent from Alice to Bob for the given parameters.21 For instance, when
evaluating a circuit with q = 400, 000 AND gates one can get security s = 40 by setting α = 3,
β = 4, pa = 0.15, and pg = 0.2. If so, each AND gate requires Alice to send 7,380 bits to Bob,
resulting in a total of 352 MiB (plus some data that does not dependent of circuit size).

Concrete Communication in MiniLEGO

In the following we let C′ = [n′, k, d′] be the error correcting code proposed in [FJN+13] and ψ
be the length of the randomness used for each encoding. First let Γ = 2β′q and Γ′ = 3Γ + 1
be the number of gates and keys in the replicated circuit, as described in [FJN+13] where β′ is
the required bucket size for the majority buckets. Following Figure 7, 9 and 11 of [FJN+13] we
see that in the setup phase Alice sends to Bob 2Γ′n′ + Γ′(k + ψ) + Γ′k + Γ′(k + ψ) bits. The
first term is the setup of the commitments, the second, also in setup, is the expected number of
Bob’s challenges that needs to be opened to, the third is the actual commitments sent and the
last term is the openings to the XORs defined by the pairing π. In the garbling step Alice sends
2Γk+ 3Γk bits where the first term is the two cipher texts representing the gate (we assume for
a fair comparison that they use [ZRE15] for garbling as well) and the second is the commitments
to the three wires of each gate. In the Cut-and-Choose step Alice sends to Bob the openings to
the three requested keys which amounts to 3Γ

2 (k + ψ) bits. Finally for the soldering step Alice
sends to Bob 3(β′−1)q(k+ψ) bits for the horizontal solderings and 2q(k+ψ) bits for the vertical
solderings.

As the randomness used in the code C′ is used to obtain privacy, it is needed that k ≤ ψ, so

21Some of these parameter choices do not follow the form of α = β−1 which is what is assumed in Lemma 3.3.2.
As noted, the proof can be modified to work with other combinations as well.
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s q qmin α β pa pg bits/gate total

40 1,000 866 8 7 0.15 0.25 15,792 1.9 MiB
40 10,000 9,166 5 6 0.10 0.15 10,962 13.1 MiB
40 100,000 92,678 4 5 0.05 0.10 8,502 101.4 MiB
40 200,000 165,232 4 5 0.05 0.05 8,198 195.5 MiB
40 400,000 375,640 3 4 0.15 0.20 7,380 351.9 MiB
40 600,000 514,297 3 4 0.15 0.15 7,094 507.4 MiB
40 800,000 733,960 3 4 0.20 0.10 6,940 661.8 MiB
40 1,000,000 953,022 3 4 0.10 0.10 6,737 803.1 MiB
40 2,000,000 1,827,303 3 4 0.15 0.05 6,594 1.5 GiB
40 4,000,000 2,580,996 3 4 0.05 0.05 6,410 3.0 GiB
40 6,000,000 4,059,866 3 4 0.02 0.05 6,359 4.4 GiB
40 8,000,000 6,809,984 3 4 0.05 0.02 6,275 5.8 GiB
40 10,000,000 9,128,099 3 4 0.02 0.02 6,226 7.2 GiB
40 100,000,000 90,711,906 3 3 0.10 0.15 5,637 65.6 GiB
40 1,000,000,000 801,425,426 3 3 0.02 0.05 5,131 597.3 GiB

60 1,000 983 8 7 0.40 0.70 38,687 4.6 MiB
60 10,000 8,690 8 7 0.10 0.25 18,285 21.8 MiB
60 100,000 99,138 5 6 0.25 0.15 13,737 163.8 MiB
60 200,000 180,603 5 6 0.15 0.10 12,795 305.1 MiB
60 400,000 378,840 5 6 0.15 0.05 12,339 588.4 MiB
60 600,000 514,154 5 6 0.05 0.05 11,976 856.6 MiB
60 800,000 754,273 4 5 0.20 0.20 11,521 1.1 GiB
60 1,000,000 954,771 4 5 0.25 0.15 11,256 1.3 GiB
60 2,000,000 1,782,449 4 5 0.15 0.10 10,499 2.4 GiB
60 4,000,000 3,861,676 4 5 0.15 0.05 10,127 4.7 GiB
60 6,000,000 5,289,299 4 5 0.05 0.05 9,840 6.9 GiB
60 8,000,000 5,289,299 4 5 0.05 0.05 9,840 9.2 GiB
60 10,000,000 8,501,436 4 5 0.02 0.05 9,762 11.4 GiB
60 100,000,000 96,824,114 3 4 0.10 0.10 8,112 94.4 GiB
60 1,000,000,000 927,374,227 3 4 0.02 0.02 7,494 872.4 GiB

80 1,000 1,000 8 7 0.75 0.95 264,044 31.5 MiB
80 10,000 9,013 8 7 0.35 0.70 43,338 51.7 MiB
80 100,000 81,135 8 7 0.10 0.25 21,192 252.6 MiB
80 200,000 171,508 8 7 0.05 0.15 19,238 458.7 MiB
80 400,000 394,798 6 7 0.15 0.10 17,582 838.4 MiB
80 600,000 457,184 6 7 0.10 0.10 17,321 1.2 GiB
80 800,000 644,339 6 7 0.05 0.10 17,080 1.6 GiB
80 1,000,000 881,197 6 7 0.10 0.05 16,692 1.9 GiB
80 2,000,000 1,926,399 5 6 0.15 0.15 15,498 3.6 GiB
80 4,000,000 3,356,174 5 6 0.10 0.10 14,698 6.8 GiB
80 6,000,000 4,754,583 5 6 0.05 0.10 14,501 10.1 GiB
80 8,000,000 6,603,497 5 6 0.10 0.05 14,166 13.2 GiB
80 10,000,000 8,227,316 5 6 0.05 0.05 13,970 16.3 GiB
80 100,000,000 94,939,000 4 5 0.05 0.10 11,935 138.9 GiB
80 1,000,000,000 770,265,155 4 5 0.01 0.02 11,133 1,296.1 GiB

Table 3.4: For k = 128 and a given statistical security s and circuit size q, this table shows the
best found parameters α, β, pa, and pg with respect to communication overhead. The last two
columns show the resulting amount of bits that must be sent per gate in the original circuit and
the total amount of data sent from Alice to Bob, ignoring communication that does not depend
on circuit size.
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s Protocol Circuit size q

103 104 105 5 · 105 106 5 · 106 107 108 109

40 2qks [Lin13] 0.010 0.095 0.95 4.77 9.5 48 95 954 9,537
40 qks [FJN14] 0.005 0.048 0.48 2.38 4.8 24 48 477 4,768
40 MiniLEGO 1.089 8.467 60.47 302.37 604.8 1,814 3,628 36,275 362,754
40 TinyLEGO 0.015 0.102 0.79 3.35 6.27 30 58 525 4,779

60 2qks [Lin13] 0.014 0.143 1.43 7.15 14.3 72 143 1,431 14,305
60 qks[FJN14] 0.007 0.072 0.72 3.58 7.2 36 72 715 7,153
60 MiniLEGO 2.686 19.700 161.18 626.77 1,253.5 4,477 8,953 89,532 895,321
60 TinyLEGO 0.036 0.170 1.30 5.66 10.5 46 91 755 6,979

80 2qks [Lin13] 0.019 0.191 1.91 9.53 19.1 95 191 1,907 19,073
80 qks [FJN14] 0.010 0.095 0.95 4.77 9.5 48 95 954 9,537
80 MiniLEGO 4.507 30.837 260.93 1,067 2,134 8,302 16,603 166,035 1.2 · 106

80 TinyLEGO 0.246 0.404 1.97 8.07 15.5 68 130 1,112 10,368

Table 3.5: Amount of gibits (230 bits) that Alice must send to Bob for k = 128.

we can assume k = ψ. With this in mind we see that the expression is

2Γ′n′ + Γ′(k + ψ) + Γ′k + Γ′(k + ψ) + 2Γk + 3Γk

+ 3
Γ

2
(k + ψ) + 3(β′ − 1)q(k + ψ) + 2q(k + ψ)

= 2Γ′n′ + 5Γ′k + 8Γk + 6(β′ − 1)qk + 4qk

= (6Γ + 2)n′ + (15Γ + 5)k + 8Γk + 6(β′ − 1)qk + 4qk

= (6Γ + 2)n′ + 23Γk + 6(β′ − 1)qk + 4qk + 5k

= (12β′q + 2)n′ + 46β′qk + 6(β′ − 1)qk + 4qk + 5k

Recall that we in Section 3.2.4 estimated the size of the codewords used in the commit-
ment scheme of MiniLEGO to be 260s. With this in mind we derive the approximated codes
[10400, 128, 81], [15600, 128, 121] and [20800, 128, 161] which we use for our comparison. In our
count we set β′ := α+β where α and β are the parameters of TinyLEGO. The reasoning for this
is that the majority principle is roughly the same for both protocols, but that TinyLEGO takes
both wire authenticators and gates into consideration. This analysis however only makes sense if
MiniLEGO was modified so that each gate was chosen for check with probability 1/2. Therefore
we assume that this is the case and ignore the issues of calculating slack in the MiniLEGO case,
this is clearly of no disadvantage for MiniLEGO in the comparison.

3.6.2 Comparison

Using these counts we get Table 3.5 which compares the amount of data that Alice must send to
Bob for various circuit sizes and security levels. Somewhat arbitrarily we use [FJN14] and [Lin13]
as representants for the best non-LEGO protocols with and without the ROM, respectively.

For each value of k, s, and circuit size q, the parameters of TinyLEGO (β, α, pg, pa) and
MiniLEGO (β′) have been chosen using a script so as to minimize the overall communication
overhead while still guaranteeing security except with probability 2−s.

As expected we clearly outperform MiniLEGO, with a factor of up to two orders of magnitude.
This is because of the smaller constants of our commitments scheme and because we replace a
fraction of the garbled gates with the more lightweight authenticators. The circuit size where
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s α β pa pg q [Lin13] TinyLEGO

40 3 4 0.05 0.02 6,809,984 64.95 39.80 (0.61)
40 3 4 0.10 0.10 953,022 9.09 5.98 (0.66)
40 3 4 0.20 0.15 452,622 4.32 3.04 (0.70)
40 3 4 0.40 0.30 134,516 1.28 1.09 (0.85)
40 4 5 0.25 0.25 16,442 0.16 0.16 (0.99)

60 4 5 0.05 0.05 5,289,299 75.66 48.47 (0.64)
60 4 5 0.20 0.20 754,273 10.79 8.09 (0.75)
60 5 6 0.01 0.15 146,941 2.10 1.79 (0.85)
60 7 6 0.05 0.25 43,510 0.62 0.62 (1.00)

80 5 6 0.10 0.05 6,603,497 125.95 87.12 (0.69)
80 7 6 0.06 0.10 2,120,537 40.45 31.19 (0.77)
80 6 7 0.10 0.10 457,184 8.72 7.37 (0.85)
80 8 7 0.10 0.20 112,458 2.14 2.13 (0.99)

Table 3.6: Communication overhead (gibits) of TinyLEGO for various parameters, compared
to other recent Yao-based 2PC protocols also not using random oracles, exemplified by Lindell
[Lin13]. Communication not dependent on circuit size is ignored. The numbers in parentheses
show the relative communication overhead of TinyLEGO compared to [Lin13].

TinyLEGO outperforms the non-LEGO protocols depends on whether or not they use the random
oracle model (and hence can exploit random seed checking). Without the random oracle model,
the crossing point is at some point between 10, 000 and 100, 000 for s = 40 and s = 60 and
between 100, 000 and 500, 000 for s = 80. When comparing to protocols with random oracle
access, a billion gates or more are needed before TinyLEGO is on par with non-LEGO protocols.

We stress that this is only a rough indicator of performance. Many factors are not taken
into account here, including cases where local computation is the bottleneck and circuits where
a considerable fraction of the wires are input and output wires.

To give a more precise idea of when TinyLEGO performs better than recent non-LEGO
protocols without the ROM assumption such as [Lin13] (i.e., without random seed checking),
Table 3.6 shows, for k = 128 and different values of s and some selected parameters α, β, pa, pg,
the minimal circuit size q where our protocol outperforms [Lin13] with respect to communication
overhead. As before, the parameters α, β, pa, pg are simply the best that we were able to find
using a script. Again we see that bigger circuits yield better relative performance of TinyLEGO.

We see that TinyLEGO is indeed competitive for realistic circuit sizes. For instance, for 40-bit
statistical security our bandwidth becomes slightly better than [Lin13] at only 16,442 gates (20.4
MiB) and at 953,022 gates our communication (765 MiB) is only 66% of [Lin13]. With 80-bit
security we outperform [Lin13] slightly at 112,458 gates (274 MiB) and at 6,6 million gates (10.9
GiB) our communication is 69% of [Lin13].

Overall, our efficiency count suggests that TinyLEGO is definitely an improvement in the
family of LEGO protocols [NO09, FJN+13]. In addition it is among the most efficient 2PC
protocols in practice, depending on circuit size and which security model is used.
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Chapter 4

Managing Keys in the Cloud

We consider applications involving a number of servers in the cloud that go through a sequence
of online periods where the servers communicate, separated by offline periods where the servers
are idle. During the offline periods we assume that the servers need to securely store sensitive
information such as cryptographic keys. Applications like this include many cases where secure
multiparty computation is outsourced to the cloud, and in particular a number of online auctions
and benchmark computations with confidential inputs. We consider fully autonomous servers
that switch between online and offline periods without communicating with anyone from outside
the cloud, and semi-autonomous servers that need a limited kind of assistance from outside the
cloud when doing the transition. We study the levels of security one can – and cannot – obtain
in this model, propose light-weight protocols achieving maximal security, and report on their
practical performance.

4.1 Introduction
Cloud computing is a disruptive technology, changing the way computing resources are deployed
and consumed. The benefits of cloud computing are many, ranging from cost-efficiency to business
agility. The main drawback, however, is security and in particular data confidentiality: Users
of cloud technology essentially have to trust that the cloud providers do not misuse their data.
The recent disclosure of the PRISM surveillance program1 in which NSA directly monitors all
communication going through most world-wide cloud providers such as Yahoo, Google, and
Microsoft, is just one out of several incidents emphasizing that this concern is real.

In the simple cloud computing case where a user outside the cloud wants to store some data
in the cloud for later retrieval, data confidentiality and integrity can relatively easy be ensured.
This is typically done using standard cryptography, by encrypting the user’s data before it is
stored in the cloud, keeping the encryption key secret from the cloud provider. Several products
such as CrashPlan2 and CloudFogger3 already offer this kind of security.

But the cloud is more than just a storage medium: In particular, computation itself is often
outsourced to the cloud. In some cases the computation outsourced is even distributed among
several cloud servers and may involve data from many clients. Sometimes the cloud servers may
even be controlled by different organizations. Also, the cloud servers may exist in different parts
of the cloud, spread across different cloud providers such as Microsoft, Amazon, etc.

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PRISM_(surveillance_program)
2www.crashplan.com
3www.cloudfogger.com
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An example of this is the Danish site energiauktion.dk where electricity for companies
is traded at daily online auction. This works by each day starting up a number of auction
computations in the cloud. In order to protect the confidentiality of the submitted bids, even
against collusions involving the operator of the auction site itself, the bids are encrypted at the
clients (the companies), and the auction computations are done using MPC where each MPC
server is running in the cloud, controlled by its own organization. Another relevant example is
that of the Danish sugar beet auctions [BCD+09]. Here, similar auctions take place, but running
on a yearly basis and computing the optimal way to trade Danish sugar beet contracts instead
of electricity. As for energiauktion.dk, the confidentiality of bids for the sugar beet auctions
are also ensured via MPC.4

Strong notions of security in such more involved cloud applications are generally not as
easily obtained as in the simpler case of cloud storage. Promising technologies such as fully
homomorphic encryption (FHE) [Gen09a] and secure multiparty computation (MPC) [Yao82,
Yao86, GMW87] definitely have the potential to raise the security for these applications. But
despite recent advances [KSS12, HKE13, DLT14, HS15] they are still quite demanding in terms of
performance. While the functions to compute securely in the above examples are simple enough
to allow for MPC, securing applications via MPC or FHE in general would still be too resource
demanding. More light-weight solutions are therefore needed.

This chapter is a study of certain subsets of these cloud computing scenarios. In Section 4.2
through Section 4.6 we define these subsets, analyze which levels of security can be obtained
and provide concrete protocols achieving this security. In Section 4.7 we report on a prototype
implementation of the proposed protocols. The presentation in these sections has been kept at an
informal level. A formal model of the protocols and proof of their security in the UC framework
[Can01] are provided in Section 4.8.

4.2 The Online/Offline Model

In this chapter we are interested in the following scenario:

• Distributed computation A number of n servers S1,S2, . . . ,Sn are engaged in some
distributed computation taking place in the cloud.

• Online/offline periods The computation does not proceed in a continuous fashion.
Rather, in some periods the servers interact while in other periods there is no need for
computation and the servers are therefore idle or shut-down. We call the first periods for
online periods and the latter for offline periods. In this way the application goes through a
number of rounds, each round consisting of an online period followed by an offline period.
We assume that the servers receive signals from the application that allows them to agree
on the times to switch between online and offline.

• Sensitive state During the application’s lifetime some or all of the servers possess sensitive
data that is needed by these servers in the online periods and that must be stored securely
during the offline periods. This could for example be data used in the computation itself
or keys needed to authenticate against other servers. We will refer to the sensitive data
that Si must store securely during the offline phase of round r as that server’s secret file
and we denote it by σri .

4While the electricity auctions currently take place in the cloud, the sugar beet auction servers have until now
been running on non-cloud computers, with the MPC keys stored on USB sticks held by administrators of each
organization. But the application would fit nicely to a cloud setup.
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This model of course does not cover all kinds of cloud computing. Regarding the online/offline
property we note, however, that many applications naturally only require computation at certain
well-defined points in time. For example, online auctions and benchmarks are often designed to
be repeated at regular time intervals. Furthermore, most cloud providers operate on a pay-per-
use basis (pay per CPU cycle spent, pay per byte sent, etc.) that in itself motivates the design
of applications in which computation is “batched” together in time as much as possible such that
the cloud servers can be shut down in between these periods of computation in order to save
money.

Examples fitting particularly well into our model include those where MPC is done in the
cloud. Using MPC is for instance relevant in order to let a client securely outsource a computation
to the cloud: By computing via MPC and by making sure that servers are hosted at different
cloud providers, strong security is guaranteed since a large number of different cloud providers
must collaborate maliciously in order to violate security. Other examples involving MPC in the
cloud are the electricity auctions and the Danish sugar beet auctions mentioned above. Both of
these applications involve the regular running of auctions with bids containing confidential client
information. To guarantee confidentiality of the bids the auction computations are done using
MPC where the servers are controlled by different organizations. These applications therefore
consist of a distributed system of servers going through a number of online and offline periods
(daily offline periods for the electricity auctions, yearly offline periods in the sugar beet case).
During the offline periods, the servers need to store secret data, namely the keys used for doing
MPC.

In our work we do not aim at providing any extra security in the online periods, other
than what can already be obtained by other means such as MPC. Rather, we are concerned
with the question: To which extend is it possible to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of the servers’ secret files in the offline periods, given various attacks on the servers
and the network that connects them. By confidentiality and integrity we mean that a secret
file stored by a server when shutting down is guaranteed not to be read by others during the
following offline phase, and that the server can be assured that it reads the same unmodified file
at wakeup as it stored before it shut down. By availability we refer to the guarantee that a file
stored by a server can later be retrieved again.

In the first part of this chapter we take into account the following additional requirement:

• Autonomous servers The transition between online and offline periods must proceed
without anyone from outside the cloud taking action. That is, the servers must be able to
switch between online and offline periods communicating only with each other.

This may be essential to some applications. In particular, there simply may not be any
relevant parties outside the cloud, such as system administrators or non-cloud servers within an
organization, with the right levels of trust, at the times when the cloud servers shut down or
wake up.

It turns out that within this model, where the only players are the servers themselves, there
is a limit to the level of availability and confidentiality we can hope to get at the same time:
Any protocol that guarantees that some subset of the servers can restore a secret file at wake
up (availability) of course also allows the same subset of servers to learn the contents of this
file, meaning that the file leaks if the servers in that subset are malicious (lack of privacy). Let
tconf be the confidentiality threshold, that is, the maximal number of servers an adversary can
corrupt without learning anything about the contents of the secret file. Similarly, let tavail be
the availability threshold, meaning the maximal number of servers the adversary can corrupt
without being able to prevent the reconstruction of the secret file. We can then express this
trade-off as follows.
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Fact 1. (Informal) With autonomous servers the thresholds tconf and tavail must satisfy the
equation tconf + tavail < n. In particular, no protocol for fully autonomous servers can guarantee
at the same time both confidentiality and availability of a secret file in the presence of more than
n/2 malicious servers.

In Section 4.4 we present a protocol for fully autonomous servers that achieves very strong
privacy. Because of Fact 1, this means that we have to give up on availability.

The limitation expressed by Fact 1 is a consequence of the requirement that the servers
are only allowed to communicate with each other during shutdown and wakeup. We therefore
continue our study in the second part of the chapter, Section 4.6, by considering how to most
meaningfully relax the requirement of autonomous servers in order to gain more security, while
at the same time minimizing the involvement from outside. We end up with the following slightly
relaxed requirement:

• Semi-autonomous servers Under normal conditions the transition between online and
offline periods must proceed without anyone from outside the cloud taking action. However,
in case the system has been attacked, we allow the transitions to involve actions from
someone from outside the cloud.

We model this more concretely by assuming the existence of certain parties outside the cloud
that can fetch data from the cloud servers. For convenience we call these parties administrators,
though it could also for example be automated scripts running on trusted (non-cloud) servers
within the organizations operating the cloud servers.

The model with semi-autonomous servers covers many applications where the cloud servers
are operated by organizations that have their own trusted people or servers elsewhere, outside of
the cloud, that can assist the cloud servers in the transitions between online and offline periods.
In particular, it models well the scenario where human system administrators are actually willing
to log in to the cloud servers in certain situations.

In Section 4.6 we present a protocol with semi-autonomous servers, providing both very strong
confidentiality and availability while at the same time relying only on minimal involvement from
the administrators. The protocol essentially guarantees that an administrator can always restore
a secret file stored on his server unless all the cloud servers have been corrupted.

While definitely suited for increasing security of applications like energiauktion.dk and
the Danish sugar beet auctions [BCD+09], we believe that these two models capture many other
interesting classes of cloud computing applications and that the protocols provided here therefore
will be useful for enhancing security for such applications.

4.3 Related Work
Our work is based on secret sharing. Several secret sharing schemes exists, including schemes
allowing various thresholds [Bla79, Sha79] and proactive security [HJKY95]. Due to Fact 1,
though, secret sharing considered in isolation can never give both availability and confidentiality
in case of a dishonest majority of parties.5 We show how to combine secret sharing with other
techniques in a specific context and thereby achieve a level of security that one cannot get with
secret sharing alone. In particular, we show how to get both confidentiality and availability in
the presence of a dishonest majority in the model with semi-autonomous servers.

Secure multiparty computation (MPC) [Yao82, Yao86, GMW87] allows a set of servers to
jointly compute on confidential data. Security, including data confidentiality, is then guaranteed

5The same holds for other constructs such as forward-secure threshold encryption [LY11].
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even though some of the servers act maliciously and may collude. If the computation in the
online phases is done using an MPC protocol designed to give security against a dishonest
majority [DKL+13, FJNT15] security somehow similar to ours in the offline periods is obtained:
An adversary must break into the offline storage of all servers, stealing or modifying all keys
used for MPC to do any harm.

However, as mentioned, MPC is still often too heavy for many applications. And similarly to
secret sharing, using only MPC with confidentiality against a dishonest majority do not provide
strong termination (meaning availability of files in our case).

In any case, for all non-MPC applications as well as applications done with more light-weight
MPC protocols that assume less powerful adversaries (honest majority protocols, semi-honest
or covert adversaries, etc.) our protocols can be used to enhance security during the offline
periods at a low cost. In this way, our protocols can be seen not as a substitute, but more as a
complement to the use of MPC.

One can view our model as a distributed file system where the servers act as both file servers
providing the file system and clients storing their secret files when they shut down. Lots of work
has been done in the area of secure, distributed storage, see, e.g., the survey by Kher & Kim
[KK05]. But in most cases such as the file systems NFS [NFS95, SNRT00], AFS [How88], and
SFS [FKM02], security only means that unauthorized clients cannot access or modify files; the
storage servers themselves are trusted. Due to increased security demands, a new generation
of so-called cryptographic storage systems has evolved, exemplified by Windows EFS [EFS],
CFS [Bla94], Tahoe-LAFS [WOW08], NCryptfs [WMZ03], and many others. These systems use
cryptography to provide end-to-end security, meaning that clients no longer need to trust the
storage servers. However, all of these systems require that clients themselves securely store keys
and/or remember passwords and are therefore not suitable in our setting where servers must
operate autonomously (or at least semi-autonomously) in the cloud.

Some results [GGJR00, AKK+00, LAV03] consider how data can be dispersed securely among
a number of servers without the need for storing secret keys on any client. These results combine
secret sharing, error correcting codes, variants of Rabin’s information dispersal algorithm [Rab89,
Kra93] and other cryptographic techniques in order to guarantee both confidentiality, integrity
and availability of the stored data. As such, these protocols could indeed be used to secure data
during the offline phases in our model with autonomous servers.

Common to these results, however, are that they only provide security in the presence of up
to n/2 malicious servers. In contrast, the constructions provided in this chapter are designed to
guarantee confidentiality and integrity of the stored data in the presence of up to n− 1 servers.
In Section 4.4 we achieve this for fully autonomous servers by giving up on availability. In
Section 4.6 we show how to take advantage of the model with semi-autonomous servers in order
to guarantee also availability with up to n− 1 malicious servers.

We are, to the best of our knowledge, the first to consider protocols specifically designed for
securing the offline periods in cloud computing environments as described above. In particular,
we are not aware of any existing protocols suitable for such cases providing the same combination
of high security and good performance as those we present in this chapter.

4.4 Fully Autonomous Servers

We here describe a protocol that increases the offline security in the model with fully autonomous
servers and we discuss the limits of the possible security we can get in this model. The description
here is kept at an informal level while a formal modelling of the protocol in the UC framework
[Can01] and a rigorous proof of its claimed security are postponed to Section 4.8.
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Suppose that the overlying application has a security threshold of Tapp, meaning that an
adversary breaking into Tapp or less servers does not violate security of the overlying application.
For many applications Tapp = 0, but Tapp may also be higher, say Tapp = n/2, if for example the
overlying application is done with honest-majority MPC.

4.4.1 What Cannot Be Done
As discussed earlier, there is a limit as to how much confidentiality and availability we can
achieve at the same time with fully autonomous servers. In addition we observe that it is
clearly impossible to protect against the following kind of attack: If the adversary manages to
passively break into server Si during an offline period, he learns whatever that server knows. If
he then also attacks Si’s network channels in the following wakeup phase he can prevent Si from
sending any messages and pretend to be that server towards the remaining servers, using the
keys for authentication stolen from Si during the offline period. By doing this the adversary has
essentially carried out what corresponds to an active (Byzantine) corruption of Si only by means
of a combination of a passive break-in during the offline period followed by a network attack –
two attacks normally considered less difficult than a full, active corruption of the server. We will
call such attacks cut-off attacks.6 The inability to avoid cut-off attacks can be seen as the price
we pay for not involving any external parties in the protocol.

4.4.2 What Can Be Done
We start out with the simplest possible solution and gradually show, in a number of steps
informally discussed below, how to extend the solution in order to increase security. The resulting
protocol is presented in its entirety at the end of this section.

Secret Sharing

In the most naïve protocol each server simply stores its own secret file locally during offline
periods. This of course does not add any extra security. In particular, an adversary can spoil
security by breaking into the offline storage of Tapp + 1 servers. The servers could encrypt their
secret files before storage, but not much is gained if the encryption key is also stored locally.

Just before going offline we therefore let each server Si encrypt its file σi using a randomly
chosen encryption key Li and then secret share this key among the full set of servers, Si keeping
one share si,i for itself and sending the remaining shares si,j to each of the other servers Sj .
When the servers wake up for the next online period, each server collects its missing shares from
the other servers, reconstructs the encryption key, and decrypts its secret file.

With this approach the trade-off between confidentiality and availability discussed earlier
can be adjusted by using secret sharing schemes with different thresholds. For example, using
Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [Sha79] with threshold t = n/2 ensures availability of secret files
unless t + 1 servers are malicious, but also only guarantees confidentiality of the files for up
to t malicious servers. For now we aim at optimal confidentiality and therefore instead use a
sharing scheme with full threshold t = n− 1, such as additive sharings over a finite field. (Better
availability is considered later, in Section 4.6).

This first solution ensures optimal confidentiality of the secret files against adversaries that
passively break into servers during offline periods, but we also have to consider network attacks.
Consider first the case where we just send the shares in cleartext. Since Si never sends its

6When we say that the adversary breaks into a server during the offline phase or performs an offline attack, we
mean an attack where the adversary learns the data stored by the server during the offline phase. It is understood
that the adversary ’leaves’ the server again before the next online phase.
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own share si,i to anyone, any attack only directed at the network channels will not provide the
adversary with enough shares to reconstruct the secret file σi. On the other hand, it is also
clear that passive eavesdropping on the network combined with a passive attack of Si during the
offline phase will allow the adversary to get σi. In other words, passive eavesdropping plus offline
attacks on Tapp + 1 servers will break the system.

Diffie-Hellmann Key Exchange

To improve this we can encrypt the communication. However, securing the communication
channels using standard encryption requires servers to store private keys and therefore does not
add extra security: This solution can be still broken by offline attacks on Tapp + 1 servers and
passive eavesdropping because the adversary then knows the keys he needs for decryption.

Instead, we use Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange [DH76] to set up secure pairwise channels
on the fly when the system wakes up after each offline phase. DH lets each pair of servers Si and
Sj agree on a secret session key Ki,j that can be used to encrypt their communication. This way
no private keys for encrypting the channels need to be stored during the offline periods. This
means that we are secure against offline attacks on up to n − 1 servers combined with network
eavesdropping. Compared to the naïve solution this is an improvement for any application with
Tapp < n− 1.

The solution discussed so far does not authenticate the messages in the DH key exchange,
since it is only designed to cope with passive eavesdropping. With an active network attack the
adversary could therefore impersonate any server during wakeup, and could therefore get the
same information as he would get if all shares were sent unencrypted. However, such an attack
alone will not give him any useful information, for the same reason that we described above (Si
never sends its own share si,i to anyone). As before, if this is combined with an offline attack on
Tapp servers, one gets the online information for these and nothing more. We are therefore still
secure against offline attacks on up to Tapp servers combined with active network attacks. This
is optimal because – as discussed in connection with cut-off attacks above – the same attack on
Tapp +1 servers is equivalent to Tapp +1 full corruptions which is always fatal. In particular, this
shows that we do not get any benefit from authenticating the messages in the DH key exchanges.

In conclusion, the solution sketched so far has optimal security against both offline plus
passive network attacks as well as offline plus active network attacks, namely security against
attacks of up to n− 1, respectively Tapp, servers.

Detecting Attacks

It turns out that authenticating the DH key exchanges, for instance using digital signatures as in
the STS protocol [DvOW92], or more generally, using any scheme for authenticated key exchange
(AKE), is not useless, however. As discussed earlier, cut-off attacks cannot be prevented. But
using AKE, in case a cut-off attack do in fact occur, the cut-off server S itself will always notice
that something is wrong, as long as it is not actively corrupted when it wakes up. The reason is
the following: Since the adversary broke passively into S during offline it knows S’s private AKE
key and can thus pretend to be S towards the remaining servers in the online phase. But the real,
but impersonated, S will still try to do AKEs with the remaining servers. Unless the adversary
passively breaks into all the servers, there will be at least one private AKE key that he does not
know. This means that S will experience that at least one of the AKEs he tries to complete will
fail and can therefore abort the protocol and try to warn the other servers. In other words, using
AKE the adversary can cut off S, but cannot prevent S from detecting that something is wrong.7

7It of course cannot tell whether an AKE failure was due to a full-blown cut-off attack or just an active network
attack, but at least the server will detect that something is wrong.
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In order to prevent the cut-off server from alerting others about the attack the adversary must
therefore either have the power to corrupt S actively or to keep a denial-of-service attack going
on all of S’s channels from that point and onwards, something that seems hard in practice. For
these reasons we will use AKE instead of unauthenticated DH.

Integrity

In the above discussion we have focused on confidentiality. The solution does not, however,
protect against for example a corrupted server modifying a share before sending it back to
another server at wakeup. We can protect against this by replacing the basic secret sharing
scheme with an extended scheme, that we will denote a robust secret sharing scheme (RSS). Such
a scheme produces along with the shares, s1, s2, . . . , sn a public verification key V . The key
V reveals no information about the secret and V can later be used to verify the shares: Even
knowing V it is hard for the adversary to find different shares s′1, s′2, . . . , s′n that are accepted by
V . Using RSS a server can keep V during the offline period and use it at wakeup to verify that
the received shares reconstruct to the original secret. Details on this kind of secret sharing is
provided in Section 4.8.1.

Proactive Security

Proactive security is a powerful notion of security put forward by Ostrovsky and Young [OY91],
combining the idea of refreshing key material with the idea of distributing key material. A
proactively secure protocol is divided into a number of rounds separated by key refreshment
phases. The adversary can not only corrupt, but also decorrupt parties. A proactive protocol
can tolerate any number of corrupted parties during its lifetime as long as only a certain number
of parties are corrupted within each round. Proactive security is important for protocols such as
ours that is supposed to run for a long time.

Our current protocol already is proactively secure in a limited sense: Due to the fact that
fresh session keys are generated in each round, we can tolerate any number of break-ins in the
offline phases, as long as at most n−1 of the corruptions happen in any one of the offline phases.
(Here we assume passive network attacks.)

Considering active network attacks, there is no proactiveness, though. This is due to the fact
that the servers use the same keys for authenticating the DH throughout all rounds. This means
that if the adversary manages to steal the private AKE (signing) key belonging to a server in one
round, this key can be used to cut off that server in a later round. We can remedy this by letting
the servers refresh the AKE keys in each round. The refreshment is done by letting each server
generate a new key pair, replacing its old private AKE key with the fresh key while sending the
corresponding new public AKE (verification) key to the other servers where similar replacements
take place. To prevent an attacker from modifying these new public AKE keys while they are in
transit, each server attaches a message authentication code (mac) to the key, using the current
session key that the sending and receiving server share.8

In order for decorruption to make sense additional restrictions must be made: Being able to
decorrupt some and immediately corrupt others would essentially allow the adversary to corrupt
all servers at once. Suppose for example that the adversary is allowed to corrupt at most n− 1

8Our way of securing the network resembles to some extend the way in which SSL/TLS works: SSL/TLS can
be configured to use symmetric encryption and macs with a session key established using authenticated Diffie-
Hellmann. SSL/TLS also provides a mechanism for renegotiating the keys used to authenticate the DH on a
regular basis. We choose to embed encryption, etc., directly in our protocol so as to not rely on SSL/TLS. We
want to be able to reason formally about the security of our protocol which would not be easy with SSL/TLS
that consists of over 100 combinations of encryption modes, handshakes, etc.
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parties in each period. He could then corrupt n−1 servers in one time period and in the next time
period, before anything else happens, he could leave one of the corrupted parties and immediately
corrupt the last party. This would have the same effect as corrupting all n servers at the same
time. The standard way to deal with this in is to assume that a corruption of a party during
the refreshment phase between two time periods counts as a corruption of the party in both of
these time periods. This is a way of expressing that it takes up to two rounds for the system to
completely recover from an attack, but less if the visit of the adversary does not overlap with a
refresh period.

We will need a similar assumption stating the amount of time required to recover from an
attack. Our model is more complicated than basic proactive protocols: We have four phases in
each round (shutdown, offline, wakeup, online). In addition our AKE keys reside at the servers
in a full round and into the wakeup phase of the next round. This leads to the following two
rules: (1) Corruption of a party during a shutdown or wakeup phase also counts as a corruption
of that party in the adjacent offline phase; (2) A corruption of a server in any phase during
round r also counts as a corruption of that server in all following phases during round r and the
shutdown phase of round r + 1. These rules express that the system may need up to one full
round plus the following wakeup phase to fully recover from a server corruption depending on in
which phase the attack is initiated.9

4.4.3 The Protocol

With these extra steps we have now obtained a protocol that is proactively secure with respect
to passive corruptions and cut-off attacks (i.e., where cut-off attacks must be done in the same
round), with each round corresponding to one refreshment period. We denote the resulting
protocol the Cloud Key Management protocol, or just πCKM. It is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and
consists of two procedures to be carried out by each server, one before entering an offline period
(shutdown) and another before returning to the next online period (wakeup). The entire protocol
consists of several rounds, each round r consisting of four phases: (1) A shutdown phase where
the servers run the πCKM shutdown protocol in order to protect the secret files received from the
previous online phase, (2) an offline phase with no activity, (3) a wakeup phase where the servers
run the πCKM wakeup protocol in order to restore the secret files, and finally (4) an online phase
where the application is running.

When a server Si receives a file from the environment at shutdown, it is encrypted under a
key L using symmetric encryption (Enc). That key is then split into shares {si,j}j∈[n] using a
robust secret sharing scheme (RSS). The server keeps one of the shares, si,i, and distributes the
remaining shares among the other servers using a session key for encryption to protect against
leakage during network transmission.

At the end of the shutdown procedure the server erases most values, including the file itself,
from its memory. The only values remaining in the following offline phase are the encrypted file,
the keys needed for AKEs in the the following wakeup phase, the server’s own share and RSS
verification key, and the shares received from the other servers (that follow the same shutdown
procedure). On wakeup, a procedure reverse to the shutdown procedure takes place: The server
receives its shares from the other servers, verifies integrity of the shares, reconstructs the key,
decrypts the file and returns it to the application. At the beginning of each wakeup and shutdown
phase a server Si agrees on a fresh secret session key with each of the other servers using AKE.
The private and public keys skri , vkri used for AKEs are refreshed once in each round at shutdown.

9Rule (2) only serves to enable refreshment of the AKE keys. Recall that authentication of the key exchanges
is only included to let a server detect if it is being cut-off. So if we did not require proactiveness regarding the
ability to detect cut-off attacks, (1) would suffice.
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Shutdown Each server Si holds from the previous round a private key skr−1
i and public keys vkr−1

j

for each of the other servers Sj . When receiving the secret file σ from the application, Si does
the following.

1. AKE and session key refreshment

(a) For each of the other servers Sj , invoke (in parallel) the AKE protocol, using skr−1
i

and vkr−1
j . This results in Si and Sj sharing a fresh secret session key Kdown

i,j . If
any of the AKEs fail, Si outputs a warning message and halts.

(b) Generate a new AKE key pair (skri , vk
r
i ).

2. Encrypt file and distribute shares of the encryption key.

(a) Choose a random encryption key L and compute C ← EncL(σ).
(b) Compute V, {si,j}j∈[n] ← RSS(L).
(c) For each of the other servers Sj , the server Si computes ci,j ← EncKdown

i,j
(si,j) and

di,j ← MacKdown
i,j

(vkri ).

(d) Send the concatenated message Mi,j = ci,j || vkri || di,j to Sj (keeping si,i).
(e) Wait to receive messages Mj,i = cj,i || vkrj || dj,i from the other servers Sj . Abort

if the mac dj,i is invalid, otherwise compute sj,i ← DecKdown
i,j

(cj,i). This step is
repeated until valid shares and public keys have been received from all other servers.

3. Erase all data except skri , C, V, si,i and the shares sj,i and public AKE keys vkrj received
from the other servers Sj .

Wakeup On wakeup Si does the following.

1. Session key refreshment. Invoke the AKE protocol, this time using skri and vkrj , resulting
in Si and Sj sharing a fresh secret session key Kup

i,j . If any of the AKEs fail, Si outputs
a warning message and halts.

2. Reestablishing the secret file.

(a) Compute cj,i ← EncKup
i,j

(sj,i) and send cj,i to Sj . Wait until ci,j is received from all
other Sj and compute si,j ← DecKup

i,j
(ci,j).

(b) Reconstruct L from {si,j}j∈[n] and verify integrity of the sharing using V . Abort if
invalid, otherwise compute and return to the application σ ← DecL(C).

3. Erase all values except skri and vkrj for the other servers Sj .

Figure 4.1: The Cloud Key Management protocol πCKM.

A few notes about the protocol are in place: The refreshment of the AKE keys is done once
every round, but the session keys are refreshed twice each round (using the same AKE keys
in both refreshments), resulting in two separate session keys Kdown

i,j and Kup
i,j for each of the

other servers Sj . The reason for doing two session key refreshments each round is to avoid any
shared session key to reside in memory not only during offline, but also during online periods, as
doing so would reduce the number of corrupted servers we can tolerate. Also, for simplicity of
presentation, the same session key is used for both encryption and macs. A secure implementation
would require separate keys for macs and encryption.

In order to summarize the security of πCKM we first define cut-off attacks more precisely as
follows:

Definition 4.4.1 (Cut-Off Attack). A cut-off attack on Si in round r is a passive corruption
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of Si in round r − 1 or r (stealing the server’s private AKE key skr−1
i ) combined with active

network attack on all of Si’s channels during the shutdown phase of round r (impersonating Si
in the AKEs done there), or a passive corruption of Si at some point during round r (stealing
skri ) combined with active attacks on all of Si’s channels during the wakeup phase of round r
(impersonating Si in the AKEs done in that phase).

The security of πCKM builds on the following assumptions:

Trusted Setup A once-and-for-all setup must be in place, consisting of the initial AKE keys
for the first round. Each server Si is assumed to initially hold a private AKE key sk0

i (e.g.,
a signing key for a digital signature scheme) while the corresponding public AKE key vk0

i

(e.g., a verification key for a digital signature scheme) is held by all other servers. This can
for instance be established in practice by a PKI.

Cryptographic Assumptions Various cryptographic assumptions due to the primitives used
in the protocol. For example, the standard DH key exchange relies on the DDH assumption.

Erasure That a server can erase part of its state on shutdown such that it is not accessible to
an adversary that gets access to the server’s offline storage.

Randomness That each server has access to a source of close-to-true randomness.

Static Adversary We assume that the adversary decides before each round which servers and
channels to corrupt in the following round.

Proactive Security As discussed above, we will apply the following rules for counting cor-
ruptions: (1) Corruption of a party during a shutdown or wakeup phase also counts as
a corruption of that party in the adjacent offline phase; (2) A corruption of a server in
any phase during round r also counts as a corruption of that server in all following phases
during round r and the shutdown phase of round r + 1.

In Section 4.8 we show how to model these assumptions in the UC framework. We summarize
the result in an informal theorem here.

Theorem 4.4.1. (Informal) Given the assumptions above, the confidentiality and integrity of a
file σri stored and retrieved by Si in round r using the πCKM protocol in Fig. 4.1 is guaranteed
despite active network attacks as long as

1. Si has not been actively corrupted (during offline or online periods) up to and including
round r.

2. Si is neither passively corrupted in the shutdown or wakeup phases of round r.

3. No cut-off attack on Si takes place up to and including round r.

4. No more than n−1 servers are passively corrupted in each offline phase up to and including
round r.

Furthermore, if σri leaked due to Si being exposed to a cut-off attack at any point up to or including
round r, this will be detected by Si.
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4.5 Dealing with Malicious Offline Attacks

The basic protocol πCKM was designed for strong, proactive security against passive break-in
during offline periods. But what about active offline attacks where the adversary not only gets
to read, but also modify, the server’s storage during the offline phase?

Assuming that the code specifying the servers online behavior is part of the server’s offline
state, we cannot do much: An adversary doing an active offline attack can then modify the code.
This means that an active offline attack essentially corresponds to a complete active corruption
of the server.

Making the additional assumption that the code of each server cannot be changed during
offline periods, we can do better. This is a variant of the read-only memory model used by
for example Canetti et al. [CHH00]. The read-only model (not to be confused with the random
oracle model) models for example that the servers’ code is stored in physical read-only memory or
the case where the operating system guarantees integrity of executable machine code via special
hardware such as TPM modules. One can perhaps also argue that the read-only memory model
fits a cloud environment where all servers boot up from the same uncorrupted virtual image on
every wakeup.

In the read-only memory model we can do as follows. Let O denote the concatenation of
all the keys and shares that a server S is supposed to store in the offline phase. When shutting
down, S picks some randomness γ and computes a commitment c := Commit(O; γ) using a non-
interactive commitment scheme. It then distributes c to all servers. In the offline phase it stores
c,O, γ. At wakeup S collects all the commitments c′1, c′2, . . . , c′n and only accepts O if all c′i = c
and c = Commit(O; γ).10

As a result, the only way for an adversary to make the server accept a modified offline state
O′ at wake up would be to find O′ and γ′ such that c = Commit(O′; r′), which is hard by the
binding property of the commitment scheme, or to corrupt all servers.

In the read-only memory model this approach gives us a protocol with the same security as
before, but which can also handle any number of malicious offline attacks where the adversary
modifies the data stored offline, as long as this does not happen to all n servers in the same
round.

4.6 Semi-Autonomous Servers

The previous sections dealt with autonomous servers and we had to choose between guaranteeing
either confidentiality or availability in case of dishonest majority as expressed by Fact 1, and we
aimed at a protocol with maximal confidentiality.

Consequently, a malicious server refusing to return its shares at wakeup could prevent the
other servers from recovering there stored files. In some applications this is not a big deal.
Perhaps it makes sense to just replace the servers if termination fails. Or perhaps the system
administrators of the remaining servers can just get together and generate new key material that
allows the application to continue. But for other applications the ability to retrieve stored keys
may be crucial. Failure to do so may for example cause loss of important data.

In this section we show how to construct a protocol for semi-autonomous servers that obtains
the same strong confidentiality as before, but with improved availability. Recall that semi-
autonomous servers are assumed to be managed by administrators outside the cloud that is
willing to take action, but only in the event where the system has been attacked. We assume

10The same could be achieved in the random oracle model by just invoking the oracle on the server’s offline
state and distribute the result at shutdown, since the offline state contains hard-to-guess key material, e.g., skri .
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that each server Si has an administrator Admi, but our scheme will work also if some or all
servers are managed by the same administrator. We add a special recovery mechanism to the
protocol which guarantees that the administrators can recover a file stored at a server, even if
the normal wakeup procedure fails to retrieve the file.

The basic idea is as follows: We assume that public-key encryption has initially been set
up such that each administrator Admi holds a private decryption key dki and all servers hold
the corresponding encryption key eki. When Si stores σi we let Si compute Fi ← Encek(σ)
and distribute Fi to all servers. If the normal wakeup procedure fails, the administrators can
then collect Fi from all servers. This ensures that σi can be recovered unless the administrator
corrupts all servers.

But if just some servers are corrupted the administrators may end up with different files and
they would not know which one is the correct. If the application is able to determine whether a
retrieved file is correct or not this is sufficient. But if not, something more has to be done. The
administrators could take the majority to be the correct file, but we can do better. Having Si
sign σi would not work since a passive break-in at that server would reveal the signing key to
the adversary and so he can still cause the administrator to end up with several valid files. But
we can instead use a threshold signature scheme: When storing a file σi at shutdown the servers
collectively sign the corresponding encryption Fi using the threshold signature scheme and it is
subsequently stored at each server. When recovering, the administrator requests the encrypted,
signed file from all servers and accepts any of the received files if the signature is valid. If the
signature scheme has full threshold, the adversary must then corrupt all servers to prevent the
administrators from retrieving the file.

To fit our needs the threshold signature scheme must have full threshold and be proactive.
It turns out that the threshold signature scheme of Almansa et al. [ADN06] is easily modified,
giving up on termination, to satisfy our needs. (We shortly elaborate on this in a moment.) The
resulting extended protocol is given in Fig. 4.2.

The receipts used in the protocol ensure that if Si goes offline without aborting, all honest
servers have marked the encrypted file of Si as accessible to the administrator. The operation of
“making data accessible” typically involves that this information is stored in a dedicated location
on the server’s disk, but one could also imagine that on shutdown, this public information is col-
lected, say on a trusted mail server. If normal file recovery by the servers fails, the administrator
can, with his verification key, log in to this email server and access the information needed to
restore the file.

To summarize, the extended protocol in Fig. 4.2 has the same guarantees as πCKM regard-
ing confidentiality and integrity of stored files, given the assumptions discussed in Section 4.4.
Furthermore, assuming that the threshold signature scheme has been properly set up, once a
server that has not been actively corrupted up to and including round r, finishes the shutdown
procedure, the file σi stored at that server is guaranteed to be recoverable by the administrators,
unless all servers are actively corrupted during the following offline and wakeup phase.

A Proactive Signature Scheme with Full Threshold

As mentioned, the proactive threshold signature scheme of Almansa et al. [ADN06] works only
with threshold n/2, but is is easily modified, giving up on termination, to satisfy our needs.

In the original protocol [ADN06] the secret RSA exponent d is additively shared among the
servers and each share di is verifiably secret shared (VSS’ed) among the servers. The VSS is
done with threshold n/2. The changes we introduce are as follows: First, we do all VSS with
threshold n− 1. This means that whenever a VSS is opened, the correct secret is reconstructed,
or we abort. Second, at the end of each signature generation, each server checks that a correct
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The trusted setup works as in πCKM, but also includes that the administrator gets a private decryp-
tion key dk while each server gets a copy of the corresponding public encryption key ek. Also, the
threshold signature scheme is setup, meaning that the administrator and all servers gets the public
verification key W while the shares {wj}j∈[n] of the corresponding signing key is distributed among
the servers.

Shutdown As basic πCKM, but with the addition that also the proactive refreshment method of
the threshold signature scheme is invoked. Also, the following additional steps performed by
server Si the erasing of values in Step 4 of πCKM:

1. Compute Fi ← Encek(σ).

2. The servers jointly compute a threshold signature fi of Fi.

3. Place Fi and fi somewhere that is accessible by the administrator.

4. Send (Fi, fi) to all other servers.

5. When a pair (Fj , fj) is received from another server Sj , verify the signature fj and abort
if invalid. Otherwise, make the pair accessible to the administrator and return an OK
message to Sj with channel integrity ensured by the session key Kdown

i,j .

6. Abort unless valid signatures have been received from all other servers, and valid OK
messages from all servers have been received for the (Fi, fi) that was sent out from this
server.

Wakeup As basic πCKM.

File Recovery When the administrator wants to recover the file σ during the wakeup phase he
does the following:

1. Fetch messages (Fi, fi) from the servers (can be done in parallel).

2. When a message (Fi, fi) is fetched from a server Sj , verify the signature fi. If valid,
output σ ← Decdk(Fi). If invalid, fetch a message from another server.

Figure 4.2: The extended protocol for semi-autonomous servers.

signature has been generated and aborts if not. Third, in the refreshment protocol, a server Si
who has been offline corrupted may not have any reliable information stored about his state. This
issue also occurs in the original protocol [ADN06] where it is solved by having each server send
information (VSS shares of di and public values) to Si. Because the original protocol [ADN06]
assumes honest majority, in that protocol Si can always reconstruct a correct state. In our
case we demand instead that all the information Si receives must be consistent and sufficient to
reconstruct the state, and otherwise Si will abort.

Semi-Autonomous Servers in the UC Model

We here briefly discuss how to model the semi-autonomous model with administrators in the
UC framework. The administrators are external to our protocol and can be modelled by an in-
corruptible party Admi associating with each server Si. The non-corruptibility of administrators
can be modelled with a UC environment class.

The concept that each server ’marks’ data as fetchable for administrators or, equivalently,
puts data somewhere where the administrator can later get it can be modelled with the ideal
functionality FDROPBOX in Fig. 4.3. An administrator Admi can use this to reliably fetch
information from any honest server as long as this information has been marked as “fetchable”
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Drop On input (drop,m) from server Si output (drop,m, i) to the adversary and store (drop,m, i).

Fetch On input (fetch, i) from any administrator Admj , if (drop,m, i) is stored for some m, send
(fetch,m, i) to Admj .

Corruption If Si gets passively corrupted, output (dropped,m) to A. If Si gets actively corrupted,
output (dropped,m) to A and furthermore, on input (modify,m′) from A, replace m by m′.

Figure 4.3: The ideal functionality FDROPBOX.

by the server. In many real-life scenarios Admi would not directly fetch information on other
servers than his own, but rather contact the other servers’ administrators who would then, in
turn, fetch the required information from the servers that they control and send it back to Admi.
However, for simplicity we do not model this in FDROPBOX.

In FDROPBOX it is the administrator and not the servers that initiate communication when
Fetch is invoked. That is, servers cannot push messages to administrators, but instead admin-
istrators have to “visit” servers in order to see whether there are any messages. Note also that
the dropbox comes with erasure: Once a server stores a new message, only the new message and
not the previously stored messages leak to the adversary upon corruption. Since the dropbox
will typically reside on the same computer as the server itself and thus be fully controlled by the
server (for which we already assume erasure), this seems to be a reasonable assumption.

The idea is not to provide any protocol realizing FDROPBOX. Rather, we argue that in
reality, if the humans controlling the servers, say, the system administrators, get actively in-
volved, achieving a functionality as defined by FDROPBOX will almost always be possible. The
administrators may for example communicate by meeting physically or via some external trusted
channels such as telephone lines or mail. Communicating via FDROPBOX will of course often be
much more expensive and time consuming than communication via the standard network.

Note also that FDROPBOX delivers the fetchable information directly to the administrator
upon request. This means that the adversary is not even allowed to delay the message for a
while. While defined this way here for simplicity, this assumption is actually stronger than we
need. Roughly speaking we only require that the adversary cannot delay the messages forever.
Katz et al. [KMTZ13] show how to model this in the UC framework.

4.7 A Prototype Implementation

A prototype of the basic πCKM protocol (without the extensions for strong offline security and
semi-autonomous servers) has been implemented in Java and benchmarked in the Amazon Web
Services cloud environment.11 We here report on these benchmarks and discuss a few practical
aspects related to the implementation.

For the benchmarks, each server was running on its own EC2 instance with an Elastic Block
Store (EBS) volume as permanent storage. Before each offline period, the shutdown procedure
of πCKM was executed following by disposing each EC2 instance such that during the offline
phase only the EBS storage volumes remained. On wakeup, new EC2 instances were started
up, the EBS volumes re-associated to the EC2 instances, and the wakeup procedure of πCKM
subsequently executed in order to restore the secret files of the servers.

Table 4.1 shows the performance of the CKM protocol itself, that is, excluding the 10-30
seconds it typically takes to start up or dispose the EC2 instances. From these results we
conclude that the protocol indeed is practical.

11Thanks to Tim Rasmussen for helping with the implementation.
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πCKM Shutdown πCKM Wakeup

2 servers 5.6 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 1.1
5 servers 9.2 ± 1.2 7.4 ± 0.9
10 servers 16.7 ± 2.8 15.7 ± 1.0
20 servers 33.3 ± 18.8 30.4 ± 18.8

Table 4.1: Performance of the CKM protocol, πCKM, in seconds (with 95% confidence intervals).
Timings do not include EC2 disposal and start-up times. Each server runs on a small EC2
instance corresponding roughly to 1.7 GiB RAM and a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Xeon processor [EC2].
Each server stores a 1 Kb file using 1024 bit asymmetric keys and 128 bit symmetric keys.

Most applications will only require storage of small files such as cryptographic keys, and
our protocol have been developed for handling small files. To reflect this, the servers in the
benchmark all store and retrieve secret files of size 1 Kb. Storing larger secrets of course increases
the execution time, but the size of secrets was found to have relatively little impact: For example,
storing 100 Mb instead of 1 Kb secrets roughly costs 2 seconds extra. The reason for this is that
that encryption and decryption of secrets take place locally and only the encryption keys are
shared.

Also, the results in Table 4.1 are benchmarks with all servers located in the same Amazon
region (with network latency time being roughly 5-10 ms). Other benchmarks have been carried
out with servers located worldwide, again with only little impact on the performance: As an ex-
ample, five servers located across Europe, US, and Singapore were found to decrease performance
by roughly 10 percent compared to a single-region setup.

Detecting Cut-Off Attacks

As already discussed cut-off attacks cannot be prevented, but in case a cut-off attack do in
fact occur the cut-off server S itself will always notice that something is wrong and it will then
try to warn the other servers. In order to make this detection as likely as possible in practice,
the servers should listen for (authentic) warnings from the other servers and if such a warning
message is received, a server should immediately forward the message to all other servers and
to the application. Also, letting the servers wait some time after completing the AKEs, but
before sending their shares over the network, will in practice make the task of breaking security
by cutting off servers considerably harder, because the adversary must then silence the cut-off
server for at least an amount of time corresponding to this delay before being able to collect
shares. Inserting such delays comes, of course, at the price of decreased protocol performance
(and are not included in the benchmarks above).

Entropy in the Cloud

The servers in the πCKM protocol require sources of good randomness in order to generate keys
and shares. In Section 4.8 we model this in the UC model simply by letting the servers be prob-
abilistic Turing machines. In practice, however, this randomness has to come from somewhere.
Perhaps the most straightforward solution is to require a random seed to be passed to the πCKM
protocol from the application and then expand the seed using a secure pseudo-random genera-
tor. If done correctly, a polynomial-time adversary will not be able to distinguish the expanded
randomness from true randomness if the initial seed is truly random.
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However, this just pushes the problem of finding good randomness to the application layer.
Another approach is to let the πCKM obtain its randomness from the operating system, for
example by using the SecureRandom Java class which as the default on Linux obtains a random
seed from the OS entropy pool though the \dev\random interface that blocks until enough
entropy has been gathered from the internal clock, network traffic, etc. A somewhat surprising
finding from the implementation was that this seriously affects the performance of πCKM. For
example, in the case of five servers, this approach was found to cause a slowdown of 5-20 times
compared to the benchmark results in Table 4.1 that are obtained with the potentially less secure
\dev\urandom that never blocks, but instead falls back to generating pseudo-random numbers
using SHA1 when the OS entropy pool is empty: It takes a considerable time for the entropy pool
to acquire enough entropy in newly started virtual instances in the Amazon cloud environment.

4.8 Protocol Analysis
We here prove the security of the basic protocol within the UC framework [Can01]. Appendix A
contains a brief summary of some basic cryptographic definitions and a short introduction to the
UC framework.

As a warm-up we first look at robust secret sharing and authenticated key exchange.

4.8.1 Robust Secret Sharing
We use a variant of secret sharing that we denote robust secret sharing (RSS): This is basic additive
secret sharing with the extra property that the dealer apart from the shares also produces a public
key that can later be used to verify the correctness of the shares.12

More precisely, a robust secret sharing scheme consists of three PPT Turing machines
(RssGen,RSS,Rec) parametrized by the number of players n and the security parameter k. A
global key rk is first generated as rk ← RssGen(n, 1k). For a message m ∈ M, a sharing is
then computed as (V, s)← RSSrk(m) where V is the public verification key for the sharing and
s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) are the shares. The message can then be reconstructed as m← Recrk(V, s).

We capture the privacy requirement of robust secret sharing by the following indistinguishabil-
ity game. It essentially says that even if revealing both the global key and the public verification
key and any n − 1 shares for a particular sharing to a computationally bounded adversary, the
adversary does not learn anything about the plaintext m that was shared.

Definition 4.8.1 (IND-RSS). Let S = (RssGen,RSS,Rec) be a secret sharing scheme as defined
above. Let Gb for b ∈ {0, 1} be the PPT TM game that first computes and outputs rk ←
RssGen(1k) to the adversary. It then receives m0,m1 ∈ M and T ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}, computes
(V, s) ← RSSrk(mb) and outputs V and {si}i∈T . Then S is said to be IND-RSS if G0 and G1

are indistinguishable.

We will capture the robustness by the following definition. It states in a precise game-based
way the requirement that for any s∗ 6= s, ⊥ ← Recrk(V, s∗) if (V, s) ← RSSrk(m) for some
m ∈M.

Definition 4.8.2 (Robustness). Let S = (RssGen,RSS,Rec) be a secret sharing scheme as defined
above. Let G be the following PPT TM game: It first receives a public key rk from the adversary
together with a message m ∈ M. It then computes and outputs (V, s) ← RSSrk(m), receives
s′ and computes m′ ← Recrk(V, s′). Finally, if m = m′ or m′ = ⊥, it outputs 0 and otherwise

12This should not be confused with verifiable secret sharing (VSS) where even shares from a malicious dealer
are guaranteed to be consistent.
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it outputs 1. For any possibly unbounded adversary A, let win(A,G) be the probability that A
makes G output 1. Then S is said to be perfectly robust if win(A,G) = 0.

We can now formally define what we mean by a robust sharing scheme as follows.

Definition 4.8.3. A robust secret sharing scheme S is a sharing scheme (RssGen,RSS,Rec) that
is: (1) correct, meaning that for any m ∈ M, m ← Recrk(V, s) if (V, s) ← RSSrk(m), (2)
IND-RSS, and (3) perfectly robust.

A RSS scheme can for example be constructed from basic additive secret sharing and any com-
mitment scheme with perfect binding, such as a public-key encryption scheme: Given a message
m we would first compute its additive secret sharing a← SS(m) and sample uniform values r. The
sharing would then be (V, s)← RSS(m) where si = (ai, ri) and V = (Commit(ai; ri))

n
i=1. Recom-

bination would then involve verification of the commitments. If the commitment scheme is keyless
we obtain an RSS scheme that does not involve a public key V . A public-key encryption scheme
is for example a keyless commitment scheme if a fresh public key is used for each commitment
and the public key is kept as part of the commitment, i.e., Commit(m; r) := (pk,Encpk(m; r)). In
the random oracle model a more efficient keyless commitment scheme with perfect binding can
be obtained as Commit(m; r) := H(m || r) where H is the oracle.

4.8.2 Authenticated Key Exchange
We will need a protocol for authenticated key exchange (AKE): By this we mean a protocol
that given a trusted setup allows two parties to establish a shared secret session key despite only
being able to communicate via an insecure channel. Defining security of such AKEs has proved
to be an intricate task especially when considering security of multiple concurrent AKE sessions
[CK01, CK02]. We will stick to the SK-security notion of Canetti and Krawczyk [CK01] which
improves on earlier indistinguishability-based notions. The notion of AKE security that we will
adopt is a specialized and simplified version of SK-security, so before presenting it we need to
describe SK-security in a bit more detail.

SK-Security

SK-security (for “session key security”) is relatively simple and allows well-known AKE protocols
such as Diffie-Hellmann key exchange with signatures, for which no known attacks exists, to be
secure. It further allows for a limited notion of composability: Canetti and Krawczyk [CK01]
consider two models, the authenticated channels model (AM) and the unauthenticated channels
model (UM). In the UM the adversary has full power over the channels, that is, he can both see,
delete and insert messages on any channel whereas in the AM the adversary’s power is limited in
that he must only deliver authentic messages. Key exchange protocols that are SK-secure in the
AM can be composed with certain other protocols called authenticators, automatically yielding
SK-secure exchange protocols in the often more realistic UM (AKEs). For instance, the classical
unauthenticated two-move Diffie-Hellmann key exchange can be composed with a signature-based
authenticator yielding a protocol which is essentially the STS protocol [DvOW92]. The benefit
is that it suffices to prove a key exchange protocol secure in the simpler AM and then a version
that is secure in the UM follows immediately.

The SK-notion is game-based and the game simulates a number of parties that first go though
a trusted setup phase that lets them compute the long-term keys needed for key exchange. Then
the parties start to do key exchanges: Each party can do a number of concurrent key exchange
sessions, each with one of the other parties. The adversary controls scheduling of the sessions
and all message deliveries. Furthermore, he can carry out a number of attacks: If a session has
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not yet finished, he can do a session-state reveal on one of the parties, thereby learning that
party’s local state for that session, but not the corresponding long-term key. If a session has
completed, a session-key query can be issued by which the adversary learns the secret session
key that was computed in that session. Finally, at any time the adversary can corrupt a party
thereby learning all state of that party, including its long-term keys, and the adversary gets to
fully control the party’s behavior from that point. A session is called exposed if at least one of
the two parties carrying out that session has been attacked in one of these ways by the adversary.

While corruption and session-state reveal model various kinds of break-in, cryptanalysis, etc.,
session-key query models the fact that a generated key may be used in external protocols where
all or part of it might leak. SK-security models a notion of erasure: Session-state reveal attacks
can only be carried out on non-completed sessions, modelling that honest parties are capable
of erasing such state upon completion of the session. Also, the adversary may choose to expire
a completed session. This means that the corresponding session key is erased and is no longer
revealed upon session key query or corruption.

At any point in the execution the adversary may choose a test session among the sessions that
are completed, unexpired and unexposed. The execution then continues, but with the constraint
that the adversary is not allowed to expose the test session (unless he expires it first). After
execution has ended, the adversary is given either a random key or the key for the test session
and he must guess whether the received key is the real or the fake key. Following the standard for
security notions based on indistinguishability, the key exchange protocol is said to be SK-secure
if for any adversary running in poly(k) time, its distinguishing advantage is negligible in k.

The overall intuition of SK-security is that as long as a given session has not itself been exposed
due to any of the explicit attacks listed above, a generated session key is secure even when the
adversary successfully manages to actively and adaptively attack any number of other sessions
that may execute concurrently to the session in question. On the other hand, the adversary is
not allowed to attack the test session at a party in any way before that session has expired at
that party. This reflects that SK-secure key exchange protocols do not guarantee anything if the
adversary manages to actively corrupt a party or otherwise get access to the secret key or the
session state before the session data has been erased. Without this, basic Diffie-Hellmann key
exchange would not be SK-secure.

SK-security allows the adversary to corrupt parties of the test session when the test session
has expired This implies forward secrecy, that is, that the leakage of long-term keys does not
reveal anything about earlier established session keys as long as these has expired (and their
local session state hence erased) before the leakage of the long-term key.

Our notion of AKE security

We will use a notion of security that is related to that of SK-security. However, since we use
AKEs in a restricted manner and since our adversarial model is weaker than that of SK-security
(e.g., our adversary is static in each round) we instead use a related, but simpler, notion of
security captured by the game in Fig. 4.5 and Definition 4.8.4.

We will let an AKE scheme be defined by a randomized algorithm GenAKE and a two-party
protocol πAKE . vk, sk ← GenAKE(1k) generates the long-term keys for one party S to be initially
distributed among the parties such that S holds sk and everyone else holds vk. πAKE is a two-
party protocol that, given that long-term keys have been distributed for two parties Si and Sj ,
allows the two parties to agree on a session key Ki,j .

An example of an AKE scheme is the SIG-DH protocol [CK01] shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Setup (GenAKE): Long-term keys for a party is simply the keys for a digital signature scheme, i.e.,
for each party Si a signature key pair vk, sk ← Gen(1k) is generated; sk is stored by Si and
vk is distributed to all other parties.

Session Key Generation (πAKE): Two parties Si and Sj generate a shared random session key
Ki,j,sid as follows:

1. Si picks x ∈R Zq and sends i, sid, gx to Sj ;

2. Sj picks y ∈R Zq and sends j, sid, gy,Signskj (i, j, sid, gy, gx) to Si; Si verifies the signature
using vkj and aborts if the signature is invalid;

3. Si sends i, sid, Signski(i, j, g
y, gx) to Sj ; Sj verifies the signature with vki and aborts if

the signature is invalid;

4. Both parties compute Ki,j,sid := gxy.

Figure 4.4: The SIG-DH protocol for AKE based on Diffie-Hellmann and signatures [CK01].

Definition 4.8.4 (IND-AKE). An AKE scheme (GenAKE, πAKE) is secure if for any proba-
bilistic polynomial-time distinguisher A requesting T test sessions and the game MultiAKET

b in
Fig. 4.5, adv(A,MultiAKETb ) is negligible in k. We further require (correctness) that if a session
completes at both parties and if both parties have not been corrupted, the keys output at the
two parties are identical and uniformly distributed.

A number of differences and similarities between SK-security and the above definition are
worth mentioning. The Key Generation in the game in Fig. 4.5 corresponds to the trusted setup
in SK-security. In our case the long-term keys are the AKE keys vk and sk used by each server.
Since we will not need more, the game is designed such that each party (server) only holds one
long-term key.

Like with SK-security we use session exposure through corruption and session key queries
to ensure that session keys generated by a long-term key do not reveal anything about other
session keys even when generated with the same long-term key, and that leakage of a long-term
key does not compromise earlier session keys generated with that long-term key. However, where
SK-security involves three kinds of attack we model only corruption and session key queries. The
third kind of attack, session-state reveal, is in fact not essential to SK-security. It models the
case that long-term keys are stored in a more secure place than temporary session state. Since
this does not fit with our model, we will not distinguish between session state reveal and full
corruption.

Both notions imply active security: While SK-security defines this explicitly by letting the
adversary control the actions of actively corrupted parties, it follows indirectly in our case: Upon
corruption the adversary learns the long-term key, and since we allow him full control over the
network, he can impersonate the corrupted party which has the same effect. In contrast to SK-
security that allows fully adaptive corruptions, we model a somewhat static adversary by only
allowing corruptions and session key queries in between sessions. This simplifies the definition
and it will be enough for our needs. Finally, we allow multiple test sessions whereas the adversary
can only select one test session in SK-security.

While Definition 4.8.4 is designed to enable us to prove our main protocol secure, a natural
question is whether any existing AKE scheme satisfies the definition.
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Key Generation On input (key-gen, i) for a server Si, if this message has not been input before
and no sessions have started yet, compute vki, ski ← GenAKE(1k), store (i, vki, ski), and
output vki. Mark Si as honest.

Start Session On input (start-session, i, j, sid), if key-gen has already been invoked for Si and
Sj and (i, j, sid) is not already stored, store (i, j, sid) and start an internal simulation of the
AKE protocol πAKE between the two parties Si and Sj . (Multiple AKE simulations can go
on simultaneously). Every time a message is sent between Si and Sj in the simulation it is
output, and the adversary gets the chance to modify it or delete it. He also gets the chance
to insert extra messages between the two parties.

Corruption On input (corrupt, i), if none of the sessions of Si are marked as test sessions and all
sessions at Si are completed, mark Si as corrupt and output ski. All sessions of Si are marked
as exposed.

Session Key Query On input (session-key-query, i, j, sid), if all sessions are completed and the
session with this sid is not marked as a test session, output the session key Ki,j,sid generated
by the AKE simulation and mark that session as exposed.

Test Session On input (get-test-session-key, i, j, sid), if this session is completed and unex-
posed (that is, both Si and Sj are marked as honest and the key is not marked as exposed),
and if at most T − 1 test sessions have already been marked as test sessions, do as follows: If
b = 0, output the key Ki,j,sid that was the result of the simulated session. Otherwise, if b = 1,
output instead a uniformly random key K. Finally, the session (i, j, sid) is marked as a test
session.

Figure 4.5: The security game MultiAKETb for security of AKEs.

Theorem 4.8.1. Let A = (GenAKE, πAKE) be an AKE scheme that is SK-secure in the unau-
thenticated channel model (UM) as defined by Canetti and Krawczyk [CK01]. Then the AKE
scheme A is secure according to Definition 4.8.4. In particular, the SIG-DH key exchange pro-
tocol in Fig. 4.4 is secure according to Definition 4.8.4.

We split the proof of Theorem 4.8.1 into two lemmas. Let AKEb denote the game MultiAKE1
b ,

that is, where only one test session is allowed. We say that an AKE protocol is secure with respect
to a single test session if it is secure according to Theorem 4.8.1 above, but with respect to the
game MultiAKE1

b instead of MultiAKETb .

Lemma 4.8.2. Let A = (GenAKE, πAKE) be an AKE scheme that is SK-secure in the unau-
thenticated channel model (UM). Then A is secure with respect to a single test session.

Proof. Let AKEb denote the one-test-session gameMultiAKE1
b . Assume that an adversary A exists

that can distinguish AKEb with non-negligible probability in the security parameter k. We then
construct an adversary B for the SK-security game AKESKb [CK01] as follows: B simulates A.
When A initiates sessions by calling (start-session), the corresponding session is started in the
SK-game. All (key-gen, i) messages from A are handled by the initialization function in the SK
execution. B forwards any test session query issued by A to AKESKb and returns the obtained key
to A. Similarly, when A marks a session as test session, B marks the corresponding session as test
session in AKESKb . If A corrupts a party, B first expires all sessions at the corresponding party
in AKESKb . This is possible since A only corrupts parties which has no ongoing key exchange
protocols. Then B corrupts the party in AKESKb . Finally, B outputs the same bit as A outputs.

From this construction it follows directly that adv(A,AKEb) = adv(B,AKESKb ) which contra-
dicts the SK-security.
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Lemma 4.8.3. If an AKE scheme A = (GenAKE, πAKE) is secure with respect to a single test
session then it is secure as defined in Definition 4.8.4 where T = poly(k) test sessions are allowed.

Proof. Assume that the advantage of any adversary is negligible for the single-test-session game
AKEb (which is simulating AKE sessions according to the protocol πAKE). Consider the following
hybrid games Hib for i = 1, 2, . . . , T that works as MultiAKETb with the following modification: For
test sessions s1, s2, . . . , si−1, the hybrid Hib outputs uniformly random keys. For test session si,
either a uniformly random key or the real key is output, depending on b, and for the remaining
test sessions si+1, . . . , sT , the real AKE keys from the simulation of πAKE are output. Then we
have

Hi−1
1

P
= Hi0 (4.1)

for i > 1 by construction. Also, we can prove that

Hi0
C
= Hi1 . (4.2)

To prove (4.2), assume for the sake of contradiction that some adversary A exists that has non-
negligible advantage in distinguishing Hi0 from Hi1. We then construct an adversary B for the
single-test-session game AKEb as follows: B simulates A. When A requests a test session sj , B
issues a session key query on AKEb and returns the received key Kj to A. The only exception
is the i’th test session request for which B issues instead the test session request to AKEb and
returns the key to A. By construction, the advantage of B with regard to AKEb is then equal to
that of A, that is, non-negligible, which contradicts the security of AKEb.

By repeated usage of (4.1) and (4.2) and transitivity of indistinguishability we get that
Hi−1

1
C
= Hi1 for any i > 1, and therefore, since T is poly(k), that H1

1
C
= HT1 . By (4.2), H1

0
C
= H1

1. By
construction, MultiAKET0

P
= H1

0 and MultiAKET1
P
= HT1 , so all in all this implies that MultiAKET0

C
=

MultiAKET1 .

Theorem 4.8.1 follows from these two lemmas and the fact that Canetti and Krawczyk [CK01]
prove that the SIG-DH protocol in Fig. 4.4 is SK-secure.

4.8.3 Security of πCKM

Fig. 4.6 shows the ideal functionality of our basic protocol, FCKM, capturing the ideal function-
ality we want, including the ideal adversarial influence and leakage.
FCKM consists of procedures to be invoked by servers for securely storing a secret file at

shutdown and for restoring the file on wakeup.
Under normal operation only the size of a file is leaked. However, we do not aim at protecting

the file if a server gets corrupted during shutdown or wakeup. If this happens, FCKM therefore
reveals σi to the adversary. If the corruption is active the adversary also gets to modify the secret
file. A corruption during the online phase does not cause a file to leak. This may seem strange,
but reflects that no file is stored by our protocol during the online phase: Whatever happens at
the application layer is considered external to our model.

If passively corrupted in the shutdown or wakeup phase, FCKM leaks the file to the adversary.
In both cases it is leaked in the beginning of the round. Letting FCKM leak a file at the beginning
of a round, even if a server first gets corrupted at wakeup, defines a slightly weaker notion of
security, but eases simulation.

We assume that the application knows when transitions between online and offline phases
occur. We model this in the UC framework by letting the environment E control the scheduling of
rounds by sending shutdown and wakeup messages to the servers. We will make the assumption
that rounds are synchronized. More precisely we assume that the environment first inputs a
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Shutdown: On input (shutdown, σi) from server Si, send (shutdown?, Si, |σi|) to the adversary. If
it responds with (ok,Si) store (Si, σi) and output (offline) to Si. Else; if it responds with
(abort) output (abort) to Si and stop responding to further wakeup or shutdown inputs from
Si.

Wakeup: On input (wakeup) from server Si, send (wakeup?, Si) to the adversary. If it responds
with (ok, Si), output (online, σi) to Si. Else; if it responds with (abort), output (abort) to
Si and stop responding to further wakeup or shutdown inputs from Si.

Corruption: FCKM receives corruption messages for a round from A before the round starts and
saves them. If a server Si is corrupted at wakeup or shutdown, the message (corrupted, Si, σi)
is sent to A at the beginning of the round. If Si is actively corrupted in the shutdown or wakeup
phase of a round, A gets to modify the message returned by sending a message (modify,Si, σ′).

Figure 4.6: The ideal functionality FCKM.

shutdown signal to all servers, then a wakeup signal to all servers, then a shutdown signal, and
so on. This ensures that the notion of rounds is well-defined.13

Since we do not assume reliable delivery of messages, the adversary can always hinder ter-
mination of shutdown or wakeup by holding back the messages sent between the servers. This
is reflected in FCKM where the transitions between online and offline phases only complete if
allowed by the adversary. In addition, a server in our protocol will abort if any of its AKEs fail.
This may happen if the server is cut off, but it may also happen if just a message is altered or if
one other server is acting malicious. So, to be able to simulate, FCKM must give the simulator
the ability to let such an abort happen.

Recall that the adversary can do a cut-off attack on a server and that this essentially cor-
responds to a full active corruption. In particular, it may leak the server’s file. We would like
to express this in FCKM, but this is not trivial since a cut-off attack is phrased in terms of a
specific number of corrupted channels and there is no notion of network channels in the ideal
execution. We will therefore start by proving our protocol secure under the assumption that the
adversary never does any cut-off attacks. Later, we will then consider how to model also the
cut-off attacks.

The protocol πCKM, modelled within the UC framework is outlined in Fig. 4.7. It consists of
concrete instructions for the servers, meant to realize FCKM.

The protocol is cast in the hybrid model, assuming a trusted setup FSETUP by which the
servers can initially agree on the AKE keys for the first round. The UC model (the updated
version) allows us to model the servers’ ability to erase part of their state by only requiring
corrupted servers to reveal their current state to the adversary. We assume asynchronous, inse-
cure channels between the servers which is the default in the UC model. (In fact we will need
something more, we will return to this later.)

The remaining aspects of our security are modelled by considering a restricted class of envi-
ronments:

• The adversary is polynomially bounded in the security parameter k;

• Synchronized rounds. If E sends wakeup to one server it sends wakeup to all servers before
making other activations; if it sends shutdown to a server it sends shutdown to all servers
before making other activations; also, it does not send shutdown twice or wakeup twice to
the servers.

13In practice this assumption will not always make sense: If not, we could instead add a notion of rounds to
FCKM and extend πCKM, e.g., assuming synchronized clocks. We consider this out of scope in this work.
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Initialization The server Si obtains its initial private and public AKE keys, sk0
i and vk0

j via
FSETUP.

Shutdown When Si receives (shutdown, σri ) from E, it does as follows:

1. AKE and session key refreshment. For each of the other servers Sj , Si invokes the AKE
protocol πAKE , using the stored keys skr−1

i and vkr−1
j , resulting in Si and Sj sharing

a fresh secret session key Kr
down,i,j := (K1enc,r

i,j ,K1mac,r
i,j ). If any of the AKEs fail, Si

outputs (abort) and halts.

2. Generate a new AKE key pair (skri , vk
r
i )← GenAKE(1k) (where k is the security param-

eter) to be used for AKE.

3. Encrypt file and distribute shares of the encryption key.

(a) Generate a random encryption key Lri and compute Cri ← EncLr
i
(σri );

(b) Compute V ri , sri,1, sri,2, . . . , sri,n ← RSS(Lri );
For each of the other servers Sj , compute cri,j ← Enc

K1
enc,r−1
i,j

(sri,j) and dri,j ←
Mac

K1
mac,r−1
i,j

(vkri );

(c) Send the concatenated message Mr
i,j = cri,j || vkri || dri,j to Sj . (Si keeps sri,i.)

(d) Wait to receive messages Mr
j,i = crj,i || vkrj || drj,i from the other servers Sj . When

Mr
j,i is received, verify the mac drj,i. If invalid, output (abort) to the environment

and halt. Otherwise, compute srj,i ← Dec
K1

enc,r−1
i,j

(crj,i) and store (srj,i, vk
r
j ). This

step is repeated until valid shares and public keys have been received from all other
servers.

4. Erase all the local values including K1enc,r−1
i,j and K1mac,r−1

i,j . The only values not erased
are skri , Cri , V ri , and sri,i as well as the shares srj,i and public AKE keys vkrj received
from the other servers Sj . Output (offline) to the environment.

Wakeup On input (wakeup) from E, server Si proceeds as follows:

1. Session key refreshment. For each of the other servers Sj , Si invokes the AKE protocol,
this time using the stored keys skri and vkrj , resulting in Si and Sj sharing a fresh secret
session key Kr

up,i,j = (K2enc,r
i,j ,K2mac,r

i,j ). If any of the AKEs fail, Si outputs (abort) and
halts.

2. Reestablishing the secret file.

(a) Compute crj,i ← EncK2
enc,r
i,j

(srj,i) and send crj,i to Sj . Wait until cri,j is received from
all other Sj and compute sri,j ← DecK2

enc,r
i,j

(cri,j).

(b) Reconstruct Lri from sri,1, s
r
i,2, . . . , s

r
i,n and verify integrity using V ri . If invalid,

output (abort) to E and halt, otherwise compute σri ← DecLr
i
(Cri ).

3. Erase all values except skri and vkrj for the other servers Sj . Output (online, σri ) to E.

Figure 4.7: The basic protocol πCKM.

• The adversary is static in each round, meaning that they always at some point before the
shutdown in a round is initialized must decide what to corrupt during that round: He must
specify exactly which servers to corrupt, whether they are actively or passively corrupted,
and in which phases (shutdown, offline, wakeup, online) the corruptions happens;

• The adversary can corrupt at most n− 1 servers in each round;

• Proactive security. The adversary may leave a passively corrupted server. An actively
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corrupted server remains actively corrupted in all future phases and rounds in the protocol.
When counting corruptions we use these rules: (1) Corruption of a party during a shutdown
or wakeup phase also counts as a corruption of that party in the adjacent offline phase; (2)
A corruption of a server in any phase during round r also counts as a corruption of that
server in all following phases during round r and the shutdown phase of round r + 1.

• We assume that the adversary does not carry out cut-off attacks.

Definition 4.8.5. We denote by E the class of environments in which the adversary follows the
rules outlined above.

Having modelled both the protocol and our assumptions about the adversary, we can now
formally state what our security involves.

Theorem 4.8.4. Let πCKM denote the FSETUP-hybrid multiparty protocol defined by Fig. 4.7.
Assuming IND-CPA secure encryption and a mac scheme that is secure against existential forgery
(see Appendix A.1), robust secret sharing according to Definition 4.8.3, and a secure AKE scheme
as defined in Definition 4.8.4, the protocol πCKM UC-realizes the ideal functionality FCKM in
Fig. 4.6 with respect to the environment class E. That is, for any PPT adversary A there exists a
PPT simulator S with running time polynomial in that of A and such that for any environment
E ∈ E it holds that

ExecFCKM,S,E
c
= ExecπCKM,A,E . (4.3)

Proof. Let A be a PPT adversary. In order to prove Theorem 4.8.4 we must argue that there
exists a simulator S with running time polynomial in the running time ofA and such that equation
(4.3) holds. Recall that a simulator must try to simulate the environment’s view of the adversary
throughout the protocol execution. That is, E can be seen as an interactive distinguisher that
tries to determine whether it executes in the real or the ideal setup. The difficulty arises from
the fact that, contrary to the real world adversary A, the simulator has only access to the ideal
leakage and can only do ideal influence as specified by FCKM.

As usual the simulator runs internally a simulation of the real world execution consisting of
the servers and the adversary. The simulator relays messages between the simulated adversary
and the environment. If a server is corrupted during shutdown or wakeup S learns the server’s
file from FCKM and can use it as input also in the simulation. If all servers are corrupted this
way, the simulation would be perfect. If not corrupted in shutdown or wakeup, S only learns
the length of files and so must use dummy input, i.e., all zero-bit files, to these servers in the
simulation.

The simulators in the previous chapters had to also extract input and patch output of cor-
rupted parties. This is not needed here since a server’s output does not depend on other servers’
input. The simulator S is outlined in Fig. 4.8.

As a tool in our proof we will use πCKM(a, b, c, d, e) defined in Fig. 4.9. This is a special
version of the real πCKM execution, parametrized by five bits a, b, c, d. It differs slightly from
πCKM in five possible ways depending on which of the bits are turned on. πCKM(a, b, c, d, e) is
not a real protocol execution, but a mental constructions used in our proof. We therefore have
the power to for example let two servers agree on a new session key without communicating
(d = 1).

In the remaining part of the proof, when reasoning about the indistinguishability of distribu-
tion ensembles, we will use the shorthand notation FCKM = πCKM meaning ExecFCKM,S,E =
ExecπCKM,A,E and πCKM(a, b, c, d, e) = πCKM(a′, b′, c′, d′, e′) meaning ExecπCKM(a,b,c,d,e),A,E =
ExecπCKM(a′,b′,c′,d′,e′),A,E .

It follows directly from the construction that πCKM(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = πCKM. We first argue that
FCKM = πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) (Step 1) and then that πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) = πCKM(0, 0, 0, 0, 0). To
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S runs a simulation of the real protocol execution consisting of the adversaryA, the servers S1, . . . , Sn,
and the ideal functionality FSETUP. S relays messages between the environment E and the simulated
simulated adversary A.

Shutdown On receiving (shutdown?, Si, |σri |) from FCKM the simulator does as follows: If Si is
going to be passively or actively online corrupted in round r, S also at this point receives a
message (corrupted, Si, σri ) from FCKM. The simulator uses this to simulate Si “honestly”,
that is, it inputs (shutdown, σri ) to its simulated server. If, on the other hand, Si is known
to remain honest in the shutdown and wakeup phases of the the round, S inputs instead
(shutdown, 0|σ

r
i |) to the simulated server Si. In both cases, on output (offline) from a

simulated server Si, send (ok,Si) to FCKM.

Wakeup On receiving (wakeup?, Si) from FCKM, S inputs (wakeup) to Si.
On output (online, σ̃ri ) from Si, if Si is actively corrupted at this time, S sends (modify, Si, σ̃ri )
to FCKM. In both cases, S then sends (ok, Si) to FCKM. These steps ensure that for an actively
corrupted server, the environment will always receive the same file on wakeup in the ideal as
well as in the real protocol execution.

Figure 4.8: The simulator S.

prove the latter we go through a number of hybrid arguments. The overall reasoning for the
sequence of hybrids is as follows: We cannot switch off the c-bit (’return correct file’) when the
b-bit (’dummy input’) is set: E would notice the difference since honest servers output real files
in the first and dummy files in the latter execution. So we must switch b off first. Switching off b
can be done by reduction to the CPA security of the encryption scheme used to encrypt the file
(Step 5). This reduction only works if the adversary cannot see or influence the encryption key
L. This can be ensured by first turning on the a-bit (’dummy file key’). But switching on the
a-bit means that the adversary may see the public key V and some shares si,j of either the real
file key L or a dummy file key L̃. A reduction to IND-RSS (Step 4) can be used to show that
the adversary cannot distinguish these two cases. But the reduction to IND-RSS requires that
the adversary sees at most n − 1 shares. The adversary may do n − 1 offline attacks and learn
V and all but one share. However, by means of a passive network attack he may also learn an
encryption of the last share. So, before we can reduce to IND-RSS, we must turn on the e-bit
(’dummy shares’). This can be done by another reduction to IND-CPA (Step 3), but only if the
adversary has no influence on or knowledge of the session keys used to encrypt the shares that are
sent between two honest servers. So we first have to switch on the d-bit (’dummy session keys’).
Switching on the d-bit can be done by reduction to the security of the AKE scheme: Intuitively,
if the long-term keys of the AKE are correct, the adversary cannot distinguish the produced
session keys from completely random keys. But this only works if the long-term keys are correct.
Since these keys are sent over the network, we must also do reductions to the unforgeability of
the MAC scheme. The reductions to the AKE and MAC schemes must be interleaved. This is
handled in Step 2.

After switching off the b-bit (Step 5) we would like to switch off the c-bit. But we must
first switch off the a-bit again. Otherwise a honest server will use a key L to encrypt its file
at shutdown and another key L̃ to decrypt it at wakeup, which can easily be detected by the
environment. Since we are already in a hybrid where V and the shares si,j are unrelated to the
file encryption key (e = 1), switching off the a-bit requires just reduction to IND-RSS (Step 6).

Now we are ready to switch off the c-bit (Step 7). This step requires a proof that the protocol
returns correct files to the honest servers. This relies on the correctness of the encryption and
sharing schemes. We also need robustness of the sharing scheme to make sure that the server
aborts if the adversary modifies some of the shares. After switching off the c-bit, we must ’clean
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A server in πCKM(a, b, c, d, e) behaves exactly as in πCKM except:

1. Dummy file key. If a = 1, the original key Lri used to encrypt σri is erased immediately after
Step 3a in Shutdown at servers that are honest in shutdown and wakeup. A new and uniformly
random dummy key L̃ri is secret shared in Shutdown Step 3b instead.

2. Dummy input. If b = 1, the σri received from E at Shutdown is immediately replaced by the
dummy file 0|σ

r
i | if Si is known to remain honest throughout the shutdown and wakeup phases

of this round (this is known since the adversary is static within each round). This dummy file
is used throughout this round in the protocol whenever the real file was used in πCKM.

3. Return correct file. If c = 1, a copy of the original file received at shutdown is made, i.e.,
Σri ← σri . This copy is stored throughout the protocol, that is, also if b = 1. In the wakeup
phase Σri is returned to E instead of the decrypted value Dec

Lr−1
i

(Cr−1
i ) computed in Step 2b

of Wakeup unless the server is actively corrupted at some time during the round. The copy
Σri is not handed to the adversary upon corruption.

4. Dummy session keys. If d = 1, if two servers Si and Sj are honest in the shutdown phase, the
session key Kr

down,i,j obtained from the AKE in Step 1 of Shutdown is replaced by a random
session key K̃r

down,i,j which is used throughout the protocol whenever the original Kr
down,i,j is

used in πCKM. Similarly, if d = 1, the session key Kr
up,i,j generated in Wakeup between two

servers that are honest in the wakeup phase is replaced by a random session key K̃r
up,i,j .

5. Dummy shares. If e = 1, let ri,j be chosen uniformly at random from the same (finite)
field as si,j and let c̃ri,j := EncK1

enc,r
i,j

(ri,j). If Si is honest at shutdown and wakeup it sends

M̃r
i,j := c̃ri,j || vkri || dri,j to Sj in Step 3c of Shutdown instead of ci,j || vkri || dri,j . When Sj

receives M̃r
i,j it is immediately replaced by the correct value Mr

i,j .

Figure 4.9: The protocol πCKM(a, b, c, d, e)

up’ after ourselves by switching off the d and e-bits. For the same reason as before we must
switch off the e-bit (Step 8) before switching off the d-bit (Step 9).

This completes the informal description of our hybrids. We now proceed to proving indistin-
guishability of each pair of hybrids.

Step 1: FCKM = πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0)

Consider first an execution where servers either remain honest or are only corrupt during the
offline phases. When a server Si in πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) receives a shutdown request from E its file
σri immediately gets replaced with a dummy file 0|σ

r
i | that is used throughout the round, except at

the end of the wakeup phase where the server returns the original file σri to E. The only difference
between this and the simulated protocol execution in FCKM is the initial and final replacement of
secret files in πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0), which the environment cannot see. Since S forwards messages
between the simulated adversary and the environment, it follows that from the environments
point of view, the two protocol executions are identical, that is, FCKM

P
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0).

Consider then what takes place if a server happens to be passively corrupted during either
either shutdown, wakeup or the online phase): Whether this is going to happen is known to
the functionality FCKM already when the shutdown phase in round r is initialized because the
adversary is static in each round. The functionality immediately leaks the secret file to the
simulator that uses it as input to its corresponding simulated server. So in such a case, the
environment also cannot distinguish.

Finally, if a server happens to be actively corrupted in one of the online phases of the round,
the real secret file is also leaked from the functionality and the simulator can therefore also use
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that file as input to the server in its simulation. Furthermore, the final replacement of the file at
wakeup does not take place in πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0), so in both protocol executions, the environment
will have the same view, also if the adversary chooses to modify the file.

By either active network attacks or by actively corrupting servers, the adversary may cause
a server to abort or stall when shutting down or waking up. Abort happens if an AKE fails or if
the macs on the received shares are invalid. As FCKM allows the simulator to cause exactly the
same behavior of the server, this can be simulated perfectly.

All in all we conclude that FCKM
P
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0).

Step 2: πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) = πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0)

πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0) differs only from πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) in that in each round, pairs of honest
servers use other, but still uniformly random, session keys than those obtained by the AKE.

Our assumption is that the environment ensures that the protocol execution as a whole
proceeds in a number of rounds r = 1, 2, . . . , R (where the total number of rounds, R, depends
on A, E, and the random coins used by all Turing-machines in the protocol execution).14

Let Hl, for 0 ≤ l ≤ R, be the hybrid protocol execution that proceeds in the same way as
πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) for all rounds r > l and as πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0) for all rounds r ≤ l. Then, by
definition, H0 P

= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) and HR
P
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0). Let Il be as Hl+1 except that it

is only the session keys from the AKEs between honest servers in the shutdown phase of round
l + 1 that are replaced by random keys, that is, Il is “half-way” between Hl and Hl+1. Then, for
any 0 ≤ l < R, Hl and Hl+1 differ only in that all session keys generated by AKEs in round l+ 1
are used in Hl whereas they are immediately replaced by random session keys on both servers in
Hl+1. Also, Hl differs only from Il by the AKE keys used in the shutdown phase of round l + 1
and Il differs from Hl+1 only by the AKE keys used in the wakeup phase of round l + 1.

In the following we will say that the AKE shutdown keys of Si in round r are consistent
if (1) the AKE keys vkr−1

i and skr−1
i are correctly distributed (that is, they are generated

independently of E and according to GenAKE), and (2) at the beginning of the shutdown phase
of round r, Si holds skr−1

i and all other servers Sj hold vkr−1
i . Similarly, we say that AKE

wakeup keys in round r are consistent if the same properties hold for the keys vkri and skri of Si
at the beginning of the wakeup phase of round r.

Consider the following two statements:

P (r): πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
C
= Hr and except with probability negligible in k, the AKE

shutdown keys of all honest servers in round r + 1 are consistent.

Q(r): Hr
C
= Ir and except with negligible probability in k, the AKE wakeup keys of all

honest servers in round r + 1 are consistent.

P (0) follows directly from the construction of H0 and the use of the ideal setup FSETUP. We now
prove that P (r) for some 0 < r < R implies P (r+1). Since P (R) implies HR C

= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0),
which by transitivity of indistinguishability implies that πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0)

C
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0),

this completes this step. Now, assume P (r) for some 0 < r < R. Let Gb be the AKE game
from Fig. 4.5 and consider the following reduction RGb with oracle access to Gb. RGb simulates
the protocol execution ExecHr,E,A, outputting whatever the simulated E outputs. However, the
following modification are made:

14Here we assume for simplicity that the execution consists of a whole number of rounds. The proof for the
case where servers halt in the middle of a round is an easy modification of the case where servers halt at the end
of a round.
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1. In round r, every time an honest server Si would otherwise generate public and private
keys for AKE via GenAKE in the shutdown phase of this execution, RGb inputs (key-gen, i)
to Gb and embeds the public AKE key received from Gb into the protocol as vkri .

2. Every time a new AKE sub-protocol using skri is initiated, that is, in the wakeup phase
of round r and the shutdown phase of round r + 1, a Gb session is initiated using either
sid = up or sid = down, respectively. Every time a message m is sent between Si and Sj
in the simulated AKE sub-protocol, Gb outputs m to the adversary. The adversary gets to
modify or delete m before delivery and he is allowed to insert extra messages.

3. When Si is corrupted such that E would learn skri , RGb sends (corrupt, i) to Gb and
receives skri which is embedded

4. In round r, when the AKE in wakeup completes in Hr, RGb sends the message
(session-key-query, sid) for sid = (i, j, r, up) to Gb and the returned session key is em-
bedded into the protocol as the result of the AKE. E will not be able to distinguish because
of this, since in Hr the resulting session key is already random and independent of E. Em-
bedding keys here reflects the fact that the adversary should have no advantage in guessing
the outcome of a particular AKE even though the he learns something about previously
generated session keys using the same long-term key, say, through attacks on the network.

5. When an AKE between pairs of honest servers Si and Sj in the shutdown of round r + 1
are completed, RGb calls (get-test-session-key, i, j, down) and embeds the test keys
returned in the protocol execution as the keys produced by the servers by this AKE

By construction, RG0
P
= Hr and RG1

P
= Ir. Since G0

C
= G1 by Definition 4.8.4 and indistin-

guishability is preserved under efficient transformations, we get that RG0
C
= RG1 . By transitivity

of indistinguishability it then follows that Hr C
= Ir.

We now argue that in the execution Ir the AKE keys vkri and skri used at the beginning of the
wakeup phase in round r + 1 are consistent. Note first that the secret key skri is kept by server
Si and are therefore only modified if Si is actively corrupted. So we only have to argue that the
public key vkri is consistent at the wakeup phase in round r + 1. Let E be the event that there
exists two servers Si and Sj (which are not actively corrupted and do not abort in the wakeup
phase of round r+ 1) such that in the wakeup phase of round r+ 1 in the execution ExecIr,A,E ,
the key ṽk

r

i held by Sj does not match the key vkri produced by Si. We then want to prove that
Pr[E] is negligible in k. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that Pr[E] is non-negligible. We
can write E =

⋃
i,j Ei,j where Ei,j is the event that the public key is inconsistent between Si

and Sj in the wakeup of round r + 1. Since by the union bound Pr[E] ≤ ∑Pr[Ei,j ] then there
must exist one (i, j) such that Pr[Ei,j ] is non-negligible. We can then construct an adversary B
for the game G for unforgeable macs as follows: B simulates ExecIr,A,E but the message vkrj
sent to Si by Sj as well as the key vkri computed locally by Si are input to G and the resulting
macs embedded in the execution as dj,i and di,j , respectively. The altered mac d̃i,j and the
corresponding altered key ṽk

r

i received by Sj are input to G as the challenge. From the fact
that Sj does not abort on the received key and mac, it follows that B wins the game G with the
same probability p = Pr[Ei,j ] which is non-negligible. This contradicts the security of the mac
scheme, so we conclude that all AKE keys among servers that are not actively corrupted in the
beginning of the wakeup phase of round r + 1 are consistent.

Taken together, this implies Q(r). By Q(r) we have that the AKE keys are correctly dis-
tributed in the wakeup phase of round r+ 1 except with negligible probability. Therefore, by an
argument similar to the argument involving AKE security above, also the session keys resulting
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from the AKEs in the wakeup phase of round r + 1 can be replaced by random keys without E
being able to distinguish, that is, we get that Ir C

= Hr+1. Unless servers are actively corrupted in
round r+ 1, the AKE keys vkri and skri will also be consistent in the beginning of the shutdown
phase of round r + 2. All in all, this implies P (r + 1).

Since P (r) implies P (r + 1) and P (0) is true because of the trusted setup, we get P (R), in
particular πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0)

C
= HR. Since by construction Hr

P
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0) we get by

transitivity of indistinguishability that πCKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
C
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0).

Step 3: πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0) = πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1)

The only difference here is that in both the shutdown and wakeup phases, encrypted dummy
shares c̃i,j = EncK(ri,j) are sent over the wires instead of the real encrypted shares ci,j =
EncK1

(si,j). That is, when A for example corrupts a channel in the shutdown phase, E may
see either EncK(ri,j) or EncK(si,j). Due to the previous step, E now has no influence on which
K is used: It is guaranteed to be sampled uniformly at random and independent of E. We
can therefore use the IND-CPA security property of the encryption scheme as detailed in the
following.

Let L be the total number of session keys used by servers in ExecπCKM,A,E . These can be
ordered according to some ordering π(i, j, r, ·) 7→ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1} such that the l’th session key
is used by Si and Sj in the shutdown phase of round r for (i, j, r, down) = π−1(l) and by these
servers in the following wakeup phase if (i, j, r, up) = π−1(l) (note that this ordering does not
necessarily correspond to the order in time in which the keys are used in the execution). Define
the hybrid protocols Hl for 0 ≤ l ≤ L as πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0) with the following modification: In the
shutdown phase of round r, servers Si and Sj encrypt random shares as in πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1) if
π(i, j, r, down) ≤ l, and similarly these servers use random shares in the wakeup phase of round r
if π(i, j, r, up) ≤ l. Then, by construction, πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0)

P
= H0 and πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1)

P
= HL.

Let 0 ≤ l < L and consider the reduction RG
2
b with access to the IND-CPA encryption

oracle G2
b for two encryptions from the IND-CPA game: RG

2
b simulates ExecHl,A,E with the

modification that between the servers Si and Sj in the round r and phase defined by the index
l, neither the real nor dummy shares are encrypted. Instead

(
(sri,j , s

r
j,i), (r

r
i,j , r

r
j,i)
)
is input to

G2
b and the returned ciphertext (c1, c2) embedded in the simulation such that these values are

sent on the wire between Si and Sj . RG
2
b finally outputs whatever the simulated environment

outputs. By construction we then have RG
2
0

P
= Hl and RG

2
1

P
= Hl+1. Since G2

0
C
= G2

1 and efficient
transformations preserve indistinguishability, RG

2
0

C
= RG

2
1 . By transitivity of indistinguishability

it then follows that Hl
C
= Hl+1, Finally, again by transitivity of indistinguishability, this time a

polynomial number of times in k, we obtain that πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 0) = πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1).

Step 4: πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1) = πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

The protocol πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) differs from πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1) only in that a server Si secret
shares another key L̃ri than the key Lri used to encrypt the file σri .

Because of the previous step the same values are sent on the network in both cases, so E
cannot distinguish if only network corruptions occurs. By means of passive offline corruptions,
E gets to see either shares of Lri or L̃ri (the encrypted file Cri is the same in both cases). But
since E ∈ E , there will at most be n− 1 offline attacks in round r, and E will miss at least one
share. This means that we can use the privacy property of the RSS scheme from Definition 4.8.1:
Analogous to the previous steps we introduce an ordering π(i, r) 7→ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1} and hybrid
protocols Hl such that server Si secret shares the same key Lri as used for encryption of σri as in
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πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) if π(i, r) ≤ l and samples and shares another key L̃ri as in πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1)

if π(i, r) > l. Then H0 P
= πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1), Hl P

= πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
Hl and Hl+1 differ only by the secret sharing of a key by one server Si in one round r

and we show that for any 0 ≤ l < L it holds that Hl
C
= Hl+1. This time the reduction RGb

has oracle access to the IND-RSS game Gb: It simulates Hl with the following modifications:
Let (i, r) be such that π(i, r) = l. Since corruptions are static in each round, the reduction
knows at the beginning of round r which servers are corrupted in that round. Define these
as {Sj}j∈T . The reduction first inputs (Lri , L̃

r
i ) to Gb. After receiving V ri it inputs T and

receives as output a set of shares {s̃ri,j}j∈T which are embedded into the simulation, such that
s̃ri,j replaces sri,j . The reduction outputs the same as its simulated environment. Since G0

C
= G1,

πCKM(0, 1, 1, 1, 1)
C
= πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) follows for the same reasons as in the previous step, that

is, by the fact that indistinguishability is transitive and preserved under efficient transformations.

Step 5: πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) = πCKM(1, 0, 1, 1, 1)

The difference here is that Si in πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) in each round r stores an encrypted dummy
file Cri = EncLr

i
(0|σ

r
i |) while Si in πCKM(1, 0, 1, 1, 1) stores instead an encryption of the real file

EncLr
i
(σri ).

Due to the previous step, the keys used for encryption are chosen uniformly and without
influence from E, so we get πCKM(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) = πCKM(1, 0, 1, 1, 1) by an argument similar to
Step 3 above, this time using IND-CPA of the encryption.

Step 6: πCKM(1, 0, 1, 1, 1) = πCKM(0, 0, 1, 1, 1)

The difference here is as in Step 4 whether the same key or an independent key is used for
encrypting the secret file. This time, it is the real file and not a dummy file, but otherwise the
argument is identical to that of Step 4.

Step 7: πCKM(0, 0, 1, 1, 1) = πCKM(0, 0, 0, 1, 1)

In πCKM(0, 0, 1, 1, 1) an honest server always returns the correct file to E on wakeup, that is,
the file that E handed to the server at the previous shutdown. In πCKM(0, 0, 0, 1, 1) the file
returned to E is that which is actually reconstructed in the protocol, so this step is essentially an
argument for the correctness of the protocol: If no corruption occurs, correctness follows directly
from the correctness of the encryption and secret sharing primitives used.

In addition, we need to argue that E cannot distinguish the file σri returned by honest Si
in round r from the correct file even if some or all of the returned shares have been modified
– either due to active network attacks or because one or more of the other servers have been
actively corrupted. Since rkri and V ri never leaves Si, this follows from the robustness of the RSS
scheme.

More precisely, consider again a sequence of hybrid protocols Hl where the key Lri output by
the RSS reconstruction algorithm in Step 3b of the wakeup phase is replaced by the correct key
Lri for π(i, r) ≤ l. That is, H0 P

= πCKM(0, 0, 1, 1, 1), HL P
= πCKM(0, 0, 0, 1, 1), and the difference

between Hl and Hl+1 is only with regards to the secret sharing at Si in round r + 1. Let E be
the event that the reconstructed key is different from the key originally secret shared by Si. We
prove that Pr[E] is negligible in k and the indistinguishability then follows since the conditional
distribution ExecHl,A,E |Ē = ExecHl+1,A,E . Assume for the sake of contradiction that Pr[E]
is non-negligible. We can then construct an adversary B for the RSS robustness game G from
Definition 4.8.2 as follows: B simulates the execution and inputs the RSS key rkri to G along
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with the key Lri shared by Si. The shares s and public key V ri output from G are embedded in
the execution (they have the same distribution as those originally used in the execution, so this
cannot affect the output of E). The possibly modified shares s′ that Si receives at the wakeup
phase of round r + 1 are finally input to G. It follows that B wins the game G with the same
non-negligible probability Pr[E] which contradicts the robustness of the RSS scheme.

Step 8: πCKM(0, 0, 0, 1, 1) = πCKM(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

This step is needed before we can switch off the d-bit. The argument is similar to that of Step
3. The only difference is that now the real files and not dummy files are used in the protocol,
but we can still use IND-CPA as in Step 3.

Step 9: πCKM(0, 0, 0, 1, 0) = πCKM(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

This step is similar to Step 2 and relies on the security of the underlying AKE and mac schemes.
Again, the fact that real and not dummy files are used in the protocol does not make any
difference.

Step 10: πCKM(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = πCKM

This step follows simply by construction of πCKM(0, 0, 0, 0, 0).

Now, since the total number of reductions in the steps above is polynomial in the security
parameter k we get by transitivity of indistinguishability that πCKM

C
= FCKM or, using the

standard UC notation, ExecπCKM,A,E
C
= ExecFCKM,S,E .

4.8.4 Cut-Off Attacks
Until now we have simply assumed that the adversary does not cut off any server. Recall the
definition of a cut-off attack:

Definition 4.8.6 (Cut-Off Attack). A cut-off attack on Si in round r is a passive corruption
of Si in round r − 1 or r (stealing the server’s private AKE key skr−1

i ) combined with active
network attack on all of Si’s channels during the shutdown phase of round r (impersonating Si
in the AKEs done there), or a passive corruption of Si at some point during round r (stealing
skri ) combined with active attacks on all of Si’s channels during the wakeup phase of round r
(impersonating Si in the AKEs done in that phase).

The adversary may for example corrupt Si during an offline phase, learning sri,i and sk
r1
i . At

wakeup he then actively attacks the network using skr1i in order to learn the new session keys
and hence the remaining shares si,j . This gives him all shares and hence reveals the server’s file
σri . By continuing the attack the adversary may also learn and modify the shares that Si are
supposed to store in subsequent rounds.

We would like to model in FCKM that cutting off a server leaks the server’s files and makes
the server behave as if actively corrupted. To do this there must be an explicit notion of a
channel between two servers in the ideal execution, such that FCKM can know when a cut-off
attack occurs. We therefore model a channel between two servers Si and Sj by a special ’channel’
party Ci,j . We let Si and Sj communicate with Ci,j using ideal functionalities for perfect secret
communication. When Si wants to send message m to Sj he sends m to Ci,j who forwards it to
Sj . The simulator now corrupts the channel between Si and Sj by corrupting Ci,j . Consequently,
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Shutdown: On input (shutdown, σi) from server Si do as FCKM. In addition, if Si is subject to a
cut-off attack in this round, σi and all the server’s files in subsequent rounds are sent to the
adversary.

Wakeup: As FCKM.

Figure 4.10: The functionality F∗CKM.

a passive attack on Ci,j lets the adversary eavesdrop on the channel while actively corrupting
Ci,j corresponds to an active network attack since the adversary can then make the channel
party discard or inject messages. As for the servers, we assume that the adversary decides at
the beginning of each round which network channels to corrupt. The adversary may choose to
decorrupt channels in later phases, also in case of active network attacks.15

With channels modelled like this, we can now handle cut-off attacks. We call the functionality
F∗CKM and it is listed in Fig. 4.10.

Since a cut-off attack potentially leaks the shares sent to the server and lets the adversary
modify those shares as if malicious, we need to count a cut off server as corrupted.

Definition 4.8.7. Let E∗ be as the environment class E , but without the restriction that the
adversary does not carry out cut-off attacks. In addition, if a server is cut off in a round, the
server counts as a corrupt server in all subsequent phases and rounds.

We can now restate Theorem 4.8.4, but in a stronger version where the environment class E
is replaced by E∗ and FCKM by F∗CKM.

Theorem 4.8.5. Assuming IND-CPA secure encryption and a mac scheme that is secure against
existential forgery, robust secret sharing according to Definition 4.8.3, and a secure AKE scheme
as defined in Definition 4.8.4, πCKM UC-realizes the ideal functionality F∗CKM with respect to
the environment class E∗. That is, for any PPT adversary A there exists a PPT simulator S
with running time polynomial in that of A and such that for any environment E ∈ E∗ it holds
that

ExecF∗CKM,S,E
c
= ExecπCKM,A,E .

Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 4.8.4. The simulator is the same
except for the following. If a server Si in the ideal execution ExecF∗CKM,S,E

is cut off in round r
the simulator now receives σri and the server’s files for subsequent rounds from F∗CKM and uses
these as input to Si when simulating.

The hybrids are also almost the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.8.4. We only make a
number of small modifications to πCKM(a, b, c, d, e) that essentially treat a server as actively
corrupted if it has been cut off. More precisely, let π∗CKM(a, b, c, d, e) be as πCKM(a, b, c, d, e) in
Fig. 4.9 except that all occurrences of the phrases ’honest’ are replaced by ’honest and have not
been cut off in this or any previous round’. We let the correct file be returned if c = 1, even if
the server has been cut off in this or a previous round.

It follows directly that F∗CKM = π∗CKM(0, 1, 1, 0, 0) (Step 1). In particular, the files of a
cut-off server may leak to A, but in both cases this is the real file. Also, since we do not replace
any session keys, shares, or file keys if a server has been cut off in the current or any previous
round, the reductions to the AKE, IND-CPA, and IND-RSS games in Step 2, 3 and 4 work for
the same reasons as before. (When reducing to IND-RSS we use that at most n − 1 shares are
known to the adversary, including those that leak from cut-off servers.) Similarly, since only

15One benefit of this is that we inherit the standard corruption preserving behavior of the UC model.
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honest servers that have not been cut off get their dummy files replaced by real files in Step 5,
the reduction to IND-CPA works as before. In Step 6, 8, and 9 we just switch off bits that have
earlier been switched on, and the reductions works for the same reasons.

When switching off the c-bit (Step 7) we must argue that if a server that is not actively
corrupted returns a file, it is the correct file. If the server has not been cut off this is true for the
same reasons as before, i.e., including robustness of the RSS scheme. We must also argue that
even a cut-off server returns the correct file (if any). This is indeed the case since it requires a
full active corruption of the server to modify the public RSS key V . In particular, V cannot be
modified only with a cut-off attack. Thus, by reduction to the robustness of the RSS scheme, a
file returned by a cut-off server is correct.

We conclude that ExecF∗CKM,S,E
c
= ExecπCKM,A,E .

Where Theorem 4.8.4 promised nothing in case of a cut-off attack, Theorem 4.8.5 above states
that a cut-off attack leaks a server’s file, but also that a file does not leak from an honest server
even if all other servers are corrupted or cut off.

Recall that a feature of πCKM is that a cut-off server either stalls or aborts (since at least one
of its AKEs will fail). This is not expressed by F∗CKM: A protocol where cut-off servers continue
without abort may indeed still realize F∗CKM.

Including this feature turns out to be difficult. We could let F∗CKM output abort to a server
when it sees that the server is cut off. But this would be impossible to realize in a protocol since
cut-off servers must then abort, even if the adversary chooses not to ’use’ the cut-off attack, i.e.,
if it chooses to not change anything on the actively corrupted network channels.

Alternatively, once F∗CKM sees that a cut-off attack occurs, it could give the adversary the
option to receive the file and only output abort to the server if the adversary accepts the offer.
This models nicely that only an effective cut-off attack, leaking the file, is required to cause the
server to abort. But to make sure that the output of the server is the same in the ideal and real
executions, the simulator must postpone requesting the file from F∗CKM until the cut-off server
in the simulation outputs abort. This means that it must simulate using dummy input and then
at a later point it must make it seem to the adversary as if the encryption that he saw when
breaking into the server offline, is an encryption of the real file.

In other words, modelling the cut-off abort guarantee in the UC framework seems to require
protocols to use non-committing encryption. We therefore settle with the F∗CKM above and
accept that, while clearly a property of the protocol πCKM, the abort guarantee does not follow
from F∗CKM.
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Appendix A

Security of Interactive Protocols

A.1 Basic Cryptographic Primitives
We briefly recap the basic notions of games and indistinguishability. We also briefly recap a few
basic cryptographic primitives that we use in our formal proofs. For more on these the reader is
referred to textbooks in cryptography such as Katz & Lindell [KL14].

Definition A.1.1. LetG be a probabilistic TM. Let A be another probabilistic TM that interacts
with G only by giving it input and receiving output and that eventually outputs a result. Let
A(G) denote the result of G when interacting with A. We call A an adversary and G a game and
define the advantage of A with respect to G as advA(G) := Pr[> ← A(G)].

Definition A.1.2. Let A and G be a probabilistic TMs and denote by A(G) the output of
A after interacting with G by only sending input and receiving output from G. Given two
probabilistic TMs G0 and G1 we define the advantage of A in distinguishing G0 and G1 as
advA(G0, G1) := 2|Pr[b← A(Gb)]− 1/2| where the probabilities are taken over the coin tosses of
Gb and A and b is picked uniformly at random.

Definition A.1.3. A (positive) function f is negligible in k if for all d ∈ N there exists kd ∈ N
such that f(k) ≤ 1/kd for all k ≥ kd.
Definition A.1.4 (Indistinguishability). Let G0 and G1 be two games, ε ∈ [0, 1] and T : N→ N.
We say that G0 and G1 are (T, ε)-indistinguishable if advA(G0, G1) ≤ ε for all T -time bounded
interactive distinguishers A. We then say that G0 and G1 are indistinguishable if for all c, d ∈ N it
holds that G0 and G1 are (kc, 1/kd)-indistinguishable for all sufficiently large k. The parameter
k is denoted the security parameter.

We will sometimes abuse notation slightly by letting poly(k) denote any polynomial in k
allowing us to say that G0 and G1 are indistinguishable if advA(G0, G1) is negligible in k for any
adversary A running in poly(k) time.

A.1.1 Symmetric Encryption
A symmetric encryption scheme (Gen,Enc,Dec) consists of three PPT TMs such that for a
security parameter k, a symmetric key K ← Gen(1k) can be generated. For any symmetric
encryption scheme we require perfect correctness, that is, for any key K and message m ∈ M
it holds that DecK(EncK(m)) = m. The common security definition for encryption is that of
indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) which we rephrase here.
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Definition A.1.5 (IND-CPA). Let E = (Enc,Dec,Gen) be a symmetric encryption scheme with
security parameter k. Let Gnb be the (PPT) game that first samples a key K ← Gen(1k). Then
it enters a state where it for every received plaintext m outputs EncK(m). At some point during
this phase it receives two lists of plaintext messages

(
(m1

0,m
2
0, . . . ,m

n
0 ), (m1

1,m
2
1, . . . ,m

n
1 )
)
and

outputs a challenge (c1, c2, . . . , cn) ←
(
EncK(m1

b),EncK(m2
b), . . . ,EncK(mn

b )
)
. We say that E is

IND-CPA if Gn0 and Gn1 are indistinguishable.

Definition A.1.5 captures security with respect to multiple encryptions. Sometimes IND-CPA
is defined with respect to only one encryption, but it can be shown that this implies the above
definition [KL14].

A.1.2 Message Authentication Codes

A message authentication code (MAC) scheme (Gen,Mac,Verify) consists of three PPT TMs
such that for a security parameter k a uniformly random key K ← Gen(1k) can be generated
and for all messages m ∈ {0, 1}∗ an authenticator (or ’tag’) a ← MacK(m) can be computed.
The following standard definition captures that an adversary cannot forge a valid authenticator
for any message without knowing the secret key even though he has influence on the choice of
messages and gets to see the authenticators of these.

Definition A.1.6 (Existential Forgery). Let M = (Gen,Mac,Verify) be a MAC scheme with
security parameter k and let G be the PPT TM defined as follows: G first samples a random key
K ← Gen(1k) and waits for a number of input messages mi for which it computes and returns
the corresponding authenticators ai = MacK(mi). Finally, it waits to receive a pair (m∗, a∗).
If G has not seen m∗ before and VerifyK(a∗,m∗) = 1, it outputs >. Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.
We then say that M is secure against existential forgery if for any adversary A running in time
poly(k), the advantage advA(G) is negligible in k.

A.2 The UC Framework

We here briefly recap the concepts of the UC framework. We do not attempt to cover all details.
More details can be found in Canetti [Can01].

A very useful concept when defining security is that of simulation. It was first introduced
by Goldwasser & Micali [GM84] in the specific context of encryption and later generalized to
arbitrary interactive protocols by Goldreich et al. [GMW87].

The essential idea is to compare the real protocol execution to an idealized execution where
the intended task is carried out by a special party that by definition is always honest. Put very
roughly, a protocol is said to be secure if no adversary can distinguish whether it is attacking
the real or the ideal execution. This is a very convincing notion of security, since it implies that
the adversary has no further influence and gains no further knowledge in the real execution than
he what he can do in the ideal execution.

In addition this approach leads to nice composition results that automatically guarantee
security of complex protocols when these are composed of simpler protocols that are known to
be secure. Earlier frameworks only allowed sequential composition. The UC framework [Can01]
improves on this by allowing universal composition of protocols. This means that security holds
even if any number of protocol instances are running concurrently with each other and other
protocols. This is a very strong notion of security, but also an essential one since a protocol
instance today usually lives in a complex networks with many other protocols.
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Real vs Ideal Execution

The UC framework specifies in detail a model of execution consisting of a number of interactive
Turing machines. Two kinds of execution are considered: The real and the ideal execution. The
real execution consists of a number of parties Pi, an adversary A and an environment E. The
parties carry out an execution of a protocol π: They receive input from and return output to the
environment and can send messages to each other. The adversary communicates freely with the
environment. The adversary is also trying to attack the protocol. He may for example be allowed
to modify messages sent between the parties or make some parties deviate from the protocol.

In the ideal execution there is also an adversary and an environment. But there is no protocol
execution. Instead, the input intended for the parties goes directly from the environment to an
ideal functionality F that carries out the functionality that the protocol is intended to do (a
voting scheme, for example) and returns the results directly to the environment. To make the
ideal and real executions structurally identical as seen from the environment, the messages sent
between the E and F goes through a number of dummy parties that by definition does nothing
else than forward the messages. In the ideal execution the adversary cannot attack the protocol.
It is instead allowed to communicate with F .

The adversary in the ideal execution is denoted the simulator. A protocol π is then said to
securely realize an ideal functionality F if for any adversary A in the real execution there exist
a simulator S for the ideal execution such that no environment E can distinguish whether it is
running in the real or the ideal execution except with negligible probability.
F may for example implement a secure data store allowing the parties to store secret files.

F may then state explicitly that S is allowed to request only the size of stored files, but not
the actual file contents. This way F specifies not only the ideal functionality, but also the ideal
influence and ideal leakage that we are willing to accept. If we for any A in the real execution
can come up with a simulator that makes E believe that he is in the real world, it implies that
the protocol leaks only the file size.

Previous frameworks presented views of the real and ideal executions to a distinguisher after
the executions have completed. The essential difference between these and the UC framework is
the fact that the UC environment acts as an interactive distinguisher during the execution.

Technically, we define Execπ,A,E(k) and ExecF,S,E(k) to be the output of E in the real
and ideal executions, respectively, with the given computational security parameter k. These are
random variables over the input and random coins of the involved Turing machines. We define
Execπ,A,E and ExecF,S,E to be the sequences of random variables for k ∈ N.

Definition A.2.1. Let E be a class of environments. If for any adversary A there exist a
simulator S with running time polynomial in the running time of A such that for any environment
E ∈ E it holds for all k ∈ N that Execπ,A,E(k) = ExecF,S,E(k) we say that π UC realizes F
perfectly (with respect to E) and write Execπ,A,E

p
= ExecF,S,E . If instead it holds that

|Pr[Execπ,A,E(k) = 1]− Pr[ExecF,S,E(k) = 1]|

is negligible in k we say that π UC realizes F statistically and write Execπ,A,E
s
= ExecF,S,E . If

the two sequences of random variables are only computationally indistinguishable, meaning that
for any poly-time Turing-machine D it holds that

|Pr[D(1k,Execπ,A,E(k)) = 1]− Pr[D(1k,ExecF,S,E(k)) = 1]|

is negligible in k we say that π UC realizes F computationally and write Execπ,A,E
c
= ExecF,S,E .

We will sometimes just write Execπ,A,E = ExecF,S,E if we do not care whether the two
sequences of random variables are perfectly, statistically, or computationally indistinguishable.
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The notion of indistinguishability of sequences of random variables is also sometimes used
for other sequences than Execπ,A,E and ExecF,S,E . In particular, security games that is
parametrized by k, such as IND-CPA, also defines such sequences of random variables. We
will use the following two properties in our proofs.

Property A.2.1. Let n := poly(k). If G1, G2, . . . , Gn are sequences of random variables such
that Gi and Gi+1 are indistinguishable for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 then G1 and Gn are indistin-
guishable.

For two interactive Turing machines (TMs) A and B we denote by AB the TM A with oracle
access to B, that is, where A can pass input to and obtain output from B in one step, but where
A does not have access to the internal state of B. Suppose B is a probabilistic TM parametrized
by k. This defines a sequence of random variables for k = 1, 2, . . . . In addition, AB is also a
sequence of random variables for k = 1, 2, . . . .

Property A.2.2. Let G0 and G1 be indistinguishable sequences of random variables for k ∈ N
and R a probabilistic TM with running time polynomial in k. Then RG0 and RG1 are also
indistinguishable sequences of random variables for k = 1, 2, . . . .

A.2.1 Composition

An important benefit of the UC framework is that it allows protocols to be composed from other
ideal functionalities that have previously been proved secure. The UC framework has a notion of
a hybrid execution. If F is an ideal functionality, then the F-hybrid execution is a real execution
except that the parties are also allowed to use F as an ideal subroutine. If π is a protocol
designed for F-hybrid execution we say that π is in the F-hybrid model.

Theorem A.2.3 (UC Composition Theorem [Can01]). Let φ be a protocol realizing F and let π
be a protocol that realizes G in the F-hybrid model. Let πF←φ denote the execution where calls
to F are replaced by running the real protocol φ. Then πF←φ UC realizes G.

Apart from the ability to build complex protocols from simpler ones, the composability has
also proved useful as a means to precisely express basic assumptions. For example, if a protocol
relies on authenticated channels or a certain trusted setup, the protocol can simply be expressed
in the hybrid model, assuming ideal functionalities for these sub-tasks.

A.2.2 Adversarial Powers

The UC framework is very flexible. By assuming certain ideal functionalities, by defining special
’corruption’ behavior, and by considering restricted environment classes, one can define the power
of the adversary quite precisely within the framework. Some standard examples are the following.

Passive/Active security By defining what a party leaks once it receives a corruption signal
in the real execution one can model active or passive security. A passive corruption cor-
responds to letting the corrupted party reveal its internal state. If actively corrupted, the
party stops acting according to the protocol and instead receives instructions from the
adversary.

Erasure The ability to erase state can be modelled by requiring that a corrupted party only
leaks its current internal state and not its previous internal state to the adversary.
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Honest/dishonest majority One can model that only a certain threshold of the parties can be
corrupted, either by restricting the environment class or by letting the ideal functionality
reveal all information if more parties are corrupted (making it trivial to simulate).

Static/adaptive adversary The default in the UC framework is that the adversary can corrupt
parties at any time, depending on his knowledge so far. But by restricting the environment
class or by letting the ideal functionality break down if not, one can model the assumption
that the adversary decides at the beginning of the protocol who to corrupt.

Bounded/unbounded adversary The UC framework allows to model either the information
theoretic setting or the cryptographic setting. In the information theoretic setting one
assumes a computationally unbounded adversary and perfect channels between the parties,
and proves that a protocol statistically realizes an ideal functionality. In the cryptographic
setting the adversary is assumed to run in polynomial time in the security parameter and
one proves that a protocol is computationally indistinguishable from an ideal functionality
by reduction to various hardness assumptions. In Chapter 2 we are in the information
theoretic setting whereas in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we are in the cryptographic setting.

Synchronous/asynchronous network The standard in the UC framework is asynchronous
and insecure communication. One can model other kinds of communication by assuming
ideal functionalities for example for authenticated or private communication, or for syn-
chronous communication. It is also possible to model the weaker notion of eventual delivery
[KMTZ13].

Standard/idealized model Ideal primitives such as the random oracle can be easily modelled
as an ideal functionality within the UC framework.

In addition, many properties such as confidentiality, availability, fairness, independence of
inputs, and more, which are often tightly coupled to the particular functionality, are easily
modelled by directly specifying the behavior of the corresponding ideal functionality.
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